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This thesis investigates the omputational properties of a lass of substru tural al uli,
those lo ated between the non-asso iative Lambek al ulus and the impli ational fragment
of intuitionist logi , whi h have been used for linguisti des ription and parsing. The investigation is set in the ontext of labelled analyti dedu tion. Parsing in Lambek al uli
and labelled approa hes to generalised dedu tion in most substru tural logi s have both been
shown to be ostly, and in fa t intra table in many ommon appli ations. In this thesis we
develop automated dedu tion me hanisms designed to keep omplexity of ategorial parsing
under ontrol while preserving the levels of uniformity and overage one nds in labelled
dedu tive systems.
First, we de ne the hierar hy of al uli whose omputational treatment is addressed in
the thesis, review the main issues and linguisti motivations behind proof-theoreti al features
of ea h al ulus and des ribe the orresponden e between proofs and semanti interpretation
with respe t to lambda terms.
Next we introdu e the rules and algorithms of a dedu tive system based on analyti
tableaux whi h overs the whole hierar hy of ategorial al uli presented. Completeness and
termination results are shown. We then impose synta ti

onstraints on the al uli and

elaborate label uni ation pro edures aimed at limiting the system's omplexity. Alternative
proof-sear h strategies are dis ussed and a te hnique for re overing synta ti stru ture from
tableau derivations is developed.
In the last hapters we ompare our system with other methods used in ategorial dedu tion, dis uss design issues, heuristi s and extensions, and link ategorial dedu tion with
theorem proving in re ently developed logi s of information ow su h as hannel theory.
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Comparisons with other approa hes to ategorial dedu tion are made and the requirements of
this kind of system are dis ussed. Towards the end of the thesis the issue of eÆ ient ategorial
parsing develops into an a ount of type polymorphism within the tableau framework and

Chapter 1

Introdu tion
In this thesis we dis uss analyti dedu tion te hniques for automated theorem proving in
ategorial logi s and its tailoring to perform parsing in ategorial grammars. The dis ussion
is set in the framework of labelled tableaux and is intended as a ontribution to the study of
algorithmi properties of labelled ategorial systems.
This is, to our knowledge, the rst attempt to apply tableau te hniques to this kind of task.
Tableau and labelled dedu tion have been used in theoreti al approa hes to substru tural logi s and automated dedu tion te hniques have previously been employed in ategorial grammar
parsing. However, one en ounters severe omplexity problems when trying to implement general labelled systems or develop theorem provers to over the variety of al uli that ategorial
grammar writing seems to demand. The work presented here seeks to provide a feasible appli ation for the former and an environment for the implementation of the latter. The thesis
is fo used on issues whi h are spe i to ategorial dedu tion but whi h are also of interest
for theorem proving tasks in the domain of information-oriented logi .
A full, general de ision pro edure is de ned whi h enables us to over a whole hierar hy of
ategorial al uli via setting of algebrai onstraints, without having to implement separate
provers for ea h al ulus. Te hniques whi h guarantee tra tability in linguisti ally-relevant
ategorial subsystems are presented and tested in pra ti e at the level of implementation.

an analysis of the onne tions between theorem proving in Lambek al uli and more general
logi s of information ow.
In what follows we overview the history of ategorial grammar, situate the aims of this thesis
with respe t to previous resear h and des ribe its stru ture to set the s ene for later hapters.

1.1

A brief histori al ex ursion

This se tion is meant as brief overview of the developments in the eld ategorial grammar
and ategorial logi s over a period of almost 70 years. The reader is referred to (van Benthem,
1986; van Benthem, 1991; Buszkowski, 1986) for more detailed dis ussions and pointers to
the relevant literature.
Categorial grammar (CG for short) is an approa h to language des ription in whi h all synta ti information is en oded in the lexi on. Lexi al items are put in orresponden e with logi al
types whose stru ture essentially determines whi h ombinations are lassi ed as grammati al
and whi h are ruled out. This approa h has its origins in logi al semioti s and an be tra ed
ba k to Frege and Husserl. The rst formalisations of ategorial grammar are due to (Ajdukiewi z, 1935) | whi h introdu es an algorithm to de ide well-formedness of an arbitrary
string in Lesniewiski's system of \semanti al types" | and (Bar-Hillel, 1953). We refer to
them as the AB al ulus. The symbols involved in these systems re eive interpretations whi h
are independent of any parti ular language and therefore the grammar may be regarded as
a form of propositional al ulus. Still stronger similarity with the propositional al ulus is
exhibited by the logi introdu ed by Lambek (Lambek, 1958) whi h extends the dedu tive
apparatus of the AB al ulus up to a logi al system whose presentation resembles that of
intuitionist logi .
After these pioneering works ategorial grammars re eived little attention in the formal lin-
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guisti s ommunity for many years | then dominated by Chomsky's transformational approa h. With the advent of Montague's semanti enterprise (Montague, 1974; Dowty, 1988),
CG started to attra t more resear h (Gea h, 1972), experien ing a strong revival in the 80's

It has also been laimed that CG o ers the possibility of de oupling the theory of parsing from
the theory of ompeten e. Furthermore, if one narrows the range of ategorial systems down
to the family logi s started by Lambek (Lambek, 1958; Lambek, 1961) and augmented by the

with the works of Ades and Steedman (Ades and Steedman, 1982; Steedman, 1987), Flynn
(Flynn, 1983) Buszkowski and van Benthem (van Benthem, 1986; Buszkowski, 1986) among
others. Many variants of the original systems were proposed to ta kle di erent phenomena.
The renewed interest in substru tural logi s | i.e logi s whi h treat formulae a \resour es"
and are sensitive to, for instan e, the order of premises in a dedu tive step | brought about
by linear logi (Girard, 1987) within theoreti al omputer s ien e added a new impulse to
the stri tly logi alist bran h of CG. Linguisti motivations for al uli situated beyond the
original Lambek al ulus in dedu tive power were pointed out (van Benthem, 1991) and several versions of Lambek al uli re eived ner-grained me hanisms for stru tural ontrol, su h
as the ones proposed by the Edinburgh-based group (Barry and Morrill, 1990). These have
a hieved a stage of maturity su h that omprehensive presentations of CG systems overing

logi s derived from those by means of dedu tive extensions towards intuitionist systems one
also a hieves a pure realisation of the paradigm of \parsing as dedu tion" (Shieber, S habes,
and Pereira, 1994). With only minor additions theorem proving in Lambek logi s be omes

substantial aspe ts of natural language and their onne tions with logi and type theory are
starting to appear (Morrill, 1994; Carpenter, 1997).
These developments situate CG within the eld of new uni ed approa hes to logi , omputational and ognitive pro esses based on a notion of information ow whi h en ompasses works
in semanti s (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995; Allwein and Dunn, 1993), proof-theory
(Gabbay, 1994) and informati s (van Benthem, 1996; Girard, Lafont, and Regnier, 1995).

1.2

Aims of this thesis

Of the so alled \lexi alist" approa hes to grammar des ription, ategorial grammar seems
to be one whi h best en ompasses the elements of the paradigm in its purest form:





hara terisation by types at the lexi al level
fun tor-argument stru ture
lear and elegant ompositional syntax-semanti s interfa e

(equivalent to) parsing in ategorial grammar. In spite of this, although linguisti resear h
has seen onsiderable theoreti al a tivity in the eld of ategorial grammar1 , this resear h
has failed to have the impa t one would expe t from a framework with su h hara teristi s
in the mainstream of omputational linguisti s2 . We believe one of the reasons for this to
be the disproportionate amount of resear h e ort invested into the logi al properties of these
al uli in omparison with the resear h into the omplex automated dedu tion te hniques
whi h these al uli seem to demand. This thesis is the result of our e orts to ta kle the latter
issue in a systemati manner.
There are several systems of CG. The ones in whi h we will be mostly interested here are
those developed around the original Lambek al ulus and its non-asso iative variants. We will
not deal, for instan e, with ombinatory ategorial grammar (CCG) or weaker ombinatory
systems su h as the one introdu ed by the pioneering works of Ajdukiewi z and Bar-Hillel.
All al uli addressed in this thesis share the property of being des ribable by Gentzen sequent
systems whi h enjoy a ut-elimination property and therefore provide an e e tive method for
de iding grammati ality. A number of al uli an be obtained from the original Lambek
al ulus by varying the degree to whi h the logi is sensitive to order and quantity of strings.
From these, other al uli an be obtained by re ning the onstraints on order and number even
further and/or ombining them into more expressive, hybrid frameworks. The CG ommunity
does not seem to have rea hed a onsensus regarding the degree of su h resour e sensitivity
needed in natural language des ription or whi h hybrid framework would be the most adequate
for the task. There is however an agreement, or at least a ommon working hypothesis, as
1
In addition to the fa t that the ategorial approa h has inspired in reasingly more popular theories su h
as HPSG, whi h present themselves as alternatives to Chomsky's GB framework. Unlike GB, both HPSG and
CG treat dependen y in a purely non-transformational way.
2
We refer mainly to systems whi h preserve the ore logi al hara teristi s set forth in (Lambek, 1958) as
opposed to systems based on purely ombinatory te hniques.
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to the orresponden e between ertain logi al (stru tural) operations and ertain natural
language phenomena. In this thesis we will fo us on these ommon logi al features rather
than on a parti ular hybrid system.

We will on entrate on theorem proving te hniques for the ore stru tural features of the
lass of a hierar hy of Lambek al uli to be de ned in hapter 2 aiming at modularity and
s alability. Stru tural modalities (Morrill et al., 1990; Hepple, 1990; Versmissen, 1994) and

In his re ent work on linear logi programming dedu tion for ategorial logi s, Glyn Morrill
states that

hybrid operators (Moortgat and Oehrle, 1993; Hepple, 1995) will not be dire tly addressed
but we suggest in hapter 5 that the theorem proving me hanisms developed here for the
Lambek hierar hy an be straightforwardly extended to deal with them.

Automated dedu tion for Lambek Cal uli is of interest in its own right but solution
of the parsing problem for ategorial logi allowing signi ant linguisti overage
demands automated dedu tion for more than just individual al uli. There is a
need for methods applying to whole lasses of systems in ways whi h are prinipled and powerful enough to support the further generalisations that grammar
development will demand. (Morrill, 1995b)
We tend to endorse this view. In fa t, the work to be presented in the next hapters is intended as a ontribution to this resear h programme. An important point not made expli it
in the statement above must be emphasized, however. Automated dedu tion te hniques for
CG should aim at eÆ ien y and manageable omputational omplexity as well as generality. EÆ ien y and generality are two aspe ts whi h normally pose a trade-o for pra ti al
systems. In this thesis we will express this trade-o between overage of a wide range of
logi s and tra tability in the framework of tableau-based labelled dedu tion. We will borrow
labelling te hniques developed originally for full (generally intra table) substru tural logi s
(Gabbay, 1994; D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) and adapt them to the spe i ase of linguisti des ription in CG, showing that a ompromise may be a hieved whi h does not impair
the logi al features of the Lambek al uli and opens up the possibility for the use of CG in
eÆ ient natural language appli ations.
The present work will fo us on parsing issues mainly from a synta ti perspe tive. Although
we re ognise their importan e in CG, semanti issues su h as the labelling of derivations
arising from the Curry-Howard isomorphism will only be dis ussed to the extent that they
have an impa t on proof sear h itself | for instan e, in the ase of spurious ambiguity (Hepple,
1990).

Finally, we should remark that we will not attempt to provide an a ount of any parti ular
kind of linguisti phenomena. However, unlike most approa hes to automated dedu tion in
ategorial logi s we will keep in mind that our primary appli ation domain is natural language
pro essing and that the dedu tive system to be presented should bene t from this fa t by
in orporating domain-spe i

1.3

Synopsis of

knowledge.

hapters

The ore of the thesis is presented in ve main hapters followed by a on luding summary and
appendi es ontaining sample ategorial proofs generated by the prototype implementing the
te hniques dis ussed in the main hapters and an analysis of the system's run-time pro le.
In all hapters we have tried to start by giving an informal overview of the issues to be
ta kled before moving on to the more formal presentation. The ontent of the main hapters
is arranged as follows:

Chapter 2: Mathemati al, linguisti and omputational ba kgrounds
This hapter introdu es the framework of CG in general terms inter alating logi al and algebrai tools with the natural language phenomena whi h motivates their introdu tion. The
basi type syntax to be used in the following hapters is de ned here. We then overview
Ajdukiewi z/Bar-Hillel's systems, the Lambek al ulus and its ut-elimination result. There
follow a dis ussion of the role played by stru ture and resour e sensitivity in the notion of
grammati ality posited by Lambek al uli, the de nition of a hierar hy of ategorial al uli
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with respe t to proof stru ture and a survey of the algebrai and relational semanti s for the
al uli along with the Curry-Howard isomorphism. Issues brie y mentioned in this hapter
in lude polymorphi types and the re ognising power of CGs. We lose the hapter by introdu ing the issue of parsing as dedu tion in Lambek al uli and ommenting on automated
dedu tion approa hes to ategorial logi s.

Chapter 3: Automated Substru tural Dedu tion for CG
Here we des ribe our tableau-based approa h to ategorial dedu tion, presenting the general
ar hite ture of the parsing model distinguish between two main modules: synta ti tableau
expansion and labelling algebra manipulation. We fo us on tableau expansion rules and algorithms presenting a generalised de ision pro edure for the family of logi s de ned in hapter 2,
and sket hing soundness ompleteness results.

Chapter 4: Synta ti Stru ture and Labelling
In hapter 4 we deal mainly with issues related to the labelling algebra. We introdu e the
bookkeeping strategies adopted by the system, dis uss spurious ambiguity arising from ombinatorial features and point out their relationship with one of the most distin tive features
of the tableau system employed in this thesis: variable introdu tion in the labelling algebra
via tableau bran hing rules. Our goal here is to present a study of how the system's eÆ ien y
would hange by varying the division of labour between its two main modules. This is a ompanied of the presentation of a te hnique to re over synta ti al information from proof
trees and time omplexity results.

Chapter 5: Redundan y in Labelled and non-Labelled CG Dedu tion
In this hapter we return to the issue of redundan y in ategorial proof sear h, this time in
sequent-based and proof-net implementations. We ompare the manifestations of the phenomenon in our tableau system with strategies to deal with it in other approa hes. The
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dis ussion is set against a ba kground of general theorem proving rather than CG-spe i
appli ations.

Chapter 6: Polymorphism and Information Flow
We lose the body of thesis with a more spe ulative hapter whi h addresses two extensions
of the framework: quanti ation | or the handling of polymorphi types in CG | and
theorem proving in the general information networks of (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas,
1994; Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995).
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allows us to en ode su h information.
Lexi al entries (words) are as ribed to synta ti types1 whi h des ribe, en ode a word's
fun tion. Types an be primitive, su h as \NP ", \P P ", \AP " et , or built from primitive types through binary operators ( onne tives) to form omplex types su h as \S=NP "
\(NP nS )=NP ". We all the number of onne tives in a type the degree of that type and
de ne the set of types in de nition 2.1.

Chapter 2

Mathemati al, linguisti and
omputational ba kground

De nition 2.1 The set of of well-formed types, C , is the losure of the set of primitive
types P = fA; B; C; N; NP; AP; P P; :::g (with or without subs ripts) under the following rules:

In this hapter we introdu e the basi formal apparatus and terminology of ategorial grammar, des ribe its linguisti features and motivations, demonstrate the main mathemati al
properties of the formalism and introdu e the issue of parsing as theorem proving in CG. The
hapter has the format of a general overview of the main ategorial systems rather than an
in-depth analysis of any parti ular system. Emphasis has been given to stru tural properties
whereby a hierar hy of al uli en ompassing the main logi al features to be addressed in the
remaining of this thesis is de ned. Towards the end of the hapter we present an overview of
early implementations of parsers for Lambek systems, pointing out the main problems to be

It should be remarked that in most linguisti appli ations of the syntax spe i ed in de nition 2.1 the symbol \" does not o ur in types assigned to lexi al entries but only in formulas
built from these types. In addition, as noted in (Zielonka, 1981), o urren es of formulae of
the form (X  Y )=Z are often limited to intermediary steps of derivations, a fa t whi h has
been exploited by (Cohen, 1967) in the de nition of a stri tly produ t-free al ulus.

dealt with in this thesis.

2.1

Initial setup: the

AB

al ulus

We mentioned that in ategorial grammar a great deal of synta ti information is en oded
in the lexi on. The (logi al) proof theory is thus in harge of determining how lexi al items
ombine to build up omplex stru tures. In what follows we de ne the basi ma hinery whi h

2.1(i) If X 2 P then X 2 C

2.1(ii) If X 2

C and Y 2 C , then (X  Y ) 2 C, where  2 f=; n g. We normally

omit the outermost bra kets.

The most basi form of ombination of synta ti types is fun tion appli ation. For instan e,
an NP (a noun phrase su h as John) ould ombine with a type NPnS (an intransitive verb
su h as sleeps), yielding the senten e S: John sleeps. This will be represented by: NP  NPnS
` S, where ` stands for synta ti entailment, whi h will vary a ording to the hara teristi s
of the logi being used. Operators on synta ti types are alled fun tors and the elements
they ombine with (the elements appearing under the division bars) are alled arguments.
The rule below summarises this:
1
We follow (Lambek, 1988) in alling our formulae \types" as opposed to \ ategories" (Moortgat, 1988)
in order to avoid onfusion with the usage of the latter in Category Theory (Ma Lane, 1971). Our usage of
the term also agrees with re ent systematisations in the area of type-logi al synta ti and semanti s analysis
of natural language | e.g. (Morrill, 1994), (Carpenter, 1997).
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Appli ation :

X=Y; Y ` X
Y; Y nX ` X
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in (e.2)2 .
(2.1)

S
(2.1)

H HHH


HHH



HHH


Rule (2.1) plus identity, (2.2) below, suÆ e to hara terise the weakest ategorial system; the
rst to be introdu ed (Ajdukiewi z, 1935; Bar-Hillel, Gayfman, and Shamir, 1960) whi h is
motivated by linguisti onsiderations: the al ulus aptly named AB.

Identity :

X`X

(2.2)

2.1.1 Extending the basi ma hinery

the development of theories of oordination, and in remental interpretation. Consider the
following right node raised senten e (Moortgat, 1988), for example:

S/NP

NP

(2.1)

Mary

H
 HHHH


HHH


(e.2)

Although linguisti ally sound, the system de ned above is too weak to ope with a variety of
phenomena. In (Luz and Sturt, 1995), we note that mu h of the interest in using ategorial
grammars for linguisti resear h derives from the possibilities they o er for hara terising
a exible notion of onstituen y, and also that this has been found parti ularly useful in

(e.1)

S/NP

(S/NP)n(S/NP)

(2.1)

HHHH



H

(2.1)

HHH

NP

NPn(S/NP)

John

(2.3)

((S/NP)n(S/NP))/(S/NP)

S/NP

and

HHH

(NPnS)/NP
resents

NP

NPn(S/NP)

Peter

(2.3)

envies

Under standard lexi al type assignments, in whi h transitive verbs are assigned the type

(NP nS )=NP , (e.1) annot be derived in AB. In order for the senten e to be derivable, a new
rule must be used. The asso iativity rule shown in (2.3) plays the required role.
(Z nX )=Y ` Z n(X=Y )
Z n(X=Y ) ` (Z nX )=Y

(2.1)

(NPnS)/NP

[John resents S=NP ℄ and [Peter envies S=NP ℄ Mary

Asso iativity :

13
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(2.3)

In a system whi h in ludes asso iativity, with ea h onjun t assigned the type indi ated in
square bra kets, the senten e of example (e.1) will re eive the derivation shown on the tree

A al ulus whi h in ludes omposition, (2.4), will allow a fun tion to apply to an unsaturated
argument, and it is this property whi h allows Ades and Steedman (Ades and Steedman,
1982) to treat long distan e dependen ies, and motivates mu h of Steedman's later work on
in remental interpretation.

Composition :

X=Y  Y=Z ` X=Z
Z nY  Y nX ` Z nX

(2.4)

Even more drasti examples of non- onstituent oordination an be handled if a rule of
2
The numbers in bra kets whi h o ur on ertain nodes indi ate the rules applied to the daughter(s) so as
to derive the mother node.
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lifting, (2.5), is added to the above.

Lifting :

of the motivation for Milward's de nition a ategorial grammar, AACG, whi h is equivalent
to AB plus asso iativity (Milward, 1995). Ignoring over-generation problems for the time
being, we add to the set of rules the division s hemes (2.6) whi h permit an AP su h as

X ` Y=(X nY )
X ` (Y=X )nY

(2.5)

Dowty (Dowty, 1988) uses the ombination of (2.4) and (2.5) to derive (e.3). However, it
has been argued that the power whi h gives non-appli ative ategorial grammar its notion of
exible onstituen y also has to be onstrained. For example, as Pi kering and Barry point
out (Pi kering and Barry, 1993), a system whi h in ludes lifting and omposition will allow
ungrammati al oordinations su h as (e.4), sin e both of the bra keted strings an be assigned
the type S/(NPnS).
(e.3)
(e.4)

to re eive an alternative left-bran hing analysis by means of
purely unary rules | i.e. rules in whi h the operator \" does not appear | in addition to
fun tion appli ation (2.1). (Moortgat, 1988) remarks that this kind of unary analysis might
favour in remental interpretation. Compare the two left-bran hing derivations shown in (e.6).

relatedAP=P P toP P=NP MaryNP

X=Y ` (X=Z )=(Y=Z )
Y nX ` (Z nY )n(Z nX )

Division(mainfun tor) :

AP
(2.1)

*[I believe that John S=(NP nS ) ℄ and [Mary S=(NP nS ) ℄ is a genius

(Dependen y Constituen y) is shown to have appli ations not only in the des ription of oordination phenomena, but also in modelling ertain aspe ts of human senten e pro essing,
in parti ular allowing for a ategorial hara terisation of the notion of head-driven parsing.
Milward (Milward, 1995) shows that Composition an result in over-generation, allowing
ungrammati al senten es su h as
*Children [relu tantly

NP nS )=(NP nS ) ℄

(

[who ame from far away

NP nNP ℄

[arrived



H
 HHH

(e.6)

AP/NP
(2.4)

HHH

AP/PP PP/NP
related

(2.6)

AP
(2.1)

John gave Mary a book and Susan a re ord.

This leads them to propose the Dependen y Categorial Grammar al ulus D, whi h forbids lifting through a global onstraint on derivations. The resulting notion of onstituen y

(e.5)
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NP
Mary

AP/NP
(2.1)

 H HH

H
 HHH

H

NP
Mary

(AP/NP)/(PP/NP) PP/NP
(2.6)
to

to

AP/PP
related

Finally, division an also o ur on the subordinate fun tor as in (2.7) turning it into a higherorder fun tor:

NP nS ℄.

Assuming the types as indi ated, the problem is that the relative lause who ame from
far away an ombine with the intransitive verb arrived through ba kward omposition, to
derive a new onstituent of type NPnS, whi h an then be modi ed by the predi ate adverb
relu tantly, through ba kward appli ation. Problems of over-generation su h as these are part

Division(subordinatefun tor)

X=Y ` (Z=X )n(Z=Y )
Y nX ` (Y nZ )=(X nZ )

(2.7)

It is possible to de ne a hierar hy of logi al al uli, ea h of whi h admits one or more of
(2.1){(2.7) as theorems; from the purely appli ative al ulus AB, of Ajdukiewi z and Bar-
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Hillel, whi h supports only (2.1), to the full Lambek al ulus L, whi h supports all the above
laws. Cal uli apparently intermediate in power between AB and L have been explored (e.g.
Dependen y Categorial Grammar (Pi kering and Barry, 1993)), as well as stronger al uli.
Although (2.1){(2.7) may be regarded as theorems of the L, they do not suÆ e to hara terise
the al ulus. In fa t, it has been shown (Zielonka, 1981) that no extension of (2.1) in the
form of a nite number of an ellation s hemes is equivalent to L. It is possible, however, to
de ne a Gentzen system whi h des ribes the al ulus.

2.2

Gentzen presentation of

n

(R )



(L )

( ut)

; A ` B

 ` B/A
A;  ` B

 ` AnB
; A; C;  ` B

; A  C;  ` B
` A ; A;  ` C
; ; ` C

interpretation in (Pentus, 1994b)3 | i.e. if the X ` Y an be derived through the system of
rules (2.8) then the following is the ase with respe t to the algebrai stru ture of (2.9){(2.11):
[ X ℄ M v [ Y ℄ M , and vi e-versa. If M is a non-asso iative multipli ative system instead of a
semigroup, then we obtain the non-asso iative al ulus NL.

AB =

the behaviour of \`" in the al ulus named after Lambek:

`C

(L/)

; A;  ` B

; A=C; ;  ` B
` C ; A;  ` B

n

(L )



(R )

; ; C nA;  ` B
`A
`C

(Id)

;

` AC

A`A

(2.8)
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Semanti ally, these operators orrespond to the operations of right division (/), left division
(n) and multipli ation () on the subsets of a semigroup M (Lambek, 1988), as shown in
(2.9){(2.11). The al ulus has been shown to be omplete with respe t to this free semigroup

L

Rules (2.1){(2.7) des ribe in ompletely the behaviour of the entailment relation \`". The next
step is to present a pro edure whi h will enable us to verify, given an entailment relation,
whether or not that relation holds between formulae of the parti ular ategorial system being
onsidered. This is done by means of sequents, a devi e used by Gentzen in his intuitionist
logi al system (Gentzen, 1969). A sequent is a pair ( ; ) of nite, possibly empty, sequen es
of types between whi h an entailment relation holds | i.e. relations of the form ` ,
where = [A1 ; :::; Am ℄ and  = [N1; :::; An℄. In L the further requirement that n = 1 is
enfor ed. In a sequent, is alled the ante edent while  is alled the su edent. We denote
sequen es of types by apital Greek letters ( and  non-empty) and use ommas to denote
type juxtaposition. The following sequent rules were proposed in (Lambek, 1958) to des ribe

(R/)
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C=B =
AnC =

fx  y 2 M jx 2 A ^ y 2 Bg
fx 2 M j8y2B x  y 2 C g
fy 2 M j8x2A x  y 2 C g

(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)

Returning to (2.8), proofs in Gentzen systems an be interpreted \bottom-up" as starting
o with axioms, (Id)s, and onstru ting the sequent one wants to prove via nite number
of appli ations of (R/){(CUT) | noti e a potential sour e of onfusion here: \bottom-up"
a tually refers to the way the sequents are built rather than the orientation in whi h proofs
are displayed in Gentzen notation.
Perhaps a more pra ti al way of viewing a derivation is \top-down". Sequent rules are
interpreted top-down as breaking the formulae into progressively smaller ones (i.e. formulae
of smaller degree) until ea h leaf ontains either an (Id) sequent or a sequent to whi h no
rules an be applied. Pushing this interpretation into a method of proof by refutation, we
an assume the formulae in the ante edent to have positive polarity while su edent types
re eive negative polarity. Conne tives \/" and \n" an thus be seen as forms of left and
right impli ation respe tively and \" as a form of onjun tion. A rule su h as (R/) under
this framework will be then be read top-down as saying: if B=A has negative polarity, then
A is assigned positive polarity and B negative polarity, provided that the stru ture of 
is preserved. (L/) will read: if A=C is positive then either C is negative or A is positive,
3

Buszkowski (Buszkowski, 1986) gives a ompleteness proof for the produ t-free al ulus
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with the same proviso as in (R/), and so on. As noted in (Fitting, 1990), if polarities are
interpreted as Boolean values this approa h orresponds to generating ounter models of the
initial sequent as in semanti tableaux (noti e that (Id) expresses a ontradi tion in this kind
of interpretation). An example of a proof in a Gentzen system is the proof of (2.3), given in
example (e.7).

(e.7)

(L/)

n

(L )

C`C
(R/)

A`A

B`B

A; AnB ` B

A; (AnB )=C; C ` B

A; (AnB )=C ` B=C
(Rn)
(AnB )=C ` An(B=C )

De idability of L was rst proved in (Lambek, 1958). Sin e, apart from (CUT), all rules in
(2.8) obey the subformula prin iple, i.e. the resulting formulae ontain only subformulae of
the formulae to whi h the rule is applied, it suÆ es to show that ut an be eliminated in
order to prove that given a sequent, a nite number of appli ations of the rules terminates
with a positive or negative answer to whether the sequent is a theorem of L or not. Lambek's
result (theorem 2.1) therefore shows that the set of theorems of L does not de rease if (CUT)
is eliminated4.

Theorem 2.1 (Cut elimination) Any sequent derivable in the system (2.8)g is also derivable in the same system without (CUT).
Proof. The proof is obtained by de ning the omplexity of a ut as the sum of the degrees
of the formulae and sequen es o urring in it and then showing by indu tion that any ut
an be either removed or repla ed by a ut of smaller omplexity. Sin e uts an never have
negative omplexity we on lude that all o urren es of (CUT) an be eliminated from any
derivation.
4
Whether or not this is a sensible thing to do in automated dedu tion is a di erent issue whi h will be
dis ussed in some detail in hapter 3.
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Lexi al items as logi al resour es

Analysis of the system presented in (2.8) shows that lassi al theorems of standard logi do
not hold in the Lambek al ulus. Modus ponens, for example loses its ommutative hara ter:
interpreting n as standard impli ation we would be able to derive a sequent su h as (e.8.a)
whi h does not hold in L. For the same reason (e.8.b) fails in L even though it is derivable in
standard propositional logi .
(e.8)

(e.9)

(e.10)

a.

AnB; A ` B

b.

(AnB )nC ` B n(AnC )

a.

A; A; AnB ` B

b.

A ` AnA

An(AnB ) ` AnB

This shows that order is relevant in L, a property whi h is supposed to re e t a hara teristi
of natural language syntax: namely, the one whi h says that we annot to hange the positions
of our words in a senten e and always end up with a grammati al onstru t. Other theorems of
propositional logi whi h are non-theorems in L are (e.9) and (e.10). The former are provable
in logi s whi h allow a sequent to be expanded, where (b) exhibits a form of type raising whi h
would enable unrestri ted dupli ation of lexi al items and therefore is not allowed in L. The
latter would permit arbitrary deletion of words, whi h seems to be equally undesirable.

2.3.1 Categorial logi s as (bi)linear logi s
If one ompares Gentzen's system for the impli ational fragment of intuitionist logi with the
system de ned in (2.8) one realises that the sequent rules of the latter are a subset of the rules
of the former. In fa t, (2.8) orresponds to the operational rules of a Gentzen sequent system
(Gentzen, 1969). Operational rules are those whi h des ribe the behaviour of logi al operators
with respe t to the entailment relation. What is missing is pre isely the so alled stru tural
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rules | that is, the s hemes whi h govern the proof steps required to derive theorems su h

(e.11)

as (e.8){(e.10). These rules are shown in (2.12).

(P)

`C
; B; A; ` C

; A; B;

(E)

(C)

`B
; A; ` B

(M)

is possible that employs the standard type ((NPn S)/PP)/NP for the ditransitive verb gave.

`B
; A; ` B
;

If stru tural properties are taken into a ount, then lexi al items an be viewed as resour es
whi h will be \ onsumed" during the parsing of the senten e, whi h by its turn may be
regarded as a proof. This is in total agreement with the paradigm of \parsing as dedu tion"
(Shieber, S habes, and Pereira, 1994). Furthermore, from this point of view it is fair to
regard the Lambek-style ategorial grammar as a pre ursor of Girard's linear logi (Girard,
1987; Girard, Lafont, and Regnier, 1995) with bidire tional impli ation, a \bilinear logi " as
(Lambek, 1995) alls it5.

2.3.2 Linguisti aspe ts of proof stru ture
Van Benthem (van Benthem, 1988) and Moortgat (Moortgat, 1988) dis uss linguisti motivations to in rease the power of L by adding the stru tural transformations Permutation,
Contra tion and Expansion and the logi al aspe ts of doing so. The derived al uli are
named: LP, LPC, LPE and LPCE. The stru tural transformation Permutation, whi h removes
the restri tions on the linear order of types, allows us to go beyond the purely on atenative
derivations of L. This allows us to deal with senten es exhibiting non-standard onstituent
order. For example, Moortgat suggests using permutation for dealing with heavy NP-shift in
examples similar to the following (Moortgat, 1988):

Ex ept that Girard appeals to somewhat more mundane motivations than the dis overy of universal
language prin iples in his advo a y of stru tural ontrol in logi . His examples in lude formalisation of omputational pro esses and even igarette vending ma hines.
5

John gave [to his nephew P P ℄ [all the old omi books whi h he'd olle ted in his
troubled adoles en e NP ℄.

In (e.11), the bra keted onstituents an be \rearranged" via permutation so that a derivation

`B
; A; A; ` B
; A;

(2.12)
; A; A;
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In L, while it is possible to spe ify a type missing an argument on its left or right periphery, it
is not possible to spe ify a type missing an argument \somewhere in the middle", making it
impossible to deal with non-peripheral extra tion. However, as Morrill et al show, permutation provides the additional power ne essary to a ount for this phenomenon (Morrill et al.,
1990).
In addition to permutation, there are also linguisti examples whi h motivate ontra tion
and expansion (Moortgat, 1988; Morrill, 1994) ombined with (P). An example of synta ti
transformation whi h is a ounted for by means of deletion of types (in the senten e) via (C)
is gapping, as shown in derivation (e.12)6 . Noti e that, read top-down, the transformation
a tually orresponds to dupli ation of types in a Gentzen proof | the types whi h undergo
dupli ation ( ontra tion, if read bottom-up) and hange position are shown in boldfa e in
(e.12).

n NP ` NP S ` S
NP; NP nS ` S
NP ` NP
NP; (NP nS )=V P; V P ` S
NP ` NP :::
NP; ((NP nS )=V P )=NP; NP; V P; ` S
NP; :::; S nS ` S
NP; ((NPnS)=VP)=NP; NP; VP; (S nS )=S; ((NPnS)=VP)=NP; NP; VP ` S
NP; ((NPnS)=VP)=NP; ((NPnS)=VP)=NP; NP; VP; VP;(S nS )=S; NP ` S
NP; ((NPnS)=VP)=NP; NP;
VP;
(S nS )=S; NP; NP
`S
(L/)

VP

` VP

(L )

(L/)

(L/)

(L/)
(P)
(C)

(e.12)

Jo

promised

Mary to stop smoking

and

Fred

Sue

Examples of stru tural expansion are provided by the linguisti phenomenon of right dislo ation (Moortgat, 1988) | see example (e.13) where two NP resour es ould satisfy the same
6
Part of the bran h on the right-hand side of this derivation has been omitted here due to la k of spa e. The
missing part is identi al to the left-hand side bran h ex ept for the extra appli ation of (Ln) whi h introdu es
SnS on the ante edent. For the same reason the two appli ations of (C) and (P) are shown as as single step
rather than four.
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fun tion in the themati stru ture.
NL

` NP S ` S
n
NP; NP nS ` S
AP ` AP
NP; (NP nS ); NP ` S
NP; ((NP nS )=AP ); AP; NP ` S
(L )

NP

AB

(E)

(L/)

(L/)

(e.13)

NP ` NP
NP; ((NP nS )=AP )=NP; NP;
AP;
NP
He
onsiders
them in ompetent those andidates who...

a.

(Bill) (thinks John walks).

b.

(Bill thinks John) (walks).

.

(Bill thinks) (John walks).

\
L

(e.15) *Three mathemati ians (in ten derive a lemma).
The system NL (Lambek, 1961) is a version of L in whi h asso iativity is stri tly forbidden.
Along with the other al uli des ribed in this se tion NL de ne a hierar hy of linguisti ally
motivated ategorial logi s whi h an be presented as in table 2.1.

2.3.3 Synta ti en oding of stru tural properties: modal operators



NLP

\
LP



NLPC



LPC

NLPE

\

LPE



NLPCE



LPCE

\

Table 2.1: Hierar hy of Categorial Cal uli

`S

Finally, there is eviden e for the relevan e of a stru tural property whi h has not been expli itly stated in (2.8): asso iativity. As Morrill points out (Morrill, 1994), although asso iativity
an be seen as a desirable property in ases where all possible bra ketings of a senten e onstitute the spe i ation of its possible prosodi readings (Steedman, 1991), as in (e.14), it
sometimes leads to impossible divisions, as shown in Steedman's example (e.15).
(e.14)





laimed to hold for any natural language. For this reason, a goal of urrent resear h is to build
systems in whi h the resour e freedom of the more powerful al uli an be exploited when
required, while the basi resour e sensitivity of L (or NL) is retained in the general ase. In this
se tion we brie y survey some of the approa hes to a hieving this goal. A warning should be
given here: the area is still undergoing intense resear h and therefore no omplete agreement
has been rea hed whi h ould make possible a omprehensive presentation. Good surveys
on linguisti ally motivated al uli are found in (Morrill, 1994) and in (Moortgat, 1994a;
Moortgat, 1995). On linear and substru tural logi s in general, in luding model-theory, with
appli ations to other bran hes of omputer s ien e see (Girard, Lafont, and Regnier, 1995)
and (van Benthem, 1996).

Edinburgh stru tural modalities
The most straightforward way to reintrodu e ontrolled stru tural operations is to allow
stru tural operators in the syntax. In linear logi the power of intuitionist and lassi al
logi is regained by means of \exponentials" (\!" and \?") whi h deal with monotoni ity,
des ribed by Girard as the rule whi h \opens the door for fake dependen ies" and ontra tion
(C), \the ngernail of in nity in propositional al ulus" (Girard, 1995). A similar approa h is
adopted in (Morrill et al., 1990; Hepple, 1990), where modal operators, the so- alled Edinburgh

In spite of the theoreti al signi an e of the \pure" substru tural hierar hy summarised in

stru tural modalities, expli itly mark those types whi h are permitted to be manipulated by

table 2.1, it has been widely re ognised that a system employing the unrestri ted use of
stru tural transformations would be far too powerful for any useful linguisti appli ation.
Arbitrary word order variation, opying and deletion are not hara teristi s whi h ould be

modality to allow word order to be ommuted is introdu ed. For example, onsider the
Gentzen rules (2.13) des ribing a modality 4 whi h li enses permutation in L (the symbol

spe i

stru tural transformations. In Lambek systems whi h do not enjoy (P), a further
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( )4 stands for a sequen e of formulae, ea h of whi h pre eded by 4).

(

4

p)

; 4A; B;

`C
4
; B; 4A; ` C
(

r)

( )4 ` A
; B;
(4 )
4
( ) ` 4A
; 4B;
l

`A
`A

(2.13)

Example (e.16) shows the permutation modality in a tion (Morrill, 1994) in a ase of nonperipheral extra tion. Note that ommutativity is signalled by the relative pronoun rather
then at the noun (\book") itself.
..
.

4 NP; (NP nS )=NP; NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS ) ` S
4 NP; (NP nS )=NP; 4NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS ) ` S
NP; (NP nS )=NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS ); 4NP ` S
N ` NN ` N
NP; (NP nS )=NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS ) ` S=4NP
N; N nN ` N
N; (N=N)=(S=4NP); NP; (NP nS )=NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS ) ` N
NP ` NP
NP=N; N; (N=N )=(S=4NP ); NP; (NP nS )=NP; (NP nS )n(NP nS )
`NP
(

l)

(

p)

(R/)

(L/)
(L/)

(e.16)

the

(L/)

book

whi h

Jo

read
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ferent forms of produ t (\), left residuation (\n") and right residuation oexist (\="), the
stronger forms being de ned from the weaker ones by means of modalities (Hepple, 1994b;
Moortgat, 1994b). In this kind of system, the extra power provided by the modalities is fused

It is demonstrable that the Lambek al ulus with the triangle modality enjoys ut-elimination
and is therefore de idable. A semigroup interpretation for the system was rst proposed in
(Hepple, 1990) whi h is sound but not omplete (Lin oln et al., 1990). Versmissen (Versmissen, 1994) proposes relaxing (4r) in (2.13) so as to make the resulting al ulus a sound and
omplete one with respe t to the algebrai semanti s.

(...)
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As before we indi ate the types whi h undergo movement a ross the proof tree in (e.16) by
boldfa e.

Hybrid and embedding systems
Stru tural modalities an help de ne translations between weaker and stronger systems. The
pre ursors of su h translations have been the aforementioned renderings of linear, intuitionist
and lassi al logi s into one another. Embedding logi s are ategorial systems in whi h dif-

into operators whi h en ode linguisti phenomena not aptured by the embedded system on
its own and made available for grammar spe i ation. It is also possible to de ne hybrid
al uli (Hepple, 1994a) by suppressing auxiliary modalities altogether in the nal system of
embeddings.
The dis overy that one ould tamper with proof stru ture to ope with linguisti phenomena
unfortunately (or fortunately, some may say) led to a proliferation of modalities, produ t operators and impli ation lollipops within frameworks for lexi al spe i ation. Notwithstanding
the need for stru tural exibility whi h natural language seems to impose, the introdu tion
of operators ought to be tamed if a useful (and usable) ategorial ar hite ture is to result.
Attempts at de ning \minimalist" frameworks motivated by universal prin ipled linguisti
assumptions are found in (Kurtonina and Moortgat, 1995) and (Morrill, 1994). The former
des ribes proof and model theory for a latti e of resour e-sensitive logi s whi h is laimed to
en ompass the essentials of grammati al des ription: linear order, hierar hi al grouping ( onstituen y) and dependen y. The latter presents a fuller treatment along the same lines whi h
in ludes Montague-style semanti s and draws parallels between the ategorial programme and
other linguisti frameworks (Morrill, 1994, pp 250{261).
In (Kurtonina and Moortgat, 1995) the properties mentioned above are aptured by two
general logi al prin iples: relaxation of stru tural onstraints (e.g. to allow ertain resour es
to permute) and ontrol over type instantiation. A ase whi h exempli es the need for li ensing
stru tural relaxation in the hierar hy of ategorial al uli is given by observing the senten e
in example (e.16). Type NP annot be derived in plain L. However, while without the
adverb an L{derivation for the on atenation of the remaining types be omes possible, it is
still not possible to derive NP in NL. Kurtomina's and Moortgat's proposal is to enri h the
type language with unary residuated operators whose semanti s is de ned in terms of binary,
Kripke-style a essibility relations (see se tion 2.3.4) on frames (Dosen, 1992). This approa h
enables bidire tional operators to be de ned whi h a ount for the asymmetry between head
and dependent onstituents.
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The result of this is that the hierar hy of al uli whi h an be rea hed from NL or L by
means of translations and embedding is augmented with DNL, DNLP, DL and DLP, where D
stands for \dependen y". Completeness with respe t to the relational semanti s, soundness of
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headed and right-headed produ ts if W is interpreted as the set of linguisti resour es and
the a essibility relations are viewed as the ounterparts of omposition operations.

embedding and ut-elimination have been proved for these al uli (Kurtonina and Moortgat,
1995).

Again, these al uli of embedding and translations enjoy ompleteness, soundness and utelimination (Kurtonina and Moortgat, 1995).

2.3.4 Kripke-style frames and model theory

2.3.5 Polymorphi types

As seen above, one way to interpret (Lambek, 1988) the impli ational and onjun tive operators of L (and NL) is as orresponding to right division (./.), left division (.n.) and multipli ation (..) on the subsets of a semigroup M (non-asso iative multipli ative system,

Sometimes a lexi al type may have di erent fun tions and still play similar roles. For instan e,
onjun tions an be used to oordinate nouns, senten es, and even non-standard onstituents
as noted above. The main idea behind polymorphism is to apture su h generalisations in

respe tively). Other ways in lude the use of ategories in ategori al logi (Lambek, 1988;
Lambek and S ott, 1988) and the relational semanti s suggested by van Benthem (van Benthem, 1991) and shown to be omplete in (Andreka and Mikulas, 1994). Sin e the former has
not been explored so far in parsing appli ations we shall fo us on the latter whi h has been
employed in most of the systems mentioned above and an be seen as a generalisation of the
semigroup semanti s.
The interpretation is based upon a Kripke stru ture R =< W; R >, where R  W W W
on whi h a valuation fun tion v obeying the following onditions is de ned:
v (A  B ) =
v (C =B )

v (AnC )

=
=

fz j 9x9y : Rzxy ^ x 2 v (A) ^ y 2 v (B )g
fz j 8x8y : (Rxzy ^ y 2 v (B )) ) x 2 v (C )g
fz j 8x8y : (Rxyz ^ y 2 v (A)) ) x 2 v (C )g

(2.14)

The properties of the onne tives are thus determined by the restri tions one imposes on

R.

Obviously, the weaker the restri tion imposed, the weaker the orresponding al ulus.
An unrestri ted R des ribes NL, R obeying 8xyzu 2 W : 9t(Rxyt ^ Rtzu) , 9v(Rxyz ^
Rxvu) (i.e. asso iativity) hara terises L, if R is ommutative we obtain NLP, and so on.
Dependen y{preserving features are expressed by de ning two a essibility relations on W
rather than one. A frame R0 =< W; R3l ; R3r > suÆ es to hara terise the orresponding left-

grammar spe i ation. For the oordination ase, the simplest solution appears to be to
introdu e quanti ed variables into the logi . The word and, for example, ould re eive a

type su h as (X nX )=X . However, spe ial worries arise when quanti ers are allowed into a
logi . One of these on erns ompleteness. Emms shows (Emms, 1994) that the polymorphi
version of L interpreted under the ternary frame semanti s des ribed above is in omplete if
we allow quanti ers to range over arbitrary subsets of W .

An alternative to simply introdu ing variables is given in (Morrill, 1994). Morrill de nes
meet and join operators whi h enable one to spe ify the argument types whi h a fun tor may
require. For example, a polymorphi type for the lexi al entry from in (e.17) would be the
one given in example (e.18):
(e.17)

(e.18)

a.

a man from Edinburgh

b.

a man walks from Edinburgh.

((N nN ) ^ ((NP nS )n(NP nS )))=NP

Here the operator (.^.) denotes a kind of substru tural disjun tion of types whi h an play
the role of the resulting type, hen e generalising over the fa t that in both ases the fun tor
takes an NP for omplement. Morrill also de nes a another operator, (._.), whi h is used
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to generalise over types o urring in an argument position. We will dis uss polymorphism in
greater detail in hapter 6, where a tableau treatment of the phenomenon is introdu ed.
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de ned in su h a way that the following properties hold:

x

= y [x

y℄

(2.15)

where no free x o urs in the s ope of y in
2.4

Curry-Howard isomorphism: the syntax{semanti s inter-

(x ) =

[x

℄

(2.16)

where no free x o urs in the s ope of a variable of .

fa e

x( x) =
So far we have talked about the features of ategorial grammar whi h on ern synta ti des ription. We have seen that one of its attra tive aspe ts is that it gives us on the one hand
enough expressivity to spe ify many properties of natural language in a prin ipled way, and
mathemati al rigour on the other hand. Furthermore, we have seen that stru tural transformations arising purely from logi al, proof-theoreti motivations nd natural ounterparts
in the synta ti stru ture of natural-language onstru ts. The syntax-semanti s interfa e of
Lambek logi s is on erned with extending this orresponden e to the semanti level.
Sin e Montague's (Montague, 1974; D.R. Dowty and Peters, 1981) proposal that natural
languages should re eive the semanti treatment of formal languages, a great deal of attention has been devoted to spe ifying translation me hanisms between syntax and a logi al
(intensional) language whose semanti s an be de ned model-theoreti ally. In a nutshell,
Montague's approa h onsisted of de ning an extension of the simply-typed lambda al ulus
en ompassing higher-order types whi h he alled Intensional Logi (IL) and a fun tion from
synta ti types to the semanti types of IL. Given a type a, a set of possible denotations of
type a, Da is de ned { e.g. one-pla e predi ates are de ned as fun tions from individuals
to truth-values, so assuming individuals to have denotation De , the set of obje ts possibly
denoted by one-pla e predi ates is represented by D<e;t> . The synta ti apparatus borrowed
from the lambda al ulus also in ludes the following devi es: (a) fun tion abstra tion: x
stands for the fun tion whi h applied to value v results in the obje t denoted by when x has
value v, provided that 2 T1 ! T2 and x ranges over obje ts of T2 ; (b) fun tion appli ation,
where ( ) denotes the result of applying  to argument ; and ( ) substitution: [x
℄
standing for term  with all o urren es of variable x repla ed by term . The system is

(2.17)
where no free x o urs

The original Montague system employs a variant of AB to implement the translation pro edure. However, an observation well known in the area of fun tional programming known as
the Curry-Howard isomorphism opens up the possibility of using Lambek al uli pro tably
for the same purpose. The Curry-Howard orresponden e states a one-to-one orresponden e
between proofs in a natural dedu tion system for intuitionist logi and lambda terms. A
Gentzen system that realises the properties of the - al ulus, (2.15){(2.17), will have the
form of a sequent al ulus for the impli ational fragment of intuitionist logi , though the
one-to-one orresponden e is lost due to inherent non-determinism in its rules7 . Sin e the
Lambek al uli des ribed above are impli ational fragments of substru tural logi s to whi h
the orresponden e an be extended their syntax an be ni ely oupled to a Montague-style
semanti interpretation. The sequents in (2.18) show how this an be done in L (van Benthem,
1986; Moortgat, 1988; Hendriks, 1993).
(R/)

n

(R )

( ut)

`A:

; A : x ` B :

 ` B=A : x

A : x;  ` B :

 ` AnB : x

;A : ; ` C :

; ; ` C :

(L/)

n

(L )

`C:
`C:

; A : ( );  ` B :

; A=C : ; ;  ` B :

; A : ( );  ` B :

; ; C nA : ;  ` B :
(Id)

A:

(2.18)

`A:

7
As we shall dis uss later, in CG parsing based on Gentzen sequents, the loss of the orresponden e gives
rise to the problem of spurious ambiguity.
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On e the logi al relationships between -terms and the dedu tive apparatus whi h ontrols
the synta ti types has been established then the semanti s of the (natural) language to be
parsed an be totally spe i ed in the lexi al level. In addition to being based on sound logi al

whi h have been developed within the area of automated dedu tion whi h an be adapted
to use in CG. In the next se tions we introdu e the issue of theorem proving and review the
appli ation of some of its methods to CG parsing. A more detailed treatment of the most

prin iples, this te hnique agrees with the CG tradition of lexi alism, orresponding to an
implementation of type-driven translation, as de ned in (Klein and Sag, 1985).

relevant ones will be given in hapter 5. The emphasis here will be on presenting a general
perspe tive on the problems en ountered by previous approa hes to automated dedu tion in
the range of Lambek al uli des ribed above, thus setting the s ene for the introdu tion of
our own approa h in the following hapter.

2.5

Overview of results on re ognising power

Re ognising power has been an issue intensely studied sin e the early papers on CG. Already
in (Bar-Hillel, Gayfman, and Shamir, 1960) it was shown that the appli ative al ulus AB
is in fa t equivalent to a ontext-free language. Chomsky (Chomsky and Miller, 1963) onje tured that the asso iative Lambek al ulus L is also equivalent to ontext-free grammars.
The strong equivalen e between the non-asso iative al ulus NL and the latter was shown by
Buszkowski (Buszkowski, 1988). In (Cohen, 1967) it is proved that the generative apa ity of
ea h AB-grammar is equivalent to that of some L-grammar. Pentus (Pentus, 1993) ompleted
Cohen's proof showing Chomsky onje ture to be orre t and therefore that L and AB are
equivalent in weak generative apa ity. In (Buszkowski, 1996) a te hnique was developed
whi h allows one to transform any L-grammar into an AB-grammar by expanding its original type assignment. It has also been shown (van Benthem, 1987; Buszkowski, 1988) that
LP re ognises all permutation losures of ontext-free languages (whi h in ludes some nonontext-free ones). Although it has been onje tured (Buszkowski, 1996) that the onverse
also holds, a proof of this onje ture hasn't been presented so far. Finally, (Carpenter, 1995)
demonstrates that multimodal CG is Turing- omplete in weak generative power.

2.6

Computational issues

Due to the diversity of al uli and operations involved Categorial logi s often require sophisti ated parsing me hanisms. Fine-grained stru tural ontrol asks for extra bookkeeping tasks
whose implementation is not always trivial. Fortunately, there is a vast olle tion of te hniques

2.6.1 Parsing as theorem-proving
In omputational linguisti s, grammar spe i ation often resembles software design. Linguisti and psy hologi al requirements are analysed and subsequently in orporated into a parser
through whi h the adequa y of spe i ation and assumptions is evaluated in pra ti e. Under
the paradigm of parsing as dedu tion (Shieber, S habes, and Pereira, 1994), as the name
suggests, grammati al senten es are identi ed with theorems of a logi , and therefore parsing
orresponds essentially to theorem proving. The resear h programme of ategorial grammar
probably represents the most radi al attempt to realise this paradigm.
We laim in (Luz, 1996b) that a system for ategorial dedu tion should in general meet the
following requirements:



The framework should to be general enough to a ommodate the basi substru tural
al uli and allow further extensions



The user should be able to spe ify and experiment with di erent theories in a transparent way



The display of the derivations should ideally re e t the linguisti stru tures being analysed in an intuitive way



The system should be able to a ommodate domain-dependent heuristi s and me hanisms whereby linguisti knowledge may have a positive impa t on eÆ ien y
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The last item, in parti ular, is an allusion to the fa t that although theorem proving is
omputationally expensive in general, there is a vast amount of domain-dependent knowledge
whi h have been largely studied in the linguisti literature but have either been negle ted or

An improved attempt to deal uniformly with multiple al uli is presented in (Moortgat, 1992).
In that paper, the theorem prover employed is based on proof nets, and the hara terisation of
di erent al uli is taken are of by labelling the formulae as in Gabbay's Labelled Dedu tive

only partially onsidered in most systems for automated CG dedu tion. These requirements
will be further elaborated in hapters 4 and 5.

Systems (Gabbay, 1994). For substru tural al uli stronger than L, mu h of the omplexity
(perhaps too mu h) is shifted to the label uni ation pro edures. However, as pointed out
in (Morrill, 1995a), while proof nets alone are unsuitable for dealing with built-in modalities

2.6.2 Tableau, resolution and other methods
Many proof pro edures, originally meant for lassi al and/or intuitionist logi have been proposed: natural dedu tion, Gentzen's sequents, analyti (Smullyan style) tableaux, et . Among
these, methods whi h onform to the sub-formula prin iple8 are parti ularly interesting, as far
as automation is on erned.9. Most of them, along with proof methods developed spe i ally
for resour e logi s, su h as Girard's proof nets (a variant of Bibel's onne tion method), an
be used for ategorial logi .
Early implementations of CG parsing relied on ut-free Gentzen sequents implemented via
ba kward haining me hanisms (Moortgat, 1988). This approa h su ers from several problems. Apart from the fa t that it la ks generality, sin e implementing more powerful al uli
would involve modifying the ode in order to a ommodate new stru tural rules, the theorem
proving strategy presents various sour es of ineÆ ien y. The main ones are: the generateand-test strategy employed to ope with asso iativity, the non-determinism in the bran hing
rules (L/) and (Ln), and the ambiguity indu ed by the fa t that di erent sequen es of rules
might produ e essentially the same proof. To redu e the impa t of the latter over eÆ ien y
has been the goal of proof normalisation (Konig, 1989; Hepple, 1990). However, even in
normal-form proofs a ertain degree of non-determinism still remains and the sear h spa e is
usually of onsiderable size, though it ould be mitigated (in ontra tion and expansion-free
al uli at least) by testing bran hes for ount invarian e (van Benthem, 1988). As we ta kle
stronger logi s and in orporate stru tural modalities su h problems tend to get mu h harder.
8
The sub-formula prin iple says that all formulae to be introdu ed in a derivation should be sub-formulae
of formulae already in the derivation. The tableau systems of hapter 3 will obey this prin iple, as do the
ut-free sequent al ulus.
9
See (Fitting, 1990) for a survey.

and non-asso iativity, the kind of asso iative uni ation required by the labelling regime has
expensive worst ases. A strategy for improving su h pro edures by ompiling labels into
higher-order linear logi programming lauses is presented in (Morrill, 1995b) for NL and
L. Furthermore, a omprehensive solution to the problem of binding label uni ation whi h
arises as we move from sequents to labelled proof nets, has not been presented yet. Moreover,
as dis ussed in (Leslie, 1990), if we onsider that the system is to be used as a parser, as
a tool for linguisti study, the proof-net style of derivation does not seem to provide a very
intuitive display of the proofs.
As far as we are aware, standard tableau systems have not yet being used in ategorial
parsing10 . A reason for this may be the fa t that Smullyan style tableau systems have been
shown to be inherently ineÆ ient (D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) as the method fails even
to simulate truth-tables in polynomial time11. This is be ause of the fa t that many of the
Smullyan tableau expansion rules ause the proof tree to bran h, thus in reasing the sear h
spa e (enormously in spe ial ases su h as pigeon-hole formulae (Cook and Re khow, 1979)).
In addition, keeping tra k of the stru ture of the derivations represents an extra sour e of
omplexity, whi h in most ategorial parsers (Moortgat, 1992; Morrill, 1995b) is re e ted in
the bottlene k of uni ation algorithms employed for dealing with substru tural impli ation.
Our approa h, as we shall see later, employs a variant of the tableau method whi h minimises
these problems.
10
Leslie (Leslie, 1990) presents and ompares some ategorial versions of these pro edures for the standard
Lambek al ulus L, taking into a ount omplexity and proof presentation issues. Although tableau systems
are not dis ussed in (Leslie, 1990), a lose relative, the ut-free sequent al ulus is presented as being the one
whi h represents the best ompromise between implementability and display of the proof.
11
Noti e that the same result applies to ut-free Gentzen systems, whi h however have been used extensively.
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Summary and further referen es

This hapter has presented a summary and overview of the main issues in the ategorial
grammar programme whi h stems from the al ulus of synta ti types developed by Lambek.
We have tried to balan e formal presentation with the linguisti analysis whi h motivated the
introdu tion of ea h formal devi e. In addition, the main theoreti al results have been surveyed and the omputational problems related to parsing CGs introdu ed. We shall elaborate
further on the issues on erned with the latter in the next hapters.
From a synta ti point of view, al uli L{LPCE and the modal apparatus des ribed above
an be onsidered augmentations of the original appli ative al ulus. However, there are
alternatives to the approa h on whi h we have fo used in this hapter. The most popular ones
are the enri hment of AB with uni ation (Zeevat, Klein, and Calder, 1987) or ombinators
(Steedman, 1987). These approa hes however fall outside the s ope of the kind of logi and
omputational framework to be proposed in hapter 3, and therefore have not been dis ussed
here.
From a (logi al) semanti perspe tive we have not dis ussed (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas,
1994), who treat lexi al items as \information hannels" within the framework of hannel
theory. This work, although theoreti ally interesting sin e it relates the Lambek al ulus and
labelled dedu tion, an hardly be onsidered \mainstream" ategorial grammar. We have
therefore de ided to postpone its dis ussion to hapter 6.

Chapter 3

Automated Substru tural
Dedu tion for CG
In this hapter we des ribe a theorem proving framework for ategorial dedu tion along the
lines of the systems dis ussed in hapter 2. We start by setting up the basi ideas informally,
dis ussing the general approa h to proof-sear h to be adopted: analyti dedu tion based
on tableaux. We then move on to a formal presentation of the theorem proving strategy,
des ribing the main tableau expansion algorithms as well as the algebrai apparatus used to
hara terise di erent al uli. We will rst give an overview of the system and its di erent
modules followed by a exposition fo used on the synta ti module (see gure 3.1). A detailed
des ription of the labelling module, heuristi s, and omparisons with other methods will be
the subje t of the following hapters.
Completeness and soundness results with respe t to the Gentzen sequent presentation of the
al uli, adapted from the ones given in (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994), are presented and
dis ussed along with omputational issues of termination and label introdu tion. Finally, we
point out the problems of non-termination exhibited by the algorithm given in (D'Agostino
and Gabbay, 1994) and show how to extend their semi-de ision pro edure into a full de ision
pro edure for the range of ategorial al uli de ned in the previous hapter.
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fragments of substru tural logi s (Dosen, 1992).

Lexical Items

Lexical Table

Types

Types

Syntactic Module

Heuristics

Syntax/Sem
Structure
Recovery

Label Structures

Subst mappings

Closure pairs

Unlabelled types

Labelled types

Tableau-Expansion Control

Input formula
(complex type)

Type Structure
Label Generator

Structural
Control

Constraints
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of this hapter.

Overview of the parsing ar hite ture

As we have seen in hapter 2, there is a large variety of ategorial al uli whi h have been used
in the des ription of linguisti phenomena. In order for these al uli to make the transition
from theoreti al tools into applied parsing me hanisms automated dedu tion te hniques are
required | that is, of ourse, if one a epts the Shieber et al paradigm of parsing as dedu tion.
In what follows we des ribe a system, whi h we will all LLKE 1 , designed for performing
automated dedu tion in the range of ategorial al uli within the hierar hy of impli ational



the labelling algebra or semanti module, whi h ontrols stru tural features of the proof
and ultimately determines the target al ulus. By varying the settings of this module
one hanges the notion of grammati ality against whi h a given input string will be
evaluated. The algebrai module will be partially des ribed in this hapter and dis ussed
in greater detail in hapter 4.

In addition to these, we still have a omponent whi h manages a hash table asso iating
(natural language) lexi al entries to CG types and a module to ontrol the features of the
algebrai module. The output is delivered by a module whi h, given a losed tree (i.e. a graph
en oding a su essful proof sear h in the target al ulus), extra ts the relevant linguisti
information and returns the LLKE equivalent of a parse tree | ignoring the subtrees of the
proof tree whi h orrespond to lemma generation, failed sear hes et . The entral features of
this output module are detailed in hapters 4 and 5.

3.2

Labelled dedu tion based on tableaux

Equation Solver
Count checking

Labelling Algebra Module

Figure 3.1: LLKE Ar hite ture
The general ar hite ture of LLKE is shown in gure 3.1. The main pro essing tasks are
divided, in onsonan e with the philosophy of labelled systems, between two main modules:
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the synta ti module whi h ontrols the operations performed on the proof tree a ording
to the synta ti (in logi al terms) stru ture of CG types. These operations, essentially
de ned via tableau expansion rules, will be des ribed in detail in the remaining se tions

1
\KE" after Dagostino's (D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) \surgi al ut" system for propositional logi
on whi h the general proof-sear h me hanism is based, plus an \L" for \labelled", after Gabbay's labelled
dedu tive systems (Gabbay, 1994) and another \L" to go with CG's vast olle tion of \Ls" after (Lambek,
1958).

LLKE is based on a theorem proving te hnique originally developed for ( lassi al) rst-order
logi : semanti tableaux (Smullyan, 1968; Fitting, 1990). Tableaux are built a ording to
re ursive rules whi h operate on sets of formulae. These rules spe ify onditions under whi h
to \expand" the set with new formulae or \mark" the set as losed. A losed set of formulae
does not undergo further expansion.
Tableaux, like model-elimination and resolution provers, are refutation proof systems. This
means that, in lassi al predi ate logi , expanding a tableau orresponds to building a ountermodel for the negation of a formula one wants to prove | i.e. a formalisation of mathemati al
reasoning by redu tio ad absurdum: one tries to show that if a presumably false laim is
assumed to be true the assumption leads to a ontradi tion. Various data stru tures may be
used to en ode ounter-models. The most popular are trees. A ounter model for a formula
is then assumed to be a tree stru ture whose bran hes are all losed.
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The ondition for a bran h to be onsidered losed in a standard tableau is that both a
formula and its negation o ur on it. Sin e the syntax of the ategorial al uli de ned in
hapter 2 does not allow for negation, we have to appeal to some extrinsi me hanism in

may be obtained allowing di erent stru tural rules. Therefore, we also need a me hanism for
keeping tra k of the stru ture of our proofs. This me hanism is provided by labelling ea h
formula in the derivation with information tokens. This labelling te hnique, already used

order to be able to express ontradi tion. Automated dedu tion systems whi h like LLKE
appeal to bookkeeping devi es, i.e. systems whi h use symbols outside the logi al language
of their al uli, are alled non-uniform theorem provers (Fitting, 1990). In the non-uniform

in di erent CG systems (see hapter 2), has been motivated proof-theoreti ally in Gabbay's
LDSs (Gabbay, 1994), and semanti ally in Barwise's Channel Theory (Barwise, Gabbay, and
Hartonas, 1995). Before we arry on with our des ription of LLKE, let's formalise a few

systems des ribed in (Fitting, 1990), all formulae o urring in a derivation are pre eded by
signs: \T " to sign formulae evaluated as \true" and \F " for formulae evaluated as \false".

on epts related to the data stru tures employed by the system whi h have been loosely used
above.

To illustrate the method, suppose one wishes to prove A ) A in lassi al logi . One starts
by assuming that the formula is \false", pre xing it by F , and tries to nd a refutation for
F : A ) A. For this to be the ase in lassi al logi both T : A (the ante edent) and F : A
(the onsequent) must be the ase. The pair of formula hT : A; F : Ai in the (single) bran h of
our proof tree T = fF : A ) A; T : A; F : Ag yields a ontradi tion, hen e T may be regarded
as a ounter-model for F : A ) A.
In lassi al logi one an interpret T and F respe tively as assertion and denial of a proposition. Therefore one is able to translate the external symbol F into the logi al syntax as
negation, thus obtaining a uniform notation and eliminating the need for signed formulae. In
LLKE there is no alternative to the use of signed formulae as proof theoreti devi es. However, sin e the notion of \truth" in lassi al logi is obviously not the same as logi al truth
in substru tural systems2 these signs should re eive di erent interpretation. To give them a
(ne essarily impre ise) intuitive interpretation we ould say that \T " and \F " will be used in
LLKE to indi ate whether or not a ertain string is available for ombination in the tableau
to produ e a new string.
If we had restri ted the system to dealing with signed formulae only, we would have ended up
with a proof method for an impli ational fragment of standard propositional logi enri hed
with ba kwards impli ation and onjun tion. However, we have seen that the Lambek al ulus
does not exhibit any of the stru tural properties of standard logi , and that di erent al uli
2
See dis ussion on logi s of information ow (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) in hapter 6 to see
how the notion of truth plays a mu h less important role in logi s aimed at modelling dynami phenomena
su h as the ones presented in hapter 2.

3.2.1 Tree stru tures
LLKE proofs will be represented as ordered dyadi trees. An unordered tree T is a de ned by
(i) a set of elements whi h we will refer to as nodes (we also refer to nodes as being elements
of T ) (ii) a fun tion level whi h assign to ea h node x 2 T a positive integer level(x) and
(iii) relation xP y to be read as \x is a prede essor of y" or \y is a su essor of x" obeying
the following onditions: there is a unique node i ( alled the root or origin of T ) su h that

level(i) = 1, all other nodes have a unique prede essor, and for any nodes x; y if xP y then
level(y) = level(x) + 1. A tree will be represented graphi ally with the root at the top, so we
will sometimes refer to this node as the topmost node of the tree. A node l is alled a leaf or
an end point if it has no su essors. A node with two su essors is alled a bran hing node.
A dyadi tree is a tree stru ture in whi h ea h node has at most 2 su essors. A path is a
denumerable sequen e of nodes beginning at the root in whi h ea h node is the prede essor
of the next, ex ept naturally in the ase of the last node of a nite path. If a node x is the
last node of a path on whi h a node y o urs we say that y dominates x. In ase x 6= y and
y dominates x in T we say that y o urs above x in T . A path whose last node is a leaf is
alled bran h.
We speak of a subtree or T 0 referring to a subset of T obeying onditions (i), (ii) and (iii)
above. An ordered tree an be generated by equipping an unordered tree with a fun tion
whi h orders the su essors of ea h node in it. In displaying a tree this ordering will be
re e ted by the position of the node on the page: the rst su essor will be displayed as the
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leftmost node et . We will sometimes refer to tree expansion: by this we mean the adjoining
of a node to a leaf of a tree | i.e. y expands tree T into T 0 = T [ fyg if there is a node
x s.t. x is a leaf of T , the prede essor relation is extended so to R0 = R [ fhx; yig, and
level(y) = level(x) + 1 in T 0 .
Trees in whi h all nodes have a nite number of su essors are said to be nitely generated. A
nite tree is a tree whi h have an nite number of nodes. A nitely generated tree an have an
in nite number of points. An important result on trees from a theorem proving perspe tive
is Konigs lemma whi h says that every nitely generated tree with an in nite number of
points must have at least one in nite path | see (Fitting, 1990; Smullyan, 1968) for proofs
and dis ussion. We now overview the di eren es between two non-labelled tableau systems
(i.e. systems for standard propositional logi ): Smullyan-style tableaux and tableaux whi h
in orporate a mild form of ut (D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994). After this we return to
our remarks on labels and proof stru ture.

3.2.2 Non-labelled propositional systems: tableaux Vs. \surgi al" ut
As we have seen, in ategorial grammar one as ribes lexi al entries (words) to types whi h
des ribe their fun tion. Types an be primitive { e.g. N (noun) { or ompound from primitives
through the operators: \/", \n" and \". Parsing thus (roughly) orresponds to determining

whether a set of types joined by \" yields another. The \residuation" operators \n" and
\=" an be seen as forms of impli ation, while \" an be regarded as a form of onjun tion.
Therefore, both tableau and Gentzen rules for these ategorial onne tives resemble the ones
for lassi al onne tives, ex ept for the stru tural devi es. If we ignore stru tural properties
for the moment, we an say that a standard (Smullyan-style) tableau system has two kinds
of rules:



an \ rule" whi h expands formulae of the form F : A=B (F : B nA) and T : A  B
by adjoining fT : B; F : Ag and fT : B; T : Ag respe tively to the bran h where those
formulae o ur and



a \ " rule whi h expands the dual of those formulae | T : A=B et | by adjoining
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two subtrees to the bran h where these -formulae o ur. For instan e, a expansion
for a list hT : NP=S; T : S i would generate two bran hes: hT : NP=S; T : S; T : S i and
hT : NP=S; F : NP; T : S i.
The assumption that Smullyan style tableau systems are adequate for automated dedu tion
in propositional logi has been hallenged re ently (D'Agostino, 1992; D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) on the basis that tableaux, as well as ut-free Gentzen systems, exhibit three
anomalies: 1) they fail to re e t the prin iple of bivalen e (whose ounterpart in Gentzen
systems is the ut rule), 2) they are omputationally expensive (not even being able to psimulate truth-tables!), 3) they don't allow for \nesting" of subproofs (lemmas), thus leaving
little room for heuristi s whi h ould mitigate omputational omplexity. In order to address
these problems, (D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) proposes a system where the tableau
(tree bran hing) rules are repla ed by linear rules plus a single bran hing one: a \surgi al"
ut. In this system, -formulae do not immediately bran h the derivation tree. Instead they
\look up" the bran h where they o ur for other formulae with whi h they might ombine in
order to yield a third formula whi h then gets adjoined to the bran h. We will all su h rules
\ rules". For instan e, a rule for \=" says: for any A; B , if both T : A=B and T : B o ur in
a bran h, then expand this bran h with fT : Ag. A  -expansion for hT : NP=S; T : S i would
generate a single bran h: hT : NP=S; T : S; T : NP i.
However, rules and  alone do not suÆ e to generate Hintikka sets (Smullyan, 1968)
from arbitrary sets of formulae, and therefore a system restri ted to these rules would be
in omplete. An extra rule needed, for instan e, to deal with those -formulae to whi h no  rule an be su essfully applied. In order to omplete the system (D'Agostino and Mondadori,
1994) proposes adding a form of ut rule to it. With ut, ompletely expanded bran hes are
a hieved by bran hing the tree with pairs of the form T:A and F:A { learly an implementation
of the prin iple of bivalen e. Let's all this rule \ rule". If we restri t A to subformulae
o urring in the derivation, we guarantee termination. Under this restri tion an appli ation
of a  rule is sometimes alled \surgi al ut".
Systems whi h employ surgi al ut an be shown to outperform Smullyan-style tableaux for
propositional al uli in general. They are able to simulate standard tableau proofs (and nat-
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urally truth tables) in polynomial time while the onverse does not hold (Cook and Re khow,
1979; Haken, 1985; D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994). This is one of the reasons why we
have hosen to build LLKE as a surgi al- ut system. There are other reasons derived from
spe i properties of the labelling regime employed in ategorial logi s. The latter will be
dis ussed in detail in hapter 4.
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will be given by appending list y to list x, whi h we notate as x Æ y.
As we will see below, the onstraints imposed on Æ will ultimately determine whi h inferen es
will be li ensed for a parti ular al ulus. For instan e:



3.2.3 The labelling algebra
Labels will a t not only as me hanisms for en oding the stru ture of the proof, from a prooftheoreti perspe tive, but will also serve as means to propagate semanti 3 information through
the derivation. A label an be seen as an information token supporting the information onveyed by the signalled formula that it labels. Tokens may onvey di erent degrees of informativeness. Therefore we will assume that they are ordered by an anti-symmetri , re exive

and transitive relation \v" so that the expression x v y will assert that \y" is at least as informative as \x". In other words: \y veri es (or supports the o urren e at a ertain position
of) at least as many types as x". We will also assume that this semanti relation, \veri es",
whose meaning will be pre isely de ned below, is losed under dedu tibility (i.e if a veri es
A and A ` B then a veri es B ).

It is natural to suppose that, as well as synta ti types, information tokens an be ombined.
We have seen that a type su h as S=NP an ombine with a type NP to produ e a third type
S . If we assume that there are semanti tokens x and y verifying respe tively S=NP and NP ,
how would we represent the token that veri es S ? In order to answer this question we de ne a
token omposition operation, Æ. One an think of information tokens as being sets (multisets,
lists) of types losed under ertain logi al operations and of the types they support as elements
(members) of those sets (multisets, lists). Following our natural language intuitions, we
assume that, a priori, the number and order (position) of synta ti types appearing on a
string matter with regard to its grammati ality. Therefore we interpret information tokens
as lists of types. A ordingly, a minimal information token verifying S in the example above
3
In the ontext of tableau and labelled dedu tion in general, we will sometimes use the term \semanti " to
refer to stru tural properties of proofs as opposed to semanti s of natural languages, for instan e.
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if we de ide to relax our onstraints so that the order in whi h the types o ur is
made irrelevant, then we may allow permutation on the operands, whi h orresponds
to property x Æ y v y Æ x with respe t to the ordering relation



or we may de ide that in ertain ases the number of types o urring on a string is
not relevant and allow ontra tion as a stru tural property of the al ulus. In this ase
strings su h as the one obtained by on atenating fS=NP; NP; NP g will also yield an

S , in spite of the dupli ation of an NP . In terms of information ordering we say that
y Æ y v y, et .
Let's formalise the notions introdu ed above through de nition 3.2. We will use an algebrai stru ture, alled Information frame (Gabbay, 1994) whi h en ompasses the ne essary
stru tural sensitivity.

De nition 3.2 An Information Frame is a stru ture L = hP ; Æ; 1; vi, where
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

P is a non-empty set of information tokens;
Æ is an order-preserving, binary operation on P whi h satis es ontinuity,
F
F
F
i.e., for every dire ted family fzi g, fzi Æ xg = fzi g Æ x and fx Æ zi g =
F
x Æ fzi g; and
1 is an identity element in P .

Combinations of types in derivations are a ounted for in the labelling algebra by the omposition operator. Now, we need to de ne an algebrai ounterpart for the de omposition
of types joined by the multipli ation operator \". When a formula su h as S=NP  NP is
veri ed by a token x this is be ause its omponents were available for ombination, and onsequently were veri ed by other tokens. Now, suppose S=NP was veri ed by a token, say a.
What would be the appropriate token for NP , su h that S=NP ombined with NP would be
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veri ed by token x? It ertainly ould not be more informative token than x. Moreover, if the
expression S=NP  NP were to stand for the omposition of the (informational) meanings of
its omponents, then the label for NP would have to verify, when ombined with a, at most
as mu h information as token x. In order to express this, we de ne the label for NP as being
the greatest information token y su h that x is at least as informative as a ombined with y.

This token will be represented by x==a. In general, x==y def
=

Ffz j y Æ z v xg.

An analogous
operation, nn, is de ned to ope with ases in whi h it is ne essary to nd the appropriate
label for the rst operand by reversing the order of the tokens. Both operators are forms
of algebrai division, and we use the double lines to di erentiate them from synta ti CG
division. Below are some properties of = (with analogous properties holding for n ):

y Æ (x==y)
(x==y) Æ z

v x

(3.1)

v (x Æ z)= y

(3.3)

1

(x==y)= z

v x==x
v x==(y Æ z )

(3.2)
(3.4)

We now de ne a language of algebrai expressions whi h mimi s our type language of de nition 2.1. Given a set of tokens P = fa; b; ; :::g and V = fx; y; z; :::g, a set of label variables,
we de ne our language of label expressions, L , as the losure of P [ V under label operators
Æ; = ; n . It is sometimes onvenient to distinguish between P , the set of variable-free label
expressions, and V  = L P  , the set of label expressions ontaining at least one label
variable.

3.3

Derivation trees

Both the (synta ti ) type language de ned in the previous hapter and the algebrai stru ture
de ned above will be employed in LLKE derivations. In fa t, ea h node of a derivation tree
will ontain a sign, a type expression and a label expression. We all the expressions on ea h
node Signed Labelled Formulae (SLF for short). De nition 3.3 provides some extra tools for
dealing with the omponents of a derivation.
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De nition 3.3 The set of Signed Labelled Formulae (SLF) is the set of expressions of the
form `S : T ype : L', where S 2 fT; F g, T ype 2 C and L 2 L. We also de ne the fun tions
s : SLF ! fT; F g, t : SLF ! C , and l : SLF ! L to denote the omponents of a SLF. A
SLF X where s(X ) = T is sometimes alled a T-formula; likewise, if s(X ) = F , then X is
alled a F-formula
A derivation, or proof will be a tree stru ture built a ording to ertain synta ti rules.
These rules will be alled expansion rules, sin e their appli ation will invariably expand the
tree stru ture. Again, as in the non-labelled version, there are three sorts of expansion rules:
those whi h expand the tree by generating two formulae from a single one o urring previously
in the derivation, those whi h expand the tree by ombining two formulae into a third one
whi h is then added to the tree, and the bran hing rule. The rst kind of rule is a labelled
version of what is alled -rule in Smullyan-style tableaux (Smullyan, 1968). These rules will
be alled -rules here as well. The se ond and third kinds have no equivalent in standard
tableau systems. We will abuse the naming onventions of se tion 3.2.2 and refer to the
se ond kind as  -rules, and to the bran hing rule as  rule4 .
Table 3.1 summarises the expansion rules to be employed by the system. Noti e that a; b are
informations tokens, n is a new label (i.e. a label not o urring previously in the derivation)
and x is a label variable. A dedu tion bar spe i es that if the formula(e) appearing above
it o urs (we all these premises) in the tree, then the formula(e) below it (we all these
on lusions) should be added to the tableau. The rules are easily interpreted a ording to
the intuitions as ribed above to signs, formulae and information tokens. A rule like (i) , for
instan e, says that if AnB is not available for ombination and x veri es su h information,
then this is be ause there is an A available at some token a but the ombination of a and
x (noti e that the order is relevant) fails to make B available in the proof tree for further
ombinations. Rule (i) says that if both types AnB and A are available in a proof then
type B an be made available provided that the token labelling it ontains all information
ontained in the tokens whi h labelled the former types. Rule  implements a version of the
lassi al prin iple of bivalen e: a token x either supports a type or its denial.
4
Although this rule is a tableau-bran hing one, we prefer to all it  rule, instead of , in order to avoid
onfusion with rules in Smullyan-style tableaux.
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-rules
( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
-rules
(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

(i)
F : AnB : a
T :A:n
F : B : nÆa
(i)
T : AnB : a
T :A:b
T :B :bÆa
(iv)
T : A=B : a
T :B:b
T :A:aÆb

(ii)
F : A=B : a
T :B:n
F :A :aÆn
(ii)
T : AnB : a
F :B :bÆa
F :A:b
(v)
F :AB :a
T :A:b
F : B : a==b
-rule
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depends on the notions of ompletion along with (bran h and tree) losure. It an be readily
seen on table 3.1 that for a nite set of formulae, the number of times rules an be applied
in reasing the number of SLF-s (nodes) in T is nite. Unbounded appli ation of  and  ,

(iii)
T :AB :a
T :A:n
T : B : a==n
(iii)
T : A=B : a
F :A:aÆb
F :B:b
(vi)
F :AB :a
T :B:b
F : A : an b

however, might expand the tree inde nitely. In order to assure termination some restri tions must be pla ed. We shall dis uss them below, after we have de ned the unrestri ted
pro edures for and  expansion of the tableau.
The rst step towards building a ounter-model for the denial of a formula to be proved is
the sear h for a tree ontaining potential ontradi tions, meaning pairs of types pre xed by
T and F respe tively. Whether or not a potentially losed tree is a ounter-model for the
formula will depend ultimately upon the onstraints on the labelling algebra. The notion of

(1 ) F : A : x j (2 ) T : A : x

losure de ned below is employed by the tableau expansion algorithms.

Table 3.1: Tableau expansion rules
We assume that the SLF at the topmost node is labelled by the identity element of L.
Furthermore, we generalise rule (i) to over the rst expansion, viz., the de omposition of
T : X ` Y : 1 into T : X : n and F : X : n Æ 1 = n. We all the subformulae introdu ed by
the rst round of exhaustive appli ations of rules | see algorithm 3.1 below | to a set of
formulae initial (sub)formulae | or initial sub(types). Likewise, we extend the s ope of (iii)
to over the on atenation operators (',') whi h appear on the ante edent of an entailment
relation. Thus we de ne an initial tableau for A1 ; :::; Ak ` A0 as a tree, T , with the following
stru ture:

F : A0 : l0
T : A1 : l1
..
.
T : Ak 1 : lk 1
T : Ak : (:::(l0 = l1 )= :::)= lk

(3.5)
1

Given the expansion rules, the de nition of the main data stru ture to be manipulated by the
parsing algorithm is straightforward: a derivation tree, T , is simply a dyadi tree built from
a given set of formulae by applying the rules in a ertain order. The algorithm's termination

De nition 3.4 (Bran h and Tree Closure) A bran h (list of formulae) is losed with respe t
to the labelling algebra i it ontains SLFs of the form T : X : x and F : X : y | let's all a
pair of su h SLFs a losure pair | where x v y, in whi h ase the losure pair is said to be
su essful. Likewise, a (sub)tree is losed i it ontains only losed bran hes.
Now we are ready to de ne an algorithm for linear expansion of the derivation tree. By linearly
expanded tableau we mean a set of formulae to whi h only and  rules have been applied.
For eÆ ien y reasons non-bran hing rules will be exhaustively applied before we move on to
employing  -rules. Furthermore, sin e rules do not involve sear h, it is more onvenient
to apply them rst. We therefore split the linear expansion pro edure into algorithm 3.1
and algorithm 3.2 as shown below in pseudo ode5. Algorithm 3.2 des ribes the top level of
expansion for a bran h and may yield, under ertain ir umstan es a omplete derivation
tree. The output of algorithm 3.1 applied to the initial SLF orresponds to a tableau's initial
tree as de ned in (3.5).
5
The pseudo ode symbols ( and  denote value attribution and omments respe tively. As usual, :
stands for negation whereas ^ stands for onjun tion as read by, say, a Lisp interpreter. We also use fun tions
whose interpretation should be reasonably straightforward: losed(T ) returns boolean \true" if T is a losed
bran h a ording to de nition 3.4, ( ) -type(f) test whether f is of a ertain kind a ording to table 3.1,
head(T ) returns the rst element of bran h T , removing it from T , or simply returns an \empty string" if T
is empty.
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Algorithm 3.1 (Alpha Expansion) Given T , a LLKE tableau stru ture, and rules i ,..., iii,
we de ne the pro edure:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-expansion(T )
do formula ( head(T )
while non-empty(formula) ^ : losed(T )
do if 1 -type(formula)
then do 2 ( generate-new-label( 2 )
3 ( ombine-labels( 1, 2 )

 assign new label to

2

 ombine and labels into
T ( append(T ,h , i)
 add subformulae to the original list
do formula ( head(T )
return T
1

2

2

3

Algorithm 3.2 (Algorithm: Linear Expansion) Given T , a LLKE tableau stru ture, we dene linear exhaustive expansion as follows:
linear-expansion(T )
1 do T ( -expansion(T )
2
formula ( head(T )
3 while non-empty(formula) ^ : losed(T )
4
do setaux ( ;
5
do if 1 -type(formula)
6
then do setaux ( sear h(T ,2 )
 setaux is a set of 2 -slf's
7
else do if 2 -type(formula)
8
then do setaux ( sear h(T ,1 )
 setaux is a set of 1 -slf's
9
do if setaux 6= ;
10
then do 3 -set ( ombine- (formula, setaux )
3

obtained by varying the stru ture assigned to the set of formulae in the derivation6. Therefore,
in order to verify whether a bran h is losed for a al ulus one has to verify whether the
information frame satis es the onstraints whi h hara terise the al ulus. For instan e, the
standard Lambek al ulus L does not permit any sort of stru tural manipulation of formulae
apart from asso iativity; NL doesn't even allow that; LP allows formulae to hange pla es in
a string; LPE allows permutation and expansion; LPC allows permutation and ontra tion;
et . De nition 3.5 sets the algebrai ounterparts of these properties7.

3

For notational onvenien e we de ne the set jA0 ; ::; Anj as the result of applying algorithm 3.1
to a set of SLFs fA0 ; ::; Ang, and jA0 ; ::; Anj  as the result of applying algorithm 3.2 to set
fA0 ; ::; Ang. The omplete LLKE algorithm whi h uses the pro edure below, algorithm 3.3,
will be presented after we have dis ussed tableau losure from the information frame perspe tive.

  -set results of
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ombining formula to ea h element of setaux

11
3 -expansion ( -expansion(3-set)
12
T ( append(T ,3-expansion)
13
do formula ( head(T )
14 return T

We have seen above that the labels are means to propagate information about the formulae
through the derivation tree. From a semanti viewpoint, the al uli addressed in this thesis are

De nition 3.5 For all x, y, z 2 P , we all an information frame
(i) asso iative if
and
(ii) ommutative if
(iii) ontra tive if
and (iv) expansive if

x Æ (y Æ z )
(x Æ y) Æ z

v (x Æ y) Æ z
v x Æ (y Æ z )

(3.6)
(3.7)

xÆy

v yÆx

(3.8)

xÆx

v x

(3.9)

x

v xÆx

(3.10)

However, it is not immediately obvious that the di erently onstrained information frames of
de nition 3.5 suÆ e to a ount for the stru tural rules in (2.12). The most obvious approa h
would be to add stru tural tableau rules in the same way as stru tural sequent rules are added
to Gentzen systems: (P ) = TT ::AA::xxÆÆabÆÆabÆÆyy for permutation, (E ) = TT:A:A:x:xÆÆaaÆÆayÆy for expansion and
(C ) = TT:A:A:x:xÆaÆaÆaÆyÆy for ontra tion (assuming L as the basis). Proposition 3.1 guarantees that
no su h stru tural tableau rules are needed 8 .

Proposition 3.1 All su essful losure pairs obtained in trees generated by appli ation of
table 3.1 rules plus (some ombination of) tableau stru tural rules (P ), (E ) and (C ) an be
obtained from trees generated ex lusively from table 3.1 via (some appropriate ombination
of) stru tural onstraints (3.6){(3.10).
6
For instan e, resour e sensitive logi s su h as linear logi are frequently hara terised in terms of multisets
to keep tra k of the \use" of formulae throughout the derivation.
7
In pra ti e we will assume that expansive frames are also monotoni in order to preserve the label losure
onditions of de nition 3.4. Purely expansive frames would require losure to be evaluated with respe t to the
Æ- on atenation of the tokens of all T-formulae.
8
This fa t is responsible for mu h of the exibility exhibited by the system, as we will dis uss in hapter 4.
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Proof. We say that a rule R enables (the appli ation of) a rule T if one of the following
holds: (i) the on lusion of R is a premise of T (in whi h ase we say that R immediately
enables T , or (ii) there is a rule S su h that the on lusion of R is a premise of S and S
enables T . There are two main ases to onsider:
Case 1: The on lusion of a stru tural rule auses losure (i.e. the on lusion is a SLF in
a losure pair). In this ase it is obvious that the premise of the stru tural rule also auses
losure under the appropriate stru tural onstraint.
Case 2: The on lusion of a stru tural rule immediately enables an operational rule (table 3.1) whi h auses tableau losure (after a nite number of steps). Clearly, the only kind
of operational rule that an be immediately enabled by the result of a stru tural rule is  ,
parti ularly (ii) and (iii) . The premises of the remaining rules are not sensitive to number
and order of information tokens as an be readily veri ed by inspe tion on table 3.1. Furthermore, if the premise of an rule were the on lusion of a stru tural rule, then the on lusions
of the rule would ontain the same tokens as its premises (plus a newly introdu ed one)
whi h obviously an be treated by stru tural onstraints. Now, let's suppose the resulting
SLF enables a  rule. Again we have two sub ases:
Sub ase 1: The on lusion of the  rule enabled by a stru tural rule, let's all this onlusion 3 , forms a losure pair with some rule in T . Then the formula in T with whi h 3
loses is of the form 3 = T : f (3 ) : l(3 ). But the result of applying 1 (the rst premise of
the  -enabled rule) to  3 is a formula T : f (2) : l(2 ), whi h forms a losure pair with 2 .
Therefore the stru tural rule appli ation is redundant in this ase. See the path below for a
graphi al illustration of this fa t with respe t to rule (E ):
..
.
1 T :B:y
Assump:
..
.
2 T : A=B : a Æ x Æ b
Assump:
3 F : A : a Æ x Æ x Æ b Æ y Assump:
4 T : A=B : a Æ x Æ x Æ b 2; (E )
5 F :B:y
4; 3; (iii)
6



T :A:aÆxÆbÆy



2; 1; (iv)
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The subtree en losed in the box ontains the redundant steps to be eliminated. We append
the symbol  to denote bran h losure. The verti al dots denote (possibly empty) subtrees
and the numbers on the right identify the rule whi h yielded the SLF on the left. These
onventions will be used throughout this thesis.
Sub ase 2: Suppose 3 doesn't ause immediate losure as in sub ase 1 but enables other
rule appli ations. Let's assume 3 to mat h 1 for some rule . The tableau will then be
extended with 2 (where s( 2 ) = T and l( 2 ) = a, a being a newly introdu ed token) and 3
(where s( 3 ) = F and l( 3 ) = l[a℄, l[a℄ being a token l in whi h a o urs. Clearly, 2 annot
be in a losure pair with any SLF o urring above it in T , sin e its label is new. Neither an
urs in l( 3 ). Indu tion shows that no sequen e of
3 , sin e the token whi h labels
2 o
rules an ause losure. Finally, if 3 mat hes 2 for some SLF in T , then sub ases 1 and 2
apply re ursively.

3.4

Label

he king and non-termination

Having established in proposition 3.1 that there is no need to manipulate label stru ture at
the synta ti level (i.e. via expansion rules) we an safely ir ums ribe losure he king in
the labelling algebra module. Che king for label losure will depend on the al ulus being
used, and onsists basi ally of redu ing information token expressions to a normal form, via
properties (3.1){(3.4), and then mat hing tokens and/or variables that might have been introdu ed by appli ations of the  -rule a ording to the properties or ombination of properties
(De nition 3.5) that hara terise the al ulus onsidered. The pre ise label he king me hanism will be detailed in hapter 4. Example (3.1) below shows how linear expansion works
in general:

(3.11)

Example 3.1 Let's prove that the string NP  (NP nS )=NP yields a type S=NP in the Lambek al ulus. So, the expression we want to nd a ounter-model for is:
1 F : NP  (NP nS )=NP `L S=NP .
Therefore, the following has to be proved:
2 T : NP  (NP nS )=NP : m and 3 F : S=NP : m.
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We pro eed by breaking 2 and 3 down via

(

iii) ,

4 T : NP : a, 5 T : (NP nS )=NP : m==a, 6 T : NP : b, and 7 F : S : (m Æ b).

9 T : S : a Æ ((m==a) Æ b) 4; 9(i)
We have derived a potential in onsisten y between 7 and 9. Turning our attention to the
information tokens, we verify losure for L as follows:

Æ b) v
v

(a Æ (m = a))
mÆb

Æb

by asso iativity

Allowing unrestri ted bidire tional appli ation of  rules { steps 6 and 8 of linear-expansion {
might lead to non-termination. Consider for example the in nite sequen e of  -appli ations:

7
8

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
..
.

A=B
B=C
C=A
A
C
B
A
C

:x
:y
:z
:w
: z Æ w;
: y Æ (z Æ w)

3; 4; (i)
2; 5; (i)

in rease the number of times the bran hing rule would have to be applied, thus in reasing
the number of variables to be introdu ed in the labelling expressions. Sin e we want to
minimise the number of  expansions (hen e variables) in the derivation9, this strategy has
been reje ted. Another solution would be to set an upper bound to the degree (number of
onne tives) of the labels admissible for 3 formulae based on the degree of the initial T .
This is the alternative adopted in LLKE. For this purpose we de ne degree of types or label
expressions as follows:

by property (3.1)

It should be noti ed that the algorithm in algorithm 3.2 performs \brute for e"  -expansion
{ i.e. ea h 1 formula is ombined with all 2's in the tableau {. Most potential losures
resulting from su h ombinations will be immediately ruled out by the label he ker. We will
dis uss this point in hapter 4 along with other features of the algebrai module.

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Derivation (3.12) shows that this is not the ase unless extra restri tions are added to rule
appli ation. A possible solution would be to allow only 1 SLFs to \sear h" for 2 SLFs but
not vi e-versa (i.e. delete lines 7 and 8 in linear-expansion). This, however, would potentially

obtaining:

Now we start applying  -rules (annotated on the right-hand side of ea h line):
8 T : NP nS : (m==a) Æ b 5; 6(i)

a Æ((m = a)
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(3.12)

: x Æ (y Æ (z Æ w))
1; 6; (i)
: z Æ (x Æ (y Æ (z Æ w))) 3; 7; (i)

This fa t seems to have been overlooked in (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994). They de ne a
linear expansion pro edure similar to algorithm 3.2 whi h they laim to be able to re ognise
every losed tree in a nite number of steps, though open ompleted trees an be in nite.

De nition 3.6 We de ne degree of types and label expressions (labelexp), dg:
follows:
8
>
if is an atomi type or token
>
<0
dg( ) = dg( ) + dg( ) + 1 if is of the form ? , where
>
>
:
? 2 f/,n, , Æ, = , n g

C [ L !IN as

The restri tion on maximum label degree may be implemented in ombine- (step 10 of
linear-expansion) whi h must then lter out all 3 's whose labels have degree greater than
the degree of the initial tableau. For all non- ontra tive frames no formula an have a label
degree greater than the degree of the initial tableaux and satisfy the label losure ondition,
sin e in non- ontra tive al uli types annot be re-used | this will be proved in se tion
4.3.2. For ontra tive frames, however, eventual labels of greater degree will be introdu ed
as variables by appli ation of  rules. Given the restri tion on  rules, it is easy to see that
algorithm 3.2 terminates when applied to a nite number of formulae. We will see below
that this restri tion an be arried through to the general LLKE algorithm without loss of
generality.
Another interesting question regarding expansion by non-bran hing rules is: how far we an
get by means of linear-expansion alone? The answer to this question requires additions to
9
The reasons for this will be spelled out in hapters 4 and 5. For the time being let's just say that the more
bran hes one has in a derivation the more ostly its manipulation be omes.
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the labelling apparatus whi h won't be made until hapter 4. However, we ould anti ipate
some fa ts by having a look at the following proofs10 derived in L without any appli ation of
rule  .

Proposition 3.2 (Redu tion Laws) Let X , Y and Z be types, and
frame. The following properties an be proved via  -free derivations:
X=Y  Y
Y  Y nX
X=Y  Y=Z
Z nY  Y nX
X
X

an information

and

for any L.

` X=Z and
` Z nX L asso iative.

` Y=(X nY )
` (Y=X )nY

and

(3.13)

Now, we may apply rule (i) to 2 and expand the tree with:
5 T : Z : b and 6 F X : b Æ m.
Then, ombining 3 and 5 via (i) we obtain: 7 T : Y : b Æ a. And nally, lines 4 and 7
an be ombined through the same rule yielding 8 T : X : (b Æ a) Æ (m==a). The losure
ondition for 8 and 6 is a hieved as follows:
(b Æ a) Æ (m==a)

(3.14)

v b Æ (a Æ (m==a))
vbÆm

by asso iativity

by (3.1) and Æ order-preserving.

The remaining proofs an be easily obtained by the same method.

` Z n(X=Y ) and
` (Z nX )=Y ) L asso iative.

Properties (3.13){(3.17) orrespond to Zielonka's axioms for L. If we add identity and inferen e
rules allowing for re ursion of the unary type transitions, then we get an axiomatisation of

(3.16)

the Lambek al ulus. Even though L does not enjoy a nite design | proved in (Zielonka,
1981) | the results above suggest that the al ulus nds a natural hara terisation in LLKE

` (X=Z )=(Y=Z ) and
` (Z nY )n(Z nX ) L asso iative.

(3.17)

Z n(X=Y )

for any L.

Proof.
The proofs are obtained by straightforward appli ation of algorithm 3.2. We
illustrate the method by proving (3.13) and (3.14):
(3.13) To prove right appli ation we start by assuming that it is veri ed by the identity token
1. From this we have: 1 T : X=Y  Y : m, 2 F : X : 1 Æ m = m. Then, we apply
T : X=Y : n and 4 T : Y : m==n. The next step is to ombine
(iii) to 1 obtaining 3
3 and 4 via (iv) getting 5 T : X : n Æ (m==n). Now we have a potential losure aused
by 5 and 2. If we apply property (3.1) to the label for 5 we nd that n Æ (m==n) v m,
whi h satis es the losure ondition thus losing the tableau.
10

(3.14) Let's prove left omposition. As we did above, we start with: 1 T : Z nY  Y nX : m
and 2 F : Z nX : 1 Æ m. Applying rule (iii) to line 1 we obtain the following SLFs:
3 T : Z nY : a and 4 T : Y nX : m==a.

(3.15)

(Z nX )=Y

X=Y
Y nX

`X
`X

L
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See also appendix A.1 for a the full set of redu tion law proof as generated by the system.

with asso iative information frames11. In hapter 4 we show the impli ations of this fa t with
respe t to the omplexity of the label he king module and dis uss  -free LLKE proofs in
greater detail. We end this se tion with another example of LLKE derivation, this time one
whi h does use a  rule:

Example 3.2 Prove the following: (AnA)nB `L (B nC )nC .
1
2
3
4
5
:::

T
F
T
F
F

(AnA)nB : a
(B nC )nC
B nC
C
B

:a
:b
2; i
: a Æ b idem
:a
3; 4; ii

11
The Division Rule (3.17) an be regarded as L's hara teristi theorem, sin e it is not derivable on weaker
al uli su h as AB, NL, and F.
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Now we ould apply a spe ial ase of ii to 1 and 5, assuming that 5- F B:a is a tually
5- F B: 1Æa. We hoose, however, to use the  rule as follows:

6
7
8

.

T (AnA) : x
1; 
T B
:aÆx
1; 6; i
T C
: b Æ (a Æ x) 3; 7; i



9
10
11

v

F (AnA) : x
T A
:
F A
:xÆ



1; 
9; i
idem

, simultaneously.

of the kinds des ribed in (i), (ii) and (iii) above are ful lled. A tableau T is ompleted if all

Having set a limit up to whi h a tableau an be expanded we are now ready to present the
higher-level expansion algorithm (algorithm 3.3). Noti e that the fun tion sele t-subformula,
on line 6, will sear h the subtree for a formula whi h is non-ful lled and return either of its
subformulae, a ording to de nition 3.7.

Algorithm 3.3 (LLKE- ompletion) The omplete tableau expansion for a LLKE-tree T is
given by the following pro edure:

T

expansion( )

3.4.1 Label upper bounds
After performing linear expansion, if the tableau is still not losed, one needs to make sure that
all of its SLFs have been suitably expanded. This is done by applying the  rule to subformulae
of SLFs o urring in the tree. However, not all subformulae need to be introdu ed in order
to generate all relevant models12. De nition 3.7 below limits  rules to be applied only to
ertain SLFs. The fa t that the restri tion on  rules dis ussed in the previous se tion and the
restri tion imposed below preserve ompleteness as well as yielding a terminating algorithm
will be dis ussed in the following se tions.

De nition 3.7 We say that an SLF  2 T is ful lled i :
(i) if s() = T and f () is of the form AnB , then there is some

f ( ) = A and s( ) = T or f ( ) = B and s( ) = F , or
(ii) if s() = T and f () is of the form A=B , then there is some
f ( ) = A and s( ) = F or f ( ) = B and s( ) = T , or
(iii) if s() = F and f () is of the form A  B , then there is some
s( ) = F and f ( ) = B or s( ) = F and f ( ) = A.
Provided that in all ases above
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its bran hes are ompleted.

&

Closure is thus a hieved by repla ing x with 1 in 7 and 11 in order to solve both losure
onstraints, a Æ x v a and x Æ
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2T

s.t.

2T

s.t.

2T

s.t.

has not been introdu ed by a  -appli ation to an SLF other

than . We say that a bran h is ompleted if it has been linearly expanded and all its formulae
12
Relevant models here being onsidered by analogy to Hintikka sets for standard predi ate logi (Smullyan,
1968). In se tion 3.5 we will make these notions more pre ise.

1 do losure- ag ( no
2 while :( ompleted(T ) or losure- ag = yes)
3
do T ( linear-expansion(T )
4
if losed(T )
5
then do losure- ag ( yes
6
else do subf ( sele t-subformula(T )
7
if subf  There is at least one non-ful lled subformula in T
8
then do subfT ( assign-label-T(subf)
9
subfF ( assign-label-F(subf)
10
T 1 ( append(T ,fsubfT g)
11
T 2 ( append(T ,fsubfF g)
12
if (expansion(T 1 ) = yes and expansion(T 2 ) = yes)
13
then do losure- ag ( yes
14
else do losure- ag ( no
15
else do losure- ag ( no
16 return losure- ag
We lose this se tion with an extension to de nition 3.4. The extra lause aims at identifying
a lass of (sub)trees of minimal depth whi h depi t proofs (or proof sear h). It is spe i ed as
follows:

De nition 3.8 (Minimal Closure) A losed bran h is said to be a minimally losed bran h
if no su essful losure pair in it is derived from a su essful losure pair of greater degree (by
appli ation of a rule in table 3.1 to the SLFs in the pair). A minimally losed tree is a tree
whose bran hes are all minimally losed.
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Minimal losure is de ned for the sake of omputational e onomy: we want a losed tree to
be found as early as possible. Although at this point we won't be using this notion dire tly,
its purpose will be ome lear when we dis uss the labelling me hanism in more detail in
hapter 4. For the time being, we just illustrate the de nition with derivation (3.18): up to
line 2 we have a minimally losed tree for (AnA) ` (AnA), though the fully expanded tableau
annot be onsidered minimally losing.
1
2
3
4
5

T
F
T
F
T

(AnA) : a
(AnA) : a

A
A
A



:b
2; i
: b Æ a idem

(3.18)

: b Æ a 1; 3; i

A last remark on proof sear h before we ta kle soundness and ompleteness: although the
sear h spa e for signed formulae is nite, the sear h spa e for the labels is still in nite.
The labels introdu ed via  rules are in fa t universally quanti ed variables whi h must be
instantiated during the label he king phase via uni ation. This represents no problem if we
are dealing with theorems, i.e. trees whi h a tually lose. However, for ompleted trees with
at least one open bran h, the task might not terminate.
In order to deal with this problem | and bound the uni ation task at the labelling level,
as we will see in hapter 4 | we restri t the domain of label (variable) substitutions to the
set of tokens o urring in the derivation. This will be done by analogy to the way parameter
instantiation is dealt with by liberalised quanti ation rules for rst-order logi tableaux
(Smullyan, 1968; Fitting, 1990), and will be managed by the module responsible for he king
label losure onditions. If no  rules are applied, then a ground rewrite system (Dershowitz
and Jouannaud, 1990) suÆ es for the task. This, however, is not the ase in general. The
me hanisms e e tively adopted in order to get around the omplexities of asso iative rewriting
are des ribed in se tion 4.3.2.
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Soundness and
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ompleteness

A model-theoreti semanti s an be de ned for LLKE (see de nition 3.9 below) based on the
interpretation of information tokens as stru tured databases as suggested in (Gabbay, 1994;
D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) and mentioned above.

De nition 3.9 A valuation over a given information frame L = hP ; Æ; 1; vi is a fun tion
v : C  P ! fT; F g whi h assigns truth-values to synta ti types, su h that for ea h type A, v
is a ontinuous mapping | i.e. tfv(A; a)ja 2 S g = v(A; tS ) and ufv(A; a)ja 2 S g = v(A; uS )
for all dire ted sets S . A relation \j=" su h that a j= A an be read as \type A is available at
database a" an be de ned through the following onditions:
(i) a j= A i v(A; a) = T for all types in C

(ii) if a j= A and a v b then b j= A

(iii) if a j= a and b j= A then a u b j= A, for all types A and all tokens x; y.
(iv) if a 6j= a and b 6j= A then a t b 6j= A, for all types A and all tokens x; y.
(v) a j= AnB i b j= A or b Æ a j= B for all tokens b

(vi) a j= A=B i b j= B or a Æ b j= A for all tokens b

(vii) a j= A  B i b j= A and a==b j= B for some token b

The semanti s above di ers for example from the semigroup (Lambek, 1958) and relational
interpretations (van Benthem, 1991) presented in hapter 2. This is due to the fa t that the
primary on ern here is not semanti informativeness | i.e. how mu h purely model-theoreti
obje ts (sets and other stru tures) tell us about about purely synta ti obje ts (types and
proofs) | but overage of a maximum number of logi s by \bringing model-theory ba k into
proof-theory", to quote a well-known LDS slogan. In fa t, the semanti s of de nition 3.9
doesn't play any fundamental role in the presentation of the theory, sin e as we will see below
ompleteness and soundness are proved with respe t to sequent presentations. We regard this
to be a limitation of the system rather than an advantage. There is more to the semanti s of
labelling than its apparent simpli ity leads one to believe. See for instan e (Venema, 1996)
on tree models for labelled CG for a dis ussion of these aspe ts. On the other hand, It is
perhaps possible to base LLKE on a relational semanti s and vary the notion of theorem-hood
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by adjusting Kripke-style a essibility relations and then obtain dire t ompleteness proofs
along the lines of (Andreka and Mikulas, 1994). This, however, will not be attempted in this
thesis.
The orresponden e between the onditions in de nition 3.9 and the labelling regime spe i ed on table 3.1 is evident. Although a model theory so de ned doesn't yield informative
ompleteness proofs, it serves to show (see proposition 3.3 below) that the system whi h
in orporates the restri tions on the size of the labels and on the appli ation of  rules (see
de nition 3.7) is omplete with respe t to the expansion rules.

Proposition 3.3 Every ompleted open bran h has a model.
Proof. Indu tively on the degree of SLFs in an open subtree T by de ning a valuation
fun tion over the information frame so that for all atomi types A: (i) v(A; a) = T if T : A : a
o urs in T and v(A; a) = F otherwise.
The results on soundness and ompleteness presented below have been adapted from similar
theorems proved in (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) and (Gabbay, 1994). The soundness
result stems from the interpretation of the labelling algebra as dis ussed in se tion 3.4 and
sket hed below. Completeness appeals to a notion of non- riti al substitutions of atomi
labels on a derivation in order to show that all rules of the sequent CG presentation an be
derived through LLKE rules.

Proposition 3.4 (Soundness) For all synta ti types X; Y , if there is a losed LLKE tree for
F : X1 ; :::; Xn ` Y : 1 (in NL,...LPCE) then there is a sequent derivation for X1 ; :::; Xn ` Y
(in the respe tive al ulus)
Proof. Given an information frame L = hP ; Æ; 1; vi, we de ne P to be a set of types losed
under the (sequent) entailment relation `. We then interpret the label omposition operator
as follows: a Æ b def
= fA  B jA 2 a ^ B 2 bg. The \identity" token will be interpreted as the set
of all theorems in the al ulus, i.e. 1 = fAj ` Ag. The partial order on the labelling algebra
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de ned by relation v will be regarded as as set in lusion.
Now, if we interpret T : A : a as A 2 a and F : A : a as A 62 a, we have that a losed tree for
T : X1 : a1 ; :::; T : Xn : an ; F : Y : a1 Æ ::: Æ an implies that Y 2 a1 Æ ::: Æ an . Therefore (in a
sequent system) we have X1  :::  Xn ` Y and onsequently X1 ; :::; Xn ` Y . This shows that
under the assumptions above the LLKE rules are sound with respe t to sequent rules for the
al uli in the substru tural hierar hy.

Finally, it is shown that all valid sequents sequents also re eive LLKE derivations | proposition 3.5. Following (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994), we denote a substitution of non- riti al
atomi labels in T by T [x/y℄ (i.e. T with all o urren es of y repla ed by x). Non- riti al
labels are those not introdu ed by expansion rules. The fundamental result on erning nonriti al substitutions is given by lemma 3.1

Lemma 3.1 Non- riti al substitutions preserve the stru ture and losure status of the trees
onto whi h they apply.
Given this lemma we set up a bit of notation to be used in the main result (and in similar
proofs in the next hapter): ÆÆ is taken to denote the Æ- on atenation of the labels assigned
to ea h formula in .

Proposition 3.5 (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) For all Gentzen proofs in the substru tural
L with the
appropriate stru tural onstraints (2.12)

Lambek hierar hy there is a orresponding LLKE proof in the respe tive algebra

Proof. The proof is arried out by showing that the LLKE entailment relation is losed
under rules (2.8) plus zero or more stru tural rules (2.12) a ording to the target al ulus.
The (Id) axiom is trivial. In proving losure under the other rules, the use of  rule is ru ial.
The te hnique is illustrated here by proving that LLKE is losed under the ontra tion rule
(C) | losure of the system under the remaining rules an be similarly obtained. We at rst
assume A; A;  `llke B and try to show A;  `llke B . Our hypothesis implies the existen e
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of a losed tree as follows:

T: :
T :A:a
T :A:b
T ::Æ
F : B : Æ Æ a Æ b Æ ÆÆ Assump:

1
2
3
4
5

remain to be dis ussed in greater detail . These issues will be addressed in the next hapters.
(3.19)



4
5

6

T: :
T :A:a
T ::Æ
F : B : Æ Æ a Æ ÆÆ Assump:

HHHH


HHH


HH



F : B : Æ Æ a Æ a Æ ÆÆ
T = (3.19)[a=b℄

rule 

7

(3.20)

H

T : B : Æ Æ a Æ a Æ ÆÆ rule 



The right bran h loses be ause the losure pair on lines 7 and 5 obeys the losure onstraint
Æ Æ a Æ a Æ ÆÆ v Æ Æ a Æ ÆÆ for LPC, i.e. (3.9). The subtree T on the left is losed sin e it is
a subset of the tree depi ted in (3.19) with all o urren es of b repla ed by a. and (3.19) is
losed (by hypothesis). The lemma 3.1 guarantees that the substitution is allowed.
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of label introdu tion and a semanti s based on the labelling algebra has been de ned. Finally,
soundness and ompleteness have been shown to hold with respe t to the sequent systems
of hapter 2. The label he king strategy and the termination results following from it still

Now by building a tableau for A;  `llke B we arrive at a losed tree as follows:
1
2

Automated Substru tural Dedu tion for CG

Summary

We have presented the general ar hite ture of a tableau-based labelled dedu tive method for
the ategorial al uli de ned in hapter 2, motivated the presentation of the algebrai bookkeeping devi es and the tableau expansion rules from an intuitive point of view, and presented
formal de nitions for tableau proofs through algorithms whi h manipulate expansion rules.
The semi-de ision pro edure of (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) has been bounded at the level
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al ulus-spe i properties of de nition 3.5 an be generalised as rewrite redu tions to be
solved by the label- he king module. Under this view, variable-free labels produ e ground
redu tions whi h yield ground rewrite systems (Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990). However,

Chapter 4

Synta ti stru ture and labelling
In hapter 3 we presented the basi apparatus to deal with synta ti types and indi ated the
main aspe ts of the other major module whi h is omprised in our approa h to CG parsing:
the labelling algebra. This hapter details the bookkeeping strategies employed in the module
with emphasis on the ones designed to maintain omplexity within a eptable bounds. It also
introdu es the dis ussion of how a lassi al problem of (both ombinatorial and sequentbased) ategorial systems, spurious ambiguity, a e ts our tableau-based approa h, showing
the existen e of a trade-o between minimal-e ort label he king and unambiguous proofs.
Finally, we des ribe the intera tion between the two main modules of LLKE with a fo us on
the labelling algebra and on the me hanisms de ned for its manipulation, and present time
omplexity results for the system as a whole.

4.1

Variable-free derivations

Bran h (tableau) losure he king is performed on two formulae of the same form and opposite signs. Identifying possible losure pairs is omputationally easy: it requires no more
than symbol identity he ks. The bottlene k of losure he king is learly situated in the
task of determining whether the losure onditions spe i ed in de nition 3.4 are met. Label
expressions onne ted by the symbol \v" des ribe losure onstraints whi h along with the

areless variable introdu tion ombined with naive rewrite te hniques might render the resulting system intra table or even unde idable. In LP, for example, regarding losure onstraints
as an equational theory modulo asso iativity and ommutativity one would have to perform
AC-uni ation of label expressions whi h has been proved to be NP- omplete (Kapur and
Narendran, 1986). In L, solving onstraints modulo asso iativity is NP-hard (Siekmann, 1989;
Baader and Siekmann, 1993), and so on.
One possible way of getting around the problem is to redu e the number of variables in the
tableau. Among all of LLKE rules (see table 3.1), the only rule to introdu e variables in
labelling expressions is  . De nition 3.7 binds label variable introdu tion to the number of
sub-formulae ne essary to ful ll ea h formula in the tableau. Now the question is: how far
an we get without having to resort to  rules?
Re all that properties (3.13){(3.17), whi h orrespond to Zielonka's axioms for L, were proved
in hapter 3 by means of stri tly  -free derivations1 . This fa t naturally suggests a lass of
theorems whi h an be proved in label-free derivations. Proposition 4.6 shows that in L, if
asso iativity is treated at the level of synta ti types then algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 alone are
suÆ ient for the purpose of generating omplete sets of ful lled types (see de nition 3.7) from
any input set.

Proposition 4.6 All losed LLKE-trees for L derivable by the appli ation of the set of rules
R = f i; : : : ; iii; i; : : : ; vi; ; Asso g an be also derived from R f g.
Proof. The proof relies on the fa t that the Gentzen formulation of the al uli, (R/),. . . ,(L),
an be proved in LLKE by means of  -free derivations. We follow the pattern of proposition 3.5
(re all that we denote a substitution of non- riti al atomi labels in T by T [x=y℄ as before.
The (Id) axiom is trivial. In order to prove (R/) we suppose ; A ` B and try to show
1

See also appendix A.1 for a omplete listing of the LLKE proofs.
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 ` B=A. By hypothesis tree (4.1) is losed. Noti e that in (4.1) ÆÆ is taken to denote the
Æ- on atenation of the labels assigned to ea h formula in  [ fAg. The rationale behind the
label for  is the following: assuming that the label expression ÆÆ supports the sequent ; A
(let's denote this by ÆÆ j= ; A) and that there is a token, say x, s.t. x j= A, a label expression

re-bra keted or have their bra keting simply ignored. After some bra ket re-shuing, we will
try to nd a ounter-model for the following:

supporting , taking into a ount that A o urs to the right of , should ontain as mu h
S
information as fz jz Æ ÆÆ v xg, i.e., xn ÆÆ .

Therefore, the following has to be proved:

1
2
3

T  : xn ÆÆ
T A :x
F B : ÆÆ

T
F
T
F

3- F:

(4.1)




B=A
A
B

: Æ
: Æ
:x
2; i
: Æ Æ x idem

2- T:

 NPn(S/NP)  S/NPn((S/NP)/(S/NP))  NP  NPn(S/NP)  NP : m

NP

: a

5- T:

NP (S/NP)

: m= a

9- T:

n
 S/NPn((S/NP)/(S/NP))  NP  NPn(S/NP)  NP
NPnS/NP
S/NPn((S/NP)/(S/NP))  NP  NPn(S/NP)  NP : (m= a)= b
S/NPn((S/NP)/(S/NP))
:
NP  NPn(S/NP)  NP
: ((m= a)= b)=

10- T:

NP

: d

11- T:

NP (S/NP)

n
 NP
NPn(S/NP)

: (((m= a)= b)= )= d

8- T:

12- T:
13- T:

reason for this is that  rules (parti ularly instan es (ii) and (iii) in table 3.1) ould require
the labels to be stru turally modi ed before a rule appli ation is li ensed.
In example 4.3, a detailed  -free derivation of an L-theorem is shown:

Example 4.3 Let's assume the following type{string orresponden e:
(4.3)

Bra keting will be ontrolled ex lusively in the labelling algebra. Synta ti types an thus be

: b

: e

: (((m= a)= b)= )= d)= e
 -rules (annotated on the right-hand side of ea h line) to the formulae above:
S/NP
: a Æ b
4, 6, (i)
S/NP
: d Æ e
10, 12, (i)
(S/NP)/(S/NP)
:
Æ (d Æ e))
8, 15, (i)
S/NP
: (a Æ b) Æ ( Æ (d Æ e))
14, 16, (iv)
S
: ((a Æ b) Æ ( Æ (d Æ e)) Æ (((((m= a)= b)= )= d)= e)) 17, 13, (iv)
NP

Now we start applying
14- T:
15- T:

A straightforward orollary of proposition 4.6 is that all NL-theorems are provable by variablefree derivations. The same result will not hold for LP and stronger al uli, however. The

: m.
(iii) :

4- T:

7- T:

(4.2)

S

We pro eed by breaking 2 down with su essive appli ations of

6- T:

Sin e T(4.1)  T(4.2) [xnnÆÆ = Æ ℄ and T(4.1) is losed (by hypothesis), so is T(4.2) , by the
substitution lemma. The other rules are proved analogously.

NP; (NP nS )=NP; ((S=NP )n(S=NP ))=(S=NP ); NP; (NP nS )=NP; NP
`L S
John
loves
but
Mary
hates
Bill

NP

(4.4)

and

Now, we try to nd a losed tree for the formula in the su edent:
1
2
3
4

F : NP  NP n(S=NP )  (S=NP )n((S=NP )=(S=NP ))  NP  NP n(S=NP )  NP `L S:

16- T:
17- T:
18- T:

We have derived a potential in onsisten y between 18 and 3. By he king the token for 18 we
verify that (a Æ b) Æ

Æ (d Æ e)) Æ (((m= a)= b)= )= d)= e
v (((a Æ b) Æ ) Æ d) Æ e Æ (((m= a)= b)= )= d)= e
v ((a Æ b) Æ ) Æ d Æ (((m= a)= b)= )= d)
v

..
.

by asso iativity
by property (3.1)

m

So, repeated appli ations of property (3.1) and asso iativity to 18 suÆ e to satisfy the tableau
losure ondition, whi h shows that (4.4) is provable in L.
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4.1.1 Bran hing via  rule and spurious ambiguity
A ommon problem in early, sequent-based proof systems for ategorial logi s was the soalled phenomenon of spurious ambiguity. Re all that in hapter 2 we mentioned that one
of the attra tive features of Lambek systems is their lear syntax-semanti s interfa e | i.e.
proofs an be assigned -terms whi h keep tra k of the \meaning" of the derivations |
through the Curry-Howard isomorphism whereby di erent ategorial al uli orrespond to
di erent fragments of the lambda al ulus (van Benthem, 1991; van Benthem, 1996). From a
pro essing point of view, the ideal situation would be to have one and only one derivation for
ea h semanti term in all ases, i.e. guarantee that the isomorphism holds as it does in the
original natural dedu tion setting (Prawitz, 1965). Unfortunately, this is often not the ase
of sequent-based proof systems (Hepple, 1990). Derivations (4.5) and (4.6) (Hendriks, 1993)
show two distin t synta ti derivations whi h have the same semanti s.
(L/)
(L/)

(L/)

C:x`C:x
C :u`C :u
0
C=C : u ; C : x ` C : (u0 x)

C:z`C:z
0
0
0
C=C : z ; C=C : u ; C : x ` C : (z (u0x))

C :x`C :x

(L/)

C:u`C:u
C:z`C:z
0
C=C : z ; C : u ` C : (z 0u)

(4.5)

(4.6)

C=C : z 0 ; C=C : u0 ; C : x ` C : (z 0 (u0x))

In Gentzen{Lambek systems, this is due to the degree of freedom enjoyed by the prover with
respe t to hoosing whi h rule to apply at a given point, and in the hoi e of the a tive type
on ea h dedu tive step. The derivations above illustrate non-determinism of the latter kind.
Proof normalisation (Konig, 1989; Hepple, 1990; Hendriks, 1993) is a te hnique whi h has
been developed to deal with spurious ambiguity in substru tural proof systems. Also, proof
nets are known not to su er from the problem (Roorda, 1991).
Perhaps of a more pra ti al on ern than the loss of the one-to-one map between proofs and
their semanti s is the amount of extra, omputationally expensive work whi h must be done
in some ases. As Eisner (Eisner, 1996) points out, the omposition (3.14) rule | both in
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Lambek systems and Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 1990) | auses
even simple senten es to have many ambiguous parses. In CCG, asso iative \ hains" of the
forms:

and

A=B; B=C; C

(4.7)

A=B=C; C=D; D=E nF=G; G=H

(4.8)

give rise to spurious ambiguity. For example, in order to derive the two readings in examples (e.19) and (e.20) one has to go through 252 di erent ombinations (Eisner, 1996).
In CCG, spurious ambiguity re e ts the generality of the appli ation rules whi h allow for
essentially equivalent fun tion appli ations to be repeatedly performed.
(e.19)

(the galoot in the orner) that I said Mary pretends to like

(e.20)

(the galoot) in the orner that I said Mary pretends to like

Similarly, it is lear that in LLKE if we eliminate  rules in favour of synta ti asso iativity
(as in proposition 4.6),  -rule non-determinism gives rise to a large number of alternative
derivations. The reader may he k this by deriving NP,(NPnS)/NP,NP`S, re-bra keting, and
proving the sequent NP,NPn(S/NP),NP`S. The same, however, does not o ur in the original
system, sin e asso iativity there is on ned to the labelling algebra2 . and therefore has no
e e t on the number of synta ti derivations for any given reading. Eliminating  poses a
trade-o between label uni ation and exhaustive  tableau expansions: on the one hand we
do not want to unleash the full power of uni ation, and on the other hand we want to avoid
the pitfalls of ombinatorial explosion. Noti e, for instan e, that although all label expressions
in example (4.3) are variable-free, the potential eÆ ien y gains in terms of label- he king are
overshadowed by the presen e of a very large number of extra  rule instan es (omitted in
the example for the sake of spa e). Obviously, some of these extra instan es lead nowhere.
2
In identally, hains of type (4.7) whi h yield multiple derivations in CCG ause no problem to LLKE, even
if asso iativity is permitted at the level of synta ti types.
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Others, however, give rise to more alternative derivations for (4.3) than one would like to
have.
The other side of this oin is that while the label algebra en odes the logi al stru ture of
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initial T-formula). The question then arises: where in the proof-tree should we look for su h
information? Sin e we are dealing with a labelled dedu tive system, it seems natural that the
best pla es to start are the spots where labels are he ked, i.e. the losing pairs.

the derivation, there's no obvious reason why one should assume that a losed tableau must
always provide enough information to build a semanti interpretation of the senten e. In the
next se tion we formalise and prove a positive answer to this question before ta kling the label
he king me hanisms. We leave the task of providing a more detailed a ount of spurious

Two similar strategies ould be employed within LLKE to onstru t semanti (lambda) terms
for synta ti types as in (Morrill, 1994), for instan e. One ould assign lambda terms to ea h
lexi al item and then either (a) spe ify the semanti out ome of ea h and  rule dynami ally,
or (b) assign lambda terms with ea h initial label (i.e. labels introdu ed by initial formulae)

ambiguity in Lambek systems (as opposed to CCG) to hapter 5, where other proof systems
will be dis ussed and ompared with LLKE.

and derive the semanti interpretation from the a losing pair of a losed bran h via (2.15){
(2.17). However, from the tableau onstru tion rules and algorithms, it is not immediately

4.2

apparent that all tableaux should enjoy the property of ontaining label onstraints from whi h
one will always be able to derive a relevant synta ti tree (with respe t to the target type).
This property ertainly does not hold for all subtrees: not all satis able label onstraints in
all subtrees say something semanti ally useful about the relationship between lexi al items in
the senten e being parsed.

Re overing the synta ti

stru ture of a type

LLKE derivation trees an be seen from a logi al point of view as depi ting a systemati
sear h for ounter-models of an assumption whi h one wishes to refute. However, from a CG
parsing perspe tive one expe ts the display of the proof to say something about the syntax
of the item being parsed, in the sense dis ussed in (Leslie, 1990). The topology of our proof
trees does not seem to provide this kind of information.
The synta ti types whose stru ture we want to re over will be either basi types (NP; S

et ) or types built out of basi types with operators '/' and 'n'. This restri tion will be more
rigorously spe i ed in BNF | see (4.20) for SlTypes { in se tion 4.3.2. However, for the
time being we will just assume that we are dealing with entailment of the kind de ned below,
unless stated otherwise:

Xa ` Xs ;

where type Xs ontains no '' operators:

(4.9)

In order to be able to draw the synta ti stru ture of a type as a tree or to assign a semanti interpretation to a type, typi ally a senten e type, one needs to be able to re over
from the tableau all information ontributed by ea h onjoined type on the ante edent (the

For instan e, onsider that the losing pair on the right-hand bran h in example 3.2, page 54,
lines 10 and 11, arries very little stru tural information about the type being proved, viz.
(B nC )nC . Now, ompare the T-formula of this pair with the T-formula on line 18 of example 4.3. In the latter, the label expression ontains exa tly one sub-token for ea h initial
sub-formula in the tableau, thus \re overing" their semanti ontribution. Before we pro eed,
let's de ne formally what we mean by re overability as follows:

De nition 4.10 (Re overability) Given a losed tableau for A01 ; :::; A0m

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
T =>
>
>
>
>
>
:

A0
A01
..
.
A0
k

9
>
>
=
= jA j 
>
>
;

` A0 :
0

0

(4.10)

JJ

An>m



where f (A0 ) = A00 is the initial F-formula, and jA0 j  = fA0 ; A01 :::A0

k

g the result of applying
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algorithm 3.1 to T 0 = A0 , we say that SLF An re overs the synta ti stru ture of type A00 i
the following onditions hold:

s(An ) = T
l(An )

(4.11)

v l(A

0i

), where A0

i

2 jA j
0



and s(A0 ) = F
i

(4.12)

Now, in the light of de nition 4.10, our original question an be restated as the question of
whether we are always able to nd a losing mat h for the type on the left-hand side of the
entailment relation (or a type derived from it via rule) in all losed tableaux. In order to
give this a positive answer we rst show the following:

Lemma 4.2 Given a minimally losed tableau T for A01 ; :::; A0m ` A00 , subtrees T0 ; :::; Tn 
T , and an initial F-formula A00 , there is at least one nite subtree T i jA00 j  whi h ontains
ex lusively T-formulae.
Proof. Let T be a losed tableau for A01 ; :::; A0m ` A00 , T0 = fA0 ; :::; Amg be an initial
tableau | see (3.5) for the de nition of initial tableau | and distinguish a T00  T0 ontaining
the initial T-formulae of T0 . The idea is to extend T00 via rules in table 3.1 so that the resulting
subtree is minimally losed and ontains no F-formulae. Inspe tion of table 3.1 shows that
the rules whi h extend T0 by adding F-formulae to it are: (i) , (ii) , (ii) , (iii) and  . We
divide the proof into two main ases:  -free extension and bran hing extension.
Case 1,  -free extension: By de nition, all appli ations of rules are exhausted in T0 and
all instan es of and  rules are exhausted in jA00 j  . Now, suppose we an apply (ii) to
a pair of SLFs in T0 [ jA00 j  , say X and Y , where X mat hes (ii)1 and Y mat hes (ii)2 ,
and obtain a minimally losed bran h. It's easy to see that X 2 T00 and Y 2 jA00 j  jA00 j  .
Therefore, Y must have been introdu ed by an appli ation of (i) to a SLF in T0 , say Z . But,
by de nition of (ii) and (i) we have: s(X ) = T , s(Z ) = F , f (Z ) = f (X ) and l(X ) = l(Z ),
thus ontradi ting our assumption that the bran h is minimally losed. Analogous reasoning
applies to (iii) .
Case 2, bran hing extension: Extending a tableau T i via  rule we obtain two bran hes:
T i0 = T i [ fX g and T i00 = T i [ fY g, where s(X ) = T , s(Y ) = F , f (X ) = f (Y ), and
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l(X ) = l(Y ) = n. Ignoring the subtree dominated by Y , we try to extend T i0 by applying 
rules. If X mat hes formulae 1 or 2 in rule (i) or in rule (iv) , then learly a T-formula
results. If X mat hes 1 in either (ii) or (iii) , then in order for a F-formula to result there
must be a Z in T i s.t. s(Z ) = F and l(Z ) = n Æ m ((ii) ) or l(Z ) = m Æ n ((iii) ) for some
label m o urring in T i. Sin e n is a newly introdu ed token, no F-formula results from X .
Indu tively, the des endants of X fall under either ase 1 or ase 2.
Based on this result, we an now guarantee that a SLF in the tableau will always provide
one with enough information to re over the information ontributed by ea h lexi al item (i.e.
ea h initial formula) to the stru ture parsed.

Proposition 4.7 For any losed tableau T for  ` A0 , there is at least one SLF A0i whi h
re overs the stru ture of A0 .
Proof. Two main ases: (1) A0 is an atomi type and (2) dg(A0 ) > 0. In ase (1), by
lemma 4.2 there is a bran h ontaining only T-formulae hen e in this bran h A0 is one of
the formulae in the losure pair. By the tableau losure onditions (de nition 3.4), the other
element of the losure pair is an Ai s.t. s(Ai ) = T and l(Ai ) v l(A0 ). Therefore Ai re overs
the stru ture of A0 . In ase (2), if the tree loses as a result of expanding A0 , i.e. the losure
pair is in jA0 j  , then re overability is trivial. Otherwise, again lemma 4.2 and de nition 3.4
guarantee that a suitable losing formula is found.
A nal remark on re overability should be made. It is easy to see that, in non- ontra tive
al uli, whenever the type on the right-hand side of the entailment is atomi , its losing
formula is totally (and only) labelled with stru turally relevant tokens. On the other hand,
if that type is not atomi then the labels eventually introdu ed in its -expansion must be
removed from the labelexp in the losing T-formula in order to re over the pre ise synta ti
stru ture. The reader an verify the latter by proving NP  (NP nS )=NP ` S=NP (see
appendix se tion A.3 for the LLKE proof). A more omplex proof tree an be seen in
example 4.4.

Example 4.4 A derivation tree for (4.3) with no re-bra keting allowed at the synta ti al level
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is shown below. Noti e that nodes not dire tly related to the losing pairs have been removed.
The omplete derivation tree an be seen in appendix A. The rst  -expansion step produ e
the following open tableau:

8>
>>
>>
>>
><
T =>
>>
>>
>>
>:
0

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

F : (S=NP ) : v8
T : NP : l9
10:
F : S : (v8 Æ l9 )
11: T : (NP nS ) : (l7 Æ l9 )
12: T : S : (l6 Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))

4; 

13:



8;

..
.

6; 9; iv
5; 11; i

(l6 Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))

4; 

HH

JJ

JJ



..
.

(e.21)

13:

T : (S=NP ) : v8
4; 
14: T : ((S=NP )n(S=NP )) : (l5 Æ v8 ) 4; 13; 

HHHHH


HH


HHH



iv

16:
17:
18:
19:

F : (S=NP ) : v10
T : NP : l11
F : S : (v10 Æ l11)
T : NP nS : (l4 Æ l11)
T : S : (l3 Æ (l4 Æ l11))



(17; 19)

14; 

20:

ii

3; 16; iv
16; 2; i

8

11

9

(4.14)
(4.15)

T : (S=NP ) : v10
14; 
21: T : (S=NP ) : (v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) 14; 20; 
22:
T : S : ((v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ
(((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )) 21; 7; 

HHHH


HHH


HH
H

(l3 Æ l4 ) Æ (l5 Æ (l6 Æ l7 ))

(((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )

(S=NP )

NP

HHHHH


HH

H


l3 Æ l4

l5 Æ (l6 Æ l7 )

(S=NP )

HHH

l3
NP

i

16;

10

(4.13)

S

The right bran h however still ontains an unful lled formula (line 14), whi h allows us to
ontinue the proof by applying the  rule to the SLF on line 14.

15:

0

((l3 Æ l4 ) Æ (l5 Æ (l6 Æ l7 ))) Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )

..

J

v l
v (v Æ l )
v (v Æ l )

Extra ting stru tural information from the relevant SLF in example 4.4 now amounts to
instantiating and analysing its label on the left-hand side of (4.13). The label expression,
preserving the original bra keting, yields the graph shown in (e.21).

H.

J

(10; 12)

substitution mapping & = fv8 7! (l6 Æ l7 ); v10 7! (l3 Æ l4 )g. and a few of appli ations of (3.6){

((l3 Æ l4 ) Æ l11 )

T : (S=NP ) : v8



ii

indi ate the lines where the losing SLFs are. The resulting onstraints are satis ed with the

((v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))

14: T : ((S=NP )n(S=NP )) : (l5 Æ v8 ) 4; 13; iv

9:

The losure pairs of the tableau above are underlined and the pairs of numbers at the bottom

(3.7) on the set of onstraints:

F : S : l0
T : NP : l3
T : ((NP nS )=NP ) : l4
T : (((S=NP )n(S=NP ))=(S=NP )) : l5
T : NP : l6
T : ((NP nS )=NP ) : l7
T : NP : (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )

HHHHH


HHH



HH


8:
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l4

(S=NP )n(S=NP )

HH
 HHHH



l5
((NP nS )=NP )
(((S=NP )n(S=NP ))=(S=NP ))

l6 Æ l7

(S=NP )

HHH

l6
NP

l7

((NP nS )=NP )

iv



(1; 22)

The re overability results and notions introdu ed in this se tion are relevant to the extent
that they provide an e e tive way of extra ting lexi al information from a proof tree. This
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guarantees that even though rule  has no intuitive linguisti or semanti ounterpart3 its
appli ation does not result in loss or irreparable s attering of type-semanti al information in
a LLKE proof.

4.3

A

loser look at label
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One way to approa h label he king in T ( ; V ) is to regard ertain properties of the algebra
| e.g. (3.1){(3.4) plus (3.6){(3.8) for LP | as a set of equations, and losure onstraints
as word problems to be solved, as in (Knuth and Bendix, 1983). This involves basi ally the
following steps: (a) an ordering relation is de ned on the labelexps, also alled words, (b) the
terms of the word problem to be solved are progressively redu ed until they get redu ed to
the same word (in whi h ase the losure onstraint is satis ed) or fail to onverge. A partial

he king

The dis ussion in se tion 4.1.1 suggests that it is not ne essarily a good idea to do away
with bran hing (hen e variable introdu tion) altogether. We mentioned that solving losure
onstraints in a tableau an be regarded as solving systems of equations modulo some set of
equalities (Baader and Siekmann, 1993) { e.g. asso iativity in L, asso iativity and ommu-

tativity in LP et . Left un he ked, however, su h systems tend to be ome omputationally
intra table (see (Siekmann, 1989) for a survey and omplexity results). Fortunately, there
are parti ular fa ts about the lass of logi s with whi h we are dealing whi h make them not
quite as hard as one would expe t. We explore some of these fa ts in se tion 4.3.2. First, we
borrow a few tools from uni ation theory in order to de ne the problem more pre isely.

4.3.1 Word problems and uni ation

order an be de ned by assigning weights to ea h onstant, variable and fun tion symbols
whi h make up the words. Provided that all words are well-ordered by the ordering relation
so de ned, one an orientate the equations as redu tions so that the left-hand side will always
be rewritten as a \smaller" word | i.e. the right-hand side labelexp.
Although the s heme above suÆ es in al uli su h as NL and L, we soon run into trouble
as we target more powerful al uli. For instan e, the ommutative property of LP annot
be oriented into a terminating rewrite rule, as noted in (Peterson and Sti kel, 1981). An
alternative to this is to treat the problemati properties separately so as to get around nontermination. This is the solution adopted in our system for label he king (to be presented
in the se tion below) as well as in uni ation theory in general. In uni ation theory the
strategy most ommonly adopted is to regard subsets of the properties in de nition 3.5 as
sets of identities E , s.t. E  T ( ; V )  T ( ; V ), and then de ne an equational theory =
so that it yields the (E-free) quotient algebra T ( ; V )= = . It is then with respe t to this
algebra that equational onstraints are to be solved. For example, reinterpreting (3.6) and
E

E

Let's start by re asting our label expressions in the framework of uni ation theory (Baader
and Siekmann, 1993) and term rewriting (Kir hner, 1994). The rst step is to rede ne the
label algebra of de nition 3.2 as a language

T( ;V )

(4.16)

(3.7) as equalities making up a set A, we get T ( ; V )= = , the A(sso iativity)-free algebra
indu ed by A, whi h hara terises label he king in al ulus L. When E = ; the equational
theory hara terises NL.
A

Our losure onstraints, whi h have the form X v Y , are regarded in this framework as
(in)equations to be solved in theory T ( ; V )= = . In ases where onstraints ontain variables, these equations be ome uni ation problems (Baader and Siekmann, 1993). The main
ingredients of the re ipe to solve uni ation problems are substitution mappings de ned as
& : V ! T ( ; V ) su h that fx 2 V j x& 6= xg is nite. In LLKE, the onstraints to solve take
the form of systems:
 = fX1 v Y1 ; :::; Xn v Yn g
(4.17)
E

where V is a ountable set of variables and = fÆ; ==; nn 0 ; 1; :::; ng is a signature | the
rst part of whi h is a set of xed binary fun tions whereas the se ond is a nite set of 0-ary
fun tions, i.e. onstants i .
3

Noti e that the

rules an be seen as forms of lambda abstra tion and  as fun tion appli ation.
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We all a substitution & a uni er or solution of the system modulo E if the following E-equalities
hold: X1 & = Y1 &; :::; Xn & = Yn & . Thus, label he king in NL an be des ribed as an
;-uni ation problem, in L as A-uni ation, in LP as AC -uni ation and so on. Further-

Noti e that, although losure he king for the non-asso iative Lambek al ulus is omputationally tra table on a generalised uni ation setting, tra tability is soon lost when stru tural
rules are added to the al ulus. However, in ategorial parsing spe i ally, the pi ture does

more, the type of uni ation to be performed on the labelling algebra an be lassi ed as
E -uni ation with onstants (Siekmann, 1989), sin e the terms may ontain free onstant
symbols in addition to the symbols in the theory's signature4 . A system of the form (4.17)

not need to be as dramati as these omplexity results may lead us to believe. In the following
se tion we will explore domain spe i fa ts whi h will improve this prospe t.

E

E

where & = ; and Xi are variables o urring nowhere else in  is said to be in solved form.

Putting a system in solved form amounts to nding the most general uni er for the system.
For eÆ ien y reasons we will always be interested in nding a minimal omplete set of uni ers
for a system  in a theory E , denoted UE (). A set of uni ers is said to be omplete if its
substitutions suÆ e to generate all uni ers of the system by instantiation. A omplete set
of uni ers is minimal if no substitutions in it an be obtained by instantiation of any other
substitution in the set.
Algorithms for general E -uni ation have a wide range of appli ations in theorem proving,
logi and fun tional programming et and so have been extensively studied over the last
de ades. A summary of omplexity results for the most relevant E -theories is reported and
dis ussed in (Kapur and Narendran, 1986; Siekmann, 1989; Baader and Siekmann, 1993).
Table 4.1, whi h is based on (Siekmann, 1989), shows the omplexity of the de ision problem
for some uni ation theories with onstants relating the types of uni ation to the ategorial
al uli whose label- he king they hara terise.
Categorial al ulus Uni ation type Cardinality of UE ()
NL
;
1
L
A(sso iative)
1
NLP
C(ommutative) > 1
NLPC
Idem
LP
AC
>1
LPC
Idem

Complexity
linear
NP-hard
NP- omplete
NP- omplete

Table 4.1: Summary of omplexity results for generalised label he king
4
E -uni ation with onstants is an intermediary lass between elementary E-uni ation, whi h deals with
onstant-free terms, and general E-uni ation, whi h deals with fun tion symbols of arbitrary arity.

4.3.2 Alternative label- he king strategies
Although uni ation theory provides an adequate framework for des ribing our label- he king
problem, standard rewrite te hniques in their full generality are mu h too powerful and ostly
for the task if the domain is restri ted to CG parsing. The best way to go about keeping
omplexity under ontrol then might be to explore fa ts spe i to the ategorial domain. In
the following se tions we des ribe two kinds of te hniques used to that e e t: pre-pro essing
of label onstraints and bounded uni ation. The former is inspired by van Benthem's results
on ount invarian e (van Benthem, 1986) whi h has been used in pra ti e to prune the sear h
spa e in sequent-based systems (Moortgat, 1988). The latter is a new strategy introdu ed
in (Luz, 1997) and an be ombined with the former to make up the whole label- he king
module.
We start with de ning our target types by further onstraining the syntax spe i ed by definition 2.1. The synta ti types e e tively used in the al uli overed by LLKE will be
hara terised in terms of the following BNFs:

T ype ::=
BasT ype ::=
SlT ype ::=

hBasT ypei j hSlT ypei  hSlT ypei
S j NP j N j :::
hBasT ypei j hSlT ypei=hSlT ypei j
hSlT ypeinhSlT ypei

(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)

Moreover, the expressions dealt with by the parser an be presented as lauses of the form:

F Xa ` Xs : 1;

where Xs is a SlType:

(4.21)
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This restri tion, a re nement of (4.9), guarantees that no = or n appears on the right hand side
of satis able label onstraints in  -free derivations, as an be readily veri ed by inspe tion on
table 3.1. We will refer to the restri tion imposed on the al uli by attempting to prove only

Now, among other things we want to formalise our laim, stated in se tion 3.4, that restri ting
 rules to generate SLFs whose labels have degree no greater than a ertain upper-bound does
not restri t the lass of theorems that an be proved via linear expansion. In order to do this

lauses of the form (4.21) as synta ti restri tion (SR). The al ulus obtained by repla ing
the produ t operators in L types de ned a ording to (4.18) is known in the literature as the
produ t-free Lambek al ulus (Cohen, 1967). We will sometimes refer to the other al uli in

we rst prove the following:

the hierar hy on table (2.1) when they obey SR as produ t-free Lambek al uli. Most theorem
proving te hniques developed for CG parsing have been implemented in produ t-free al uli
(Hepple, 1990). One should also note that restri tion (4.9) whi h has suÆ ed so far in assuring
re overability of synta ti stru ture in LLKE doesn't immediately yield produ t-free systems.
The reason for this is simple: produ t- onne ted types an still o ur on the right-hand side
of the entailment symbol at intermediary steps of a (Gentzen-style) derivation even if Xs is
produ t-free.

4.3.3 Pre-pro essing of label onstraints
The devi es to be introdu ed in this se tion bene t from restri tion (4.21) in order to pro ess
label onstraints prior to mat hing and uni ation at relatively low omputational ost. In
hapter 3, we generalised the notion of degree to over label expressions in addition to synta ti
types with de nition 3.6, page 52. Now similarly, based on property (3.1) and its right-residual
ounterpart, we introdu e the notion of degree of an ellation of labelexps.

De nition 4.11 Degree of Can ellation, d :

d(

8
>
0
>
>
>
d(
>
>
<
)=
>d(
>
>
>
d(
>
>
:

L ! IN

is de ned as follows:

if is an atomi type.
) + d ( ) 1 if is of the form ? , where
? 2 f= ,n g
) + d ( ) + 1 if is of the form Æ
)
if is of the form ? 1 or 1 ? , and
? 2 f= ,n ,Æg

Lemma 4.3 (Can ellation test) The following restri tions hold for any satis able label
onstraint X v Y , where X and Y are ground terms: (i) d (X) = d (Y), for all nonexpansive, non- ontra tive al uli; (ii) d (X )  d (Y ), for all non- ontra tive al uli.
Proof. By restri tion (4.21) and rules on table 3.1 no operator other than \Æ" an o ur in
Y . Therefore, property (3.1), asso iativity | i.e. (3.7) (3.6) { and ommutativity (3.8) are
the only ones whi h an be e e tively applied in al uli la king stru tural rules (E) and (C)5 .
Expansive al uli also admit (3.10). Indu tion then shows that properties (3.1), (3.6), (3.7)
and (3.8) preserve (i), while (3.10) preserves restri tion (ii).
This fa t has been used in our implementation of LLKE to de ide most label losure tests
straightforwardly: in many ases it suÆ es to test the label formula with respe t to degree
restri tions instead of applying potentially more wasteful rewrites. We mentioned that our degree of an ellation lemma is related to the ount invarian e property (van Benthem, 1986). In
order to prove a ount invarian e theorem for the sequent version of L (and LP), van Benthem
de nes a ount fun tion whi h ompares two types, returning zero if the two are identi al
primitive types, one if they are di erent basi types, and in rementing or de rementing a
ounter depending on whether the types are multipli ations or divisions respe tively. Count
invarian e then says that for (the Gentzen formulations of) L, LP and their non-asso iative
ounterparts, all ounts of primitive types in the sequent with respe t to the ante edent
formula must equal the orresponding ounts with respe t to the onsequent. Testing for
ount invarian e has been used in generate-and-test implementations of sequents for ategorial (Moortgat, 1988) grammars as a way to evaluate the sear h spa e of some nodes before
a tually exploring it. The test ould also be used in LLKE as follows:
5

See (2.12).
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De nition 4.12 (Count):

8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:

t(X; X )
t(X; Y )
t(X; Y==Z )
t(X; Z n Y )
t(X; Y Æ Z )

=1
if X is an atomi token.
=0
if X, Y are atomi tokens and X 6= Y.
= t(X; Y ) t(X; Z )
= t(X; Y ) t(X; Z )
= t(X; Y ) + t(X; Z )

Proposition 4.9 For all non- ontra tive al uli, if the linear expansion of an initial formula
F Xa ` Xs : 1, where Xs is a SlType (see (4.18)), results in a losed tableau T with losure
pair h ; i, where s( ) = T and s( ) = F , then max(dg(l( )); dg(l( ))) does not ex eed
max(dg(Xa ); dg(Xs )).
Proof. First, show that there is no in T s.t. max(dg(Xa ); dg(Xs )) < dg( ). This is done
by indu tion on and  rules (see g 3.1), noti ing that:

Proposition 4.8 (Count invarian e) For all labelexps X; Y of non- ontra tive frames,
and all atomi sub-tokens X1 ; :::; Xn, of X, if X vY then t(Xi ; X )  t(Xi ; Y ), i = 1; :::; n.
Count invarian e tests are more e e tive than an ellation test in foreseeing unsatis ability of
onstraints in the label sear h spa e. In fa t, Pentus (Pentus, 1994a) suggests a proof method
for L based almost ex lusively on invarian e properties. However, ount invarian e algorithms
are less eÆ ient than an ellation he king. Noti e that the latter an be performed in
linear time on the degree of the input formula by simply \ attening out" the labelexp and
subtra ting the number of \Æ" from the number of \n " and \= " found in the resulting string
(identity elements being ignored). Count invarian e, on the other hand, requires ea h distin t
atomi token to be tested against X and Y ea h down to its atomi tokens. Therefore, even if
t(Xi ; Y ) an be al ulated in linear time, the overall omplexity of ount invarian e is O(n2 )
on the number of atomi tokens in the onstraint6 . Sin e labelled tableau systems typi ally
require a large number of losure tests to be performed, the analysis above suggests that in
LLKE one pro ts more from testing degree of an ellation than ount invarian e | whi h
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dg(f ( 2 )) = dg(f ( 3 )) < dg(f ( 1 )); for

i,

...,

iii :

(4.22)

and likewise:

dg(f (3 )) < dg(f (1)); for i, ..., vi:

(4.23)

Now, looking at rules i , ..., iii , i , ..., vi we see that the degree of the labels to be
introdu ed never ex eeds the degree of the formula(e) on whi h any of these rules is applied.
Furthermore, i , ..., iii are the only rules to introdu e new information tokens. The above
plus lemma 4.3 omplete the proof.
A nal remark on label bounds: although proposition 4.9 does not hold for ontra tive al uli,
it is onvenient to set an upper bound for the size of labelexps (i.e. a limit to the appli ation
of  rules) in these al uli anyway, letting variables a ount for ontra tion (via  rule).

4.3.4 Can ellation onstraints

obviously doesn't pre lude one from using ount invarian e to he k the initial entailment.
We now establish a limit to the size of labelexps thus binding an otherwise in nite sear h
spa e | see derivation (3.12) for an example. Proposition 4.9 states that we do not miss
out any theorem of non- ontra tive al uli by setting the sum of the degrees of ante edent
and onsequent of the formula that we want to prove as the upper bound for the size of the
labelexps introdu ed via linear expansion.
This estimate is based on the assumption (whi h we haven't veri ed) that ount invarian e an be performed in O (n). If a naive \divide and onquer" strategy is adopted, then the the he king algorithm be omes
even less eÆ ient, i.e. t = O (n2 lg n).
6

In the previous se tion we des ribed the pre-pro essing of label onstraints by testing ount
invarian e and label-degree upper bounds. Now we move on to present the omplete mat hing
and uni ation strategies for NL, ..., LPCE. The basi idea is to treat stru tural properties
of information frames in two phases: (a) handling of asso iativity by en oding labelexps into
spe ial data stru tures, and (b) progressive redu tion and he king (mat hing and uni ation) of these stru tures a ording to the properties allowed: permutation, ontra tion and
expansion.
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In phase (a), labelexps are onverted into what we all an onsts. Ea h an onst is omposed of pairs of substru tures alled +stru t and -stru t, ea h of whi h is built as lists of
sta ks so as to keep tra k of the relative positions of multipli ative tokens | those onne ted
by \Æ" | with respe t to division substrings (or subtrees) within labelexps.
The way by whi h the resulting stru tures are interpreted by the label he king algorithm
depends on the target al ulus: they are treated as lists for NL and L, and as multisets (bags)
for ommutative, expansive and/or ontra tive al uli). Similarly, the an onst onstru tion
algorithm varies a ording to whether the target al ulus is asso iative or non-asso iative.
The former just requires attening the labelexp and moving a pointer from left to right over
the string, looking for atomi tokens; on e one is found the pointer is shifted rightwards until
it hits a onne tive or the end of the string. The token is then pushed either onto a sta k
in +stru t or in -stru t depending on the relation between previous and next onne tives.
Let's assume for the sake of the argument that there exists a \null" onne tive  in addition
to Æ and = , and that  denotes the beginning or the end of a labelexp. Given an information
token, say t, a \next" onne tive n (the rst one to the right of t) and a \previous" onne tive

p (the one immediately to the left of t), there are four main ases:

 if n = Æ and (p =  or p = Æ) then we push t into a sta k in +stru
 if n =  and p = Æ then we push t into a sta k in +stru

into pairs omposed of fun tion symbols and multiset of onstants and/or variables whi h
are then taken as the inputs of the AC -uni ation algorithm. A somewhat more elaborated
representation of attened terms ompatible with the Knuth{Bendix pro edure is presented in
(Christian, 1989). The te hnique we present in this hapter to redu e labelexps to an onsts
takes advantage of the an ellation properties of the labelling and therefore may be seen as
an instan e of attening as des ribed in (Kir hner, 1994).
In (4.24) we see an example of labelexp and its orresponding an onst in an asso iative
logi . The labelexp is treated as a string: order-relevant information is preserved but the
original tree stru ture is lost. Noti e that the number of sta ks in +stru ts and -stru ts
is determined by the number of division onne tives in the labelexp so as to preserve orderrelevant information.

0
B
(a Æ (b Æ ( = b)) Æ ((d Æ e)= d)) ) B
B
B
B


an onst

b
a

d

+stru t

10
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
AB


b

d
e

-stru t

1
C
C
C
C
C
A

(4.24)

t.

t.

 if n = = or (p = = and n = ) then we push t into a sta k in -stru
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t.

 if p = = and n = Æ then we push t into a sta k in -stru

t, start new sta ks in -stru t
and +stru t and apply the ases above to the labelexp to the right of n.

Similar ases an be derived for nn. The an ellation stru tures will partition labelexp into
sta ks of labels to be an elled. For non-asso iative al uli the only di eren e is that the
algorithm sear hes through a tree rather than a string. Both onstru tion algorithms an be
performed in linear time.
Flattening of words is a te hnique often employed in term rewriting systems for eÆ ien y
reasons. In (Kir hner, 1994, hapter 4) the te hnique is used to transform stru tured terms

On e an onsts have been generated, the phase (b) involving mat hing and (possibly) uni ation starts. The stru tures resulting from labelexps on the right and left-hand side of the
onstraints are progressively redu ed until they either mat h or fail to, at a point where no
further redu tions are possible. an onst redu tion in L onsists simply of popping elements
o the ith sta k in +stru t if they mat h (or unify with) elements of the ith sta k in -stru t,
for all sta ks in +stru t. For example: (4.24) gets redu ed to (4.25).

0
B
B


a

.

+stru t

10
C
B
C
AB


e
-stru t

1
C
C
A

(4.25)

A +stru t will invariably ontain the same number of lists (or sets, or multi-sets, depending
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on the al ulus) as its -stru t ounterpart. We refer to a +stru t is the omplement of a
-stru t (and vi e-versa) if they have been generated from the same labelexp. Analogously, we
refer to the ith element of a +stru t as the omplement of the ith element of its omplement,
and vi e-versa. Where label variables are present, they get instantiated with as many elements
of the omplement as ne essary for the mat hing to su eed on the next position. Global
instantiation lists are built and kept for one bran h, say the left bran h, and used in variable
instantiation when right-bran h onstraints are he ked. The basi label he king me hanism
(for NL and L) is given in algorithm 4.4. Dealing with non-asso iative al uli di ers mainly
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tra tive frames allow deletion of repeated o urren es if ne essary, on the resulting an onsts.
Finally, expansive label he king uses marking of tokens instead of deletion; tokens whi h have
been marked as used in a previous step an be reused as many times as ne essary.
The use of an onsts also seems to provide a fairly general and straightforward way of
treating stru tural modalities: in a system based on L enri hed with a ommutative modality,
for example, tokens introdu ed by types marked by ommutative operators would be free to
move within +stru ts and -stru ts while the remaining tokens would obey the onstraints

in the an onst building pro edure. Instead of reading atomi terms linearly o a string, we
read them o a tree stru ture before pushing them into the appropriate +stru t or -stru t.
After the an onsts have been built, label he king an be performed by algorithm 4.4 exa tly
as in L.

des ribed above.

Algorithm 4.4 (Label Che king) Given labelexps X and Y , where X is the label
of a T-formula and Y labels an F-formula, and the an ellation onstraints, pairs
h+stru tl ; -stru tl i and h+stru tr ; -stru tr i, for X and Y respe tively, we de ne:

There are two interdependent modules in LLKE whose termination ought to be guaranteed
in order to assure termination for the system as a whole. These are: the tableau onstru tion
module | whi h expands the set of synta ti types | and the label- he king module |
whi h is in harge of de iding whether a given set of losure pairs meet the requirements for

label- he k(X; Y )
1 do < +stru tl ; -stru tl > ( build- an onst(X )
2
< +stru tr ; -stru tr > ( build- an onst(Y )
3 while +stru tl  redu e ea h of the sublists
4
do listp ( pop(+stru tl)
5
listm ( pop(-stru tl)
6
redlistl ( append(redlist,redu e(listp,listm ))

 redu e

sets a global list of bindings as a side-e e t
7 while +stru tr  do the same for the an onst of the labelxp on the right-hand side
2

8
do listp ( pop(+stru tr )
9
listm ( pop(-stru tr)
10
redlistr ( append(redlist,redu e(listp,listm ))
11 do result ( mat h(redlistl,redlistm )
12 return result

Stru tural rules other than asso iativity are dealt with at redu tion time, therefore requiring
modi ations in algorithm 4.4. Commutative logi s are treated by simply allowing elements
extra ted from +stru t to sear h through -stru t for their mat hes and/or uni ers. Con-

4.4

Termination and Computational Complexity

a given proof tree to be onsidered losed a ording to the target al ulus. In this hapter we
have veri ed the fa t | rst mentioned in hapter 3, derivation (3.12) | that termination
in both modules depends on the upper bound one sets to label introdu tion.
In the synta ti module, de nition 3.7, page 55, in onjun tion with the bounding of admissible labelexps within the set of words whose size does not ex eed a ertain degree, as expressed
in proposition 4.9, 81,suÆ es to guarantee that after a nite number of steps all appli able
rules of table 3.1 have been applied so as to produ e a proof-tree in whi h either all formulae
are ful lled or all bran hes are losed.
Termination in label- he king of an onsts is easily veri ed by noting that: (a) the an onst
building fun tion is not essentially re ursive (although we have presented if in a re ursive form
for the sake of larity), (b) ea h iteration in the label- he king algorithm 4.4 redu es the input
onstraints. These fa ts hold true for labelling algebras hara terised by various stru tural
properties. In what follows we analyse other aspe ts of the intera tion between the two main
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modules.

4.4.1 Dynami
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It's easy to see that de nes a partial order on the set of label onstraints and that if label
onstraints are solved in the order imposed by , then variable instantiation will go from the
most general to the least general binding. Now, given the ordering of formulae yielded by

a hing of variable bindings

A straightforward, however both naive and ostly approa h to label he king would be to
perform full tableau expansion up to the point where all formulae in it are ful lled and
only then start the sear h for losing pairs, solving label onstraints as a uni ation problem
des ribed by an equational system su h as (4.17). This approa h is ostly be ause it would not
only require all synta ti expansions to be performed regardless of whether a bran h loses
before all formulae in it are ful lled or not, but also be ause typi ally many di erent sets
of losure pairs would have to be he ked until eventually either a satis able one would be
dis overed or all possibilities exhausted. The strategy is naive be ause both tableau expansion
and label- he king an be performed on urrently without any loss of generality.
In a word, in order to guarantee that the sound in remental variable instantiation and label
he king are performed all one has to do is to expand rst all the left-hand bran hes introdu ed
by appli ations of  rules, i.e. the ones whi h introdu e F-formulae. Given a set of losure
onstraints to be fed to algorithm 4.4 one wishes them to be ordered so that the onstraints
with the least number of uninstantiated variables get pro essed rst. This is meant to ensure
that the set of substitutions (bindings) returned by the algorithm at ea h step is the most
general. For instan e, if (4.13) in example 4.4 gets tested before (4.14) variable v10 might end
up being assigned the value ((((l3 Æ l4 ) Æ l5 ) Æ l6 ) Æ l7 ) thereby ausing the tableau not to lose
as intended.
Let v(l) be the set of variables o urring in a label or label losure onstraint l and de ne a
relation on the set of losure onstraints as follows: for all losure onstraints ; d

4

8
>
>
< var( )  var(d)
4 d if > or
>
: var( ) \ var(d) = ; and jvar( )j < jvar(d)j

4

the  rule, if we perform a depth- rst sear h on a LLKE-tree for losure onstraints, the list
resulting from this sear h is partially ordered by :

4

Proposition 4.10 Let dfirst(T ) = h 1; :::; ni be a list of losure onstraints resulting from
a depth- rst sear h on T . For all i; j>i 2 dfirst(T ), either i 4 l or i k j .
Proof. Table 3.1 shows that  appli ations always start subtrees with initial F-formulae
on the left-hand bran h. In derivations obeying the re overability onstraints stated in se tion 4.2, the F-formula in losing pairs on left-hand subtrees will always ontain a label whi h
is either a newly introdu ed variable or a newly introdu ed label variable onjoined with
newly introdu ed label onstants (see the proofs of lemma 4.2 and proposition 4.7).
The pra ti al signi an e of proposition 4.10 is that it guarantees that one an always he k
label losure on LLKE-trees as soon as one en ounters a losure pair. The ability to do so is
fundamental not only as far as it allows a tableau to be losed as soon as a minimal set of
satis able label onstraints is found for a valid sequent but also as far as the omplexity of
the entire system is on erned. This is so even in ases where an open tableau results.

4.4.2 Time omplexity
Let m be the number of SLFs in a tableau T . We will assume the size of the input to the
synta ti module to be given by the sum of the degrees of ea h type in T :

n=
(4.26)

X
m2T

dg(f (m))

(4.27)

With the input measured as above, and ignoring label- he king for the time being (i.e. de iding label- he king in time O(1) by assuming that no losure onstraint is satis able), it an be
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shown that the algorithm for  -free bran h expansion is O(n2) (D'Agostino and Mondadori,
1994). We all LLKE derivations where label- he king is ignored label-free LLKE expansions.
Moreover, a ompleted tree | i.e. one whi h all types are ful lled (de nition 3.7) | an be
obtained from a given set of SLFs in polynomial time:

Proposition 4.11 Any label-free LLKE expansion with a xed number of  -appli ations, say
k, an be performed in polynomial time.
Proof. First noti e that all linear rules in table 3.1 (i.e. i ,..., iii and i,...,vi) obey the
subformula property and that the number of distin t subformulae of the initial tableau is
at most n. Therefore, algorithm 3.2 an be performed in time O(n2 ). Now, a tree with n
distin t subformulae where the  rule has been applied at most k times (a xed onstant) on
ea h bran h will exhibit at most 2k 1 bran hing points in total, or a maximum of 2k+1 1
subtrees, that is n2 1 possible arrangements of  -appli ations. Sin e k is a onstant and
linear expansion of ea h subtree is O(n2), a polynomial upper bound of O(n2 +1 ) is a hieved.
k

k
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Summary and Dis ussion

Labelling in substru tural logi s is expensive in general. However, as we argue in (Luz, 1996a),
due to its parti ular hara teristi s CG parsing appears to present an appli ation of labelling
whi h is feasible and an be eÆ ient. This hapter has presented and dis ussed strategies to
tame the target ategorial al uli into natural, omputationally tra table fragments. Interestingly enough, the omplexity results obtained through su h te hniques are reminis ent of
those for normally a hieved for ontext-free and mildly ontext-sensitive grammars (O(n3 )
and O(n9), respe tivelly).
On the parsing front, we have showed how to re over the synta ti stru ture of a type being
parsed from an LLKE proof-tree so as to omply (at least partially) with the requirements
on display of proofs dis ussed in (Leslie, 1990). We have also introdu ed the issue of spurious
ambiguity, mainly from the perspe tive of (Eisner, 1996)7 , into the question of how to treat
label onstraints showing that any e orts to minimise variable introdu tion in the labelling
algebra by eliminating the bran hing rule will ne essarily have the unfortunate e e t of giving
rise to spurious LLKE-proofs.

If the entire system is onsidered, label omplexity has to be added on top of this omplexity
result. There are essentially three pro edures involved in label- he king, as seen above: (a)
an ellation test, (b) an onst generation, and ( ) an onst he k. These are performed not
on all SLFs in T but only on losure pairs. Sin e we set a limit to the size of labelexps to be
a fun tion of the size of the input types, we an safely assume the input to the label he king
algorithms to be of size n as above.
We have seen that items (a) and (b) of the labelling module are linear on the size of the input.
Item (3), an onst he k, involves redu ing the +stru ts against -stru ts on both sides of
the losure onstraint and then mat hing the results. Assuming ea h +stru t and -stru t
to ontain n=2 atomi tokens, redu tion in total will be O(n2=2). Given the restri tions
dis ussed above, even in the worst (and somewhat unrealisti ) ase of every new formula
introdu ed in T forming a losure pair with every other formula in T the overall omplexity
will still be in O(n2 +1+6 ), for a xed number of nested  -appli ations k.
k

7

Spurious ambiguity from a Gentzen sequent perspe tive as in (Hepple, 1990) will be treated in hapter 5

Redundan y in Labelled and non-Labelled CG Dedu tion
5.1

Chapter 5

Redundan y in Labelled and
non-Labelled CG Dedu tion
This hapter presents, dis usses and ompares di erent proof strategies aimed at improving
eÆ ien y of some CG dedu tion systems. In addition to LLKE, the presentation overs proof
normalisation, parts of natural dedu tion and proof-nets. It fo us on proof stru ture and
therefore starts with an analysis of sequent al uli.
It is widely re ognised that ut-free sequent systems tend to be highly redundant whi h auses
ineÆ ien y in implemented systems. This problem, whi h appears disguised in sequent aluli as multiple proofs for equivalent sequents (Hepple, 1990), gets inherited even by ut-free
systems in whi h non-determinism is redu ed su h as standard tableaux (Boolos, 1984). In
the ase of automated dedu tion in substru tural logi s in general, and ategorial grammars
in parti ular, extra bookkeeping me hanisms are often needed whi h tend to a entuate omplexity problems. The te hniques to ope with these extra bookkeeping tasks in stri tly
ut-free ontexts are well represented in proof-nets (Roorda, 1991), labelled systems (Moortgat, 1992) and ombinations of both (Morrill, 1995b). In this hapter we will dis uss some of
these systems (and the assumptions behind them) in the light of what has been presented in
previous hapters and make the ase for the use of a tableau system with ontrolled ut su h
as LLKE in automated CG dedu tion.
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Gentzen's sequent al ulus is normally regarded as the ar hetypal proof system in prooftheory. There are numerous reasons for this. First of all, having been introdu ed as the
result of a riti ism of lassi al logi and its hidden assumptions, the al ulus permits a negrained study of proof stru ture by distinguishing between operational and stru tural rules,
as seen in hapter 3 and dis ussed in (Girard, 1987; Dosen, 1992) among others. Perhaps
more importantly from the perspe tive of this thesis is the fa t that the al ulus fa ilitates the
detailed study of algorithmi aspe ts of dedu tion | re all the relation between the Hauptsatz
(Gentzen, 1969) (i.e. ut-elimination1) and the determinism of omputation2.
In fa t, many proof systems originated from ut-elimination both for lassi al logi (Fitting,
1990) and \resour e" logi s (Girard, Lafont, and Regnier, 1995). Cut elimination, however,
auses logi al distortions in the dedu tive apparatus3 whi h may have negative onsequen es
on eÆ ien y. However, sin e sequent al uli are natural proof-theoreti devi es (in the sense
explained above) and given that they enjoy de idability provided that the ut rule an be
eliminated, it seems also natural to take these al uli to be the starting points of automated
CG dedu tion. In fa t, the rst theorem provers for L (Moortgat, 1988; Konig, 1989; Hepple,
1990) relied heavily on prin iples derived dire tly from Gentzen's rules. The Prolog mat hing
engine and database sear h me hanisms provided to these pioneer systems an e onomi al
| from a notational point of view | and straightforward way of en oding the dedu tive
apparatus. Moreover, proof sear h in sequent systems involves hoi e, i.e. there are points at
whi h the prover is given two or more alternatives as to what rule to apply and whi h type in
the sequent to apply a rule to | the latter being alled the a tive type. Again, it turns out
that ba ktra king in logi programs is ni ely suited to the purpose of a ounting for this form
of non-determinism through a generate-and-test setting.
The problem however arises that the extensive sear h regime enfor ed by the ba ktra king engine on sequent proofs not only produ es all \relevant derivations" but also a (potentially very
Whi h also orresponds to normalisation in - al ulus (Girard, 1995).
Girard: \A sequent al ulus without ut-elimination is like a ar without engine" (Girard, 1995).
3
(D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) argues that if ut is eliminated there is no rule in the system expressing
the prin iple of bivalen e.
1

2
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large) number of other proof trees whi h have essentially the same semanti s, thus rendering
the whole system highly ineÆ ient, even for fragments of the al uli su h as the produ t-free
fragment. The notion of relevant derivation here is assumed to be hara terised with respe t

orresponden e: (L=) and (Ln) orrespond to fun tion appli ation whereas (R=) and (Rn)
orrespond to fun tion abstra tion. The rules stated in (5.1) show the intended orresponden e in terms of \annotated types". This is essentially the system (2.18), already seen in

to the Curry-Howard orresponden e4 stated in hapter 2. In addition to redundant proofs,
the non-determinism of sequent formulations tend to give rise under a ba ktra king regime
to a onsiderable number of partial proofs in the problem spa e. Smullyan-style tableaux, on

hapter 2, ex ept that appli ation of a fun tion tf to argument expression ta is denoted here
by tf [ta ℄ and abstra tion of a term, say (b=a), over another term t is represented by `(b=a)'(t).
This somewhat less perspi uous notation is meant to en ode information (i) about the \root"
ategory itself and (ii) about the order of the arguments. On e su h information has been
en oded one is able to show that it is possible to onstru t a syntax tree for every proof tree
and then reverse the pro ess deriving a unique proof tree from every syntax tree, respe tively
the \syntax-tree onstru tion" and \proof re onstru tion" algorithms in (Konig, 1989). Sin e
stru turally equivalent proofs are mapped into the same syntax trees, proof re onstru tion
guarantees that all proofs of an equivalen e lass get mapped onto a single proof.

the other hand, an be seen as dedu tion systems in whi h this inherent non-determinism is
eliminated from the rules altogether. In a CG ontext, however, tableaux are not sensitive
enough to apture proof stru ture, requiring therefore labelling or some other sort of external
bookkeeping devi e to do the job. In what follows we dis uss strategies for getting around redundan y in sequent al uli and labelling in Smullyan-style tableaux, relating omputational
features of both to LLKE.

5.2

The problem of proof redundan y revisited

Proof redundan y, whi h in CG sequent al uli gives rise to what has been named (in a CCG
ontext) the spurious ambiguity problem (Pares hi and Steedman, 1987), was rst addressed
in a Gentzen proof-theoreti sequent setting in (Hepple and Morrill, 1989) and (Konig, 1989).
Subsequent attempts to ta kle the problem in lude Moortgat's (Moortgat, 1990b), Hepple's
(Hepple, 1990) and Hendriks' (Hendriks, 1993). Of those, Hepple's is probably the most
rigorous and omprehensive.

5.2.1 Proof normalisation by derivation onstraints
The basi step towards normalisation in (Konig, 1989) is the partitioning of the set of sequent proofs into equivalen e lasses. On e these are de ned, one proof of ea h equivalen e
lass is pi ked out to represent the normal proof. In order to de ne these lasses, sequent
proofs are mapped onto syntax trees built in a ordan e to the following (Curry-Howard)
4
I.e proofs yielding the same lambda-terms (or lambda terms whose normal forms oin ide, via Chur hRosser property).

(R=)
(Rn)

; A ` B : t
 ` B=A :`(b=a)'(t)
A;  ` B : t
 ` AnB :`(anb)'(t)

` C : ta
(L/)
(Ln)

; A : tf [ta℄;  ` B : t
; A=C : tf ; ;  ` B : t
` C : ta ; A : tf [ta℄;  ` B : t
; ; C nA :;  ` B : t

(5.1)

Syntax-tree onstru tion and proof re onstru tion per se do not play any role in the parsing
algorithm. They are just the proof-theoreti al devi es used in a onstru tive proof of the
existen e of equivalen e lasses a ross sequent derivations from whi h a normal proof an
be sele ted. The parsing algorithm works essentially by imposing restri tions | derived
naturally from the proof re onstru tion algorithm | on the appli ation of sequent rules.
Konig alls these restri tions nesting onstraints: (i) preferen e on the hoi e of an a tive
type | i.e. the omplex type to be de omposed in a top-down appli ation of a sequent rule
in (5.1) | is always given to a su eedent type; (ii) when a non-atomi a tive type o urs
in the ante edent its subtypes must be immediately de omposed in the next steps of the
derivation; (iii) a fun tor type in the ante edent annot be hosen as an a tive type unless its
head is identi al to the type in the sequent.
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The original system is translated into a \natural dedu tion"5 system in (Konig, 1991). This
is possibly motivated by the \unsafeness" and high omplexity of the extended sequent system (5.1). In fa t, it is shown in (Hepple, 1990) that not only does the ombination of syntax

is onstrained so as to allow no more than two-fold phrase extra tion a polynomial time
upper-bound an be a hieved. The system appears to have developed towards formulations
whi h diverge from the original philosophy of Lambek al uli, in orporating feature-stru ture

tree and proof re onstru tion te hniques fail to produ e normal proofs in some ases6 but
also the parsing method derived from the nesting onstraints is still not restri tive enough
to prevent the o urren e of redundant derivations. The new system is shown in (5.2), in

uni ation te hniques similar to those used in uni ation ategorial grammar (Calder, Klein,
and Zeevat, 1988), its des endants (Konig, 1995) borrowing onsiderably from other lexi al
formalisms su h as HPSG.

sequent notation. It still uses partial trees for semanti re onstru tion, though their role is
signi antly downplayed. Normal proofs are a hieved by means of two main onstraints. One
is an adaptation to L of Prawitz' normal form (Prawitz, 1965), a ut-elimination theorem
in disguise. The other is a restri tion on the intera tion between the axiom s heme, (AX),
and the elimination rules, (/E) and (n-E): non-atomi types o upying argument positions in
elimination rules are not allowed to instantiate axiom s hemes.
(AX)

(/I)

n

( I)

; A ` B

 ` B=A
A;  ` B

 ` AnB

A`A
(/E)

n

( E)

`A

` B=A

`B
`B
` B nA
; `A
;

(5.2)

The s heme is general enough to a ommodate di erent parsing strategies. Bottom-up, topdown, shift-redu e and hart parsing methods are dis ussed in onne tion with the basi
natural dedu tion presentation of L. The omplexity results for these in produ t-free al ulus of (5.2) are still quite dis ouraging: the hart-parser is O(n!). However, if the parser
5
At this point some terminologi al lari ation is ne essary. It should be noti ed that, although the system
des ribed above is said to be a system of natural dedu tion in (Konig, 1989), it is in fa t a Gentzen-style
sequent system rather than the method known by that name in the theorem-proving literature (Fitting, 1990).
In the former, the term \natural dedu tion" refers to dedu tive methods where the operators of a logi are
treated expli itly by the dedu tion rules, as opposed to Hilbert-style systems where dedu tion is performed
by losing a set of axioms under inferen e rules. LLKE, standard tableaux, proof nets and even resolution,
mistakenly identi ed in the paper as an example of a Hilbert system, are all \natural dedu tion" a ording
to this point of view. In the latter the use of the term is generally restri ted to systems similar to the one
des ribed in (Prawitz, 1965).
6
That is, although proof re onstru tion assigns unique readings to stru turally identi al syntax trees, not
all syntax trees yield \re onstru ted" proofs. This is the ase of the derivation for S nNP=NP ` S nNP=NP ,
for example.

The te hniques used by Konig to deal with proof representation in the onstru tion of equivalen e lasses exhibit similarities with the labelling dis ipline adopted in LLKE. The motivations behind ea h bookkeeping system, however, are di erent. While Konig's goal is to
a hieve unambiguous proofs by relating the stru ture of proof trees (i.e. those whose nodes
are sequents) and syntax trees (i.e. those whose nodes are either lexi al types or pla e-holders
for arguments of lexi al types), LLKE aims at de oupling the rules governing the behaviour
of fun tion appli ation and the \semanti s" (in the restri ted algebrai sense de ned in hapter 3) of these rules so as to enable maximal generality in the hara terisation of di erent
al uli. Not surprisingly, there are parallels between the syntax-tree onstru tion algorithm
and our re overability result (Proposition 4.7). However, LLKE seems to stand on more solid
logi al prin iples than the parsing me hanisms developed in (Konig, 1989). It is pointed out
in (Hepple, 1990, pp 187{189) that the parsing method fails to re e t the asymmetry between
the simplest proof of (NP nS )=NP ` (NP nS )=NP (by instantiation of the axiom s heme)
and its proof by full de omposition (\unfolding") of the types, blo ked in Konig's system.
Now, ompare this fa t with the LLKE derivation in (e.22).

(e.22)

T : (NP nS )=NP : a
F : (NP nS )=NP : a
T : NP : b
F : NP nS : a Æ b
T : NP nS : a Æ b
T :S:
F : NP : Æ (a Æ b)
T : NP : Æ (a Æ b)
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Although the full derivation (e.22) does not hara terise a minimally losed tree (de nition 3.8), the exhaustive appli ation of LLKE's and  rules permit full type de omposition
to be performed.

5.2.2 Normalisation via partial exe ution
The te hniques proposed in (Moortgat, 1990b) to deal with spurious ambiguity are akin to
those des ribed above. The main di eren e is that, in the former, type derivations whi h
might yield redundan y are, so to speak, \pre- ompiled" into spe ial dedu tion rules. Thus,
a type su h as the top formula of (e.22) in this method must be fully unfolded by repeated
appli ations of (/L) and/or (Ln) before the proper theorem proving task starts. A possible
way to do this is by postulating the existen e of sequen es of types around the formula to be

unfolded, onstraining it to play the role of a tive type in a (Ln) or (/L) dedu tion step. The
appropriate steps are performed until the type has been totally analysed, and then the leaves
mat hing the axiom s heme are pruned away along with intermediary nodes to generate what
Moortgat alls derived rules | hen e the allusion to pre- ompilation. Likewise, ases where

higher order types must be unfolded may require (R/) and (Rn) to be used in the partial
dedu tion phase. In fa t, the pre- ompilation steps amount to de ning a partial ordering on
the appli ation of the original sequent rules.

A ommon riti ism to this method is that proofs performed by the system whi h results
from the derived rules fail to give a uniform and meaningful a ount of the logi al stru ture
of the types involved (Hepple, 1990), therefore ontradi ting the main motivation for using a
Gentzen-style system in the rst pla e. In addition, the methods developed in (Konig, 1989)
and (Moortgat, 1990b) require onsiderable, extra-logi al bookkeeping whi h doesn't seem
totally justi ed in some ases7 . Although no mention is made of how to perform eÆ ient
dedu tion in augmented substru tural al uli and their linguisti ally properties in either approa h, none of them seems to en ompass the meta-theoreti ingredients needed to ta kle this
question. A more prin ipled meta-theoreti al approa h is given in (Hepple, 1990).
7

E.g. (Hepple, 1990) argues that Moortgat's pre- ompilation phase an be dismissed.
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5.2.3 Constru tive and redu tive normal forms
As in (Konig, 1989), in (Hepple, 1990) we nd the development of two di erent systems of
normal forms: one based upon properties de ned indu tively on the stru ture of proofs, and
one based on a system of redu tions, te hni ally a rewrite system whi h operates on derivation
patterns8 . The former, whi h Hepple alls onstru tive method, underlies the parsing algorithm whereas the latter provides the apparatus ne essary to prove the method's ompleteness
and is alled proof redu tion.
Although dire tly related, Konig's and Hepple's approa hes appear to have followed opposite
dire tions on roughly the same path in order to attain proof normalisation: while Konig
derived her parsing method from a meta-theoreti al observation | the observation that proofs
an be grouped into equivalen e lasses from whi h one is able to \re onstru t" normal proofs,
Hepple starts o with a proof-theoreti al notion grounded on linguisti prin iples of CG
(Flynn, 1983), \headedness", to arrive at meta-theoreti al properties by means of a system
of rewrite rules.
Sin e the ultimate aim of proof normalisation is to eliminate semanti ally (in terms of the
Curry-Howard orresponden e) redundant proofs, the notion of a \proof head" was introdu ed in (Hepple, 1990) as the formal onstru t whi h seeks to express in purely synta ti |
i.e. derivational, or onstru tive | terms the relation between the lambda semanti s of the
su eedent of a (produ t-free) L-entailment relation (the \meaning" of the proof) and types
in the ante edent, down to the axiom leaves. On the semanti side the head of a proof is dened as the type in the ante edent whi h is labelled by the lambda term having widest s ope
over the lambda term in the su eedent. Sin e this ondition is not veri ed for all proofs,
some proofs are doomed to be \headless". It also turns out to be the ase that for all headed
proofs the ante edent of the proof's main bran h axiom is always a subtype of the proof's
head. It is interesting to ompare this fa t with our re overability results (lemma 4.2 and
proposition 4.7) to see LLKE dedu tion as an algorithm performing a sort of normalisation
in a system where the ut rule has not been ompletely eliminated.
8
We use the terms proof/derivation pattern to refer to subtrees onsisting of 1 or more su essive appli ations
of sequent rules in a sequent proof.
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Synta ti ally, Hepple de nes an algorithm whi h maps ut-free proofs into subtypes of types
o urring in them. The algorithm keeps tra k of the position of the head in the ante edent
sequent by taking the axiom s heme as the base ase (the head of an axiom instan e is the
entailment's ante edent, thus its position is 1) and re ursively assigning a rank to subproofs
ending with ea h of the sequent rules: (R/), (L/), (Rn) and (Ln). These essentially ount
the number of types whi h get added in next to the head of a subproof in the ante edent
as subproofs are ombined. Let's all subproofs above the dedu tion bar hild subproofs and
the ones below the dedu tion bar mother (sub)proof. For (R/) if the head ount, say m, of
the hild subproof equals the number of types in the sequent on the left of the a tive type's
subtype plus 1, then the head ount for the whole proof, say n, is zero; otherwise n = m. For
(Rn) if m = 0 then n = 0, otherwise n = m 1. For (L/), if the ount m of the right-hand
side subproof is greater than the number of types on the left of the a tive type's subtype in
the same subproof plus one, then the ount n for the whole proof is m plus the number of
types in the ante edent of the left-hand hild subproof; otherwise n = m. Analogously, in a

proof ending in (Ln), if m is greater than the number of types to the left of the a tive subtype
on the right-hand hild subproof, then n is m plus the number of types in the ante edent of
the left-hand hild subproof; otherwise n = m. Example (e.23) shows the algorithm in a tion
to determine the head of a proof ( ompare the result with the labels for ea h type). The
numbers on the right-hand side show the head ount for the mother subproof (n) and the
ount for the relevant hild (m).

` B : f A : ghf ` A : ghf
C:h`C :h
B : f; B nA : gh ` A : ghf
B : f; B nA=C : g; C : h ` A : ghf
B : f; B nA=C : g ` A=C : h:ghf
n

(L )

(e.23)

(L/)

(/R)

B:f
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by a subtype of the rule's a tive type exhibit no right inferen e on the main bran h. All
rules ontaining no right inferen es on the main hild are in CNF. Finally, all (R/) and (Rn)
subproofs whose hildren are in CNF are also in CNF.
This de nition of CNF is implemented as a ut-free sequent through the following prooftheoreti re nements: (i) the original entailment relation is de omposed into relations `1 and
`2 and (ii) the type whi h is required to be the head of any proof of a sequent is en losed in a
spe ial on atenation operator, \+", a new rule is added whi h handles transitions between
the two types of derivability relation. The resulting system of (Hepple, 1990) is shown in
(5.3), below.
+A+

(2/1)

(Ax)

; A;

` B
2

` B

(L/)

1

e + A + e `2 A

n

(L )

 `1 B

+ A +  `2 C

+ A=B + ;  `2 C
 `1 B
+ A +  `2 C

;  + B nA + + `2 C

(R/)

n

(R )

; B `1 A
`1 A=B
A; `1 B

(5.3)

` AnB
1

This proof normalisation system is expe ted to meet the following requirements: (i) every
proof should have a normal form and (ii) a proof in normal form is equivalent to the proof
whi h it normalises. In order to do this (Hepple, 1990) introdu es a se ond system in whi h
properties (i) and (ii) are more easily proved and then shows that this se ond system is
equivalent to the onstru tive one.

m = 1; n = 2

Firstly, a set of eighteen redu tions (rewrite rules) is de ned in whi h the redexes are proof

m = 2; n = 2

patterns not in normal form. Then the set is shown to exhibit the property of strong normalisation | i.e. given a proof pattern X , either X is irredu ible or it an be redu ed
in a nite number of steps to a pattern Y whi h doesn't mat h the redex of any rewrite
rules. Standard term rewriting te hniques are used in this proof (Dershowitz and Jouannaud,
1990). An arithmeti interpretation whi h maps proof patterns (redexes and ontra ta) into

m = 2; n = 2

Normal proofs are de ned onstru tively with respe t to two main properties: headedness,
as des ribed above, and the o urren e of right inferen es on the main hild subproof. The
base ase in the de nition of a a onstru tive normal form (CNF) is again the axiom s heme:
it has no hildren and obviously does not ontain any o urren e of right inferen es. A proof

ending in (L/) or (Ln) whose left-hand hild is in CNF and whose right-hand hild is headed

non-negative integers (s ores) is provided. It is then shown that, under that arithmeti interpretation, for ea h rule the s ore of the redex is always greater than the s ore of the
ontra tum. Sin e no negative s ores exist, every sequen e of redu tions must ne essarily be
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nite. Strong normalisation orresponds to requirement (i).
It is proved that the redu tion system meets requirement (ii) by showing that it obeys strong
on uen e | whi h is demonstrably equivalent to exhibiting the Chur h{Rosser property
(Kir hner, 1994) | in addition to exhibiting strong normalisation. The Chur h{Rosser property says that if a term P redu es to terms A and B in a nite number of steps, then terms
A and B an both be redu ed to a term T . Now, it is easy to see that this property together
with strong normalisation imply the existen e of a unique normal form for any proof: if A
and B are both in normal form, being therefore irredu ible, then we must have that A  B .
Simple ase analysis and indu tion on the stru ture of proofs suÆ e to show that the system
of redu tions yields exa tly the same normal proofs as the onstru tive system.

5.2.4 LLKE labelled formulae and normal forms
We have seen that spurious ambiguity is a problem that arises in CCG due to the generality
of the forward and ba kward omposition rules (Eisner, 1996) and in Gentzen presentations
of Lambek al uli due to the level of non-determinism found in standard sequent rules. Now,
sin e non-determinism in LLKE gets redu ed to the hoi e of whi h subformula of unful lled
types to use in augmenting the tableau, it is diÆ ult to situate proof normalisation in the
ontext of the system. Firstly, spurious ambiguity is a pra ti al on ern only as far as it has
a negative impa t on a system's performan e. In fa t, this is the ase for most ombinatorial
systems whi h work on a sear h regime of extensive enumeration of subproofs, as is the ase
of most rewrite-based parsing te hniques for CCG and non-normalised sequent methods. In
a logi al framework this fa t an be seen as the manifestation of the adverse side-e e ts of
ut-elimination (Boolos, 1984), the pri e one generally has to pay for de idability. Complete
elimination of ut deprives the proof theory of an expli it statement of the lassi al prin iple
of bivalen e, whereby either an assertion or its denial holds in a theory. In algorithmi terms,
ut-elimination amounts to blo king subproof reuse. In other words, the use of lemmas is
forbidden in ut-free al uli. LLKE reinstates the prin iple of bivalen e through the  rule9.
9
If a proof-tree is regarded as a model for a formula, then the  rule an be seen as generating two submodels: one in whi h the assertion of the  formula holds and other in whi h its denial is the ase.
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Even if the analyti restri tion is obeyed and  rules have to be applied to subtypes o urring
in the proof tree, a ertain degree of reasoning by lemmas is still allowed. In addition, tableaux
in general and LLKE in parti ular an be seen semanti ally as model elimination systems.
This fa t ombined with the presen e of analyti ut guarantees that generating all relevant
LLKE-models is not as ostly as generating all relevant proof patterns in sequent systems |
re all that the omplexity results in se tion 4.4.2 are obtained under the assumption that the
tableau is fully expanded. Therefore, eÆ ien y does not appear to be the relevant riterion
when assessing the onsequen es of proof redundan y in LLKE and similar systems.
We have already seen in se tion 4.1.1 that by allowing type-level re-bra keting we introdu e
in LLKE some spurious ambiguity of the kind dis ussed in (Eisner, 1996). This observation,
whi h led to our reje tion of the strategy of dealing with asso iativity at the synta ti level,
in hapter 4, whereby the  rule ould be made redundant, reveals the ontrast des ribed
above. Rules (i) {(iv) may be regarded in pra ti e as forms of fun tion appli ation. If they
are allowed to operate a ross bra ket boundaries at the level of synta ti types, then the
purely ombinatorial sear h regime of algorithm 3.2 allied to the asso iativity property of the
labelling algebra ends up produ ing redundant derivations.
In se tion 5.2.1, we pointed out the resemblan es between the (partial-tree) labelling te hnique
of (Konig, 1989) and te hniques for re overy of synta ti stru ture in LLKE. In fa t, it appears
that the labelling algebra of the latter, without type re-bra keting, en odes all redundant
derivations whi h would have been generated if the tableau rules allowed full bran hing of
1-type formulae, as in onventional tableau systems, or type re-bra keting, as in the  -free
version of LLKE. If this is the ase, then LLKE an be regarded as a normal-form system.
This point is probably worth further analysis. However, sin e we have de ided to fo us LLKE
on synta ti types and the e e t of proof redundan y in the system's performan e is quite
distin t from the impa t of spurious ambiguity on sequent based approa hes, we leave this
kind of omparison to future resear h.
The pro essing of an example from (Hendriks, 1993) by LLKE is shown below in order
to illustrate the non-o urren e of redundant derivations in the system and anti ipate the
starting points for further resear h in this area. Under a standard sequent al ulus, the
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parsing of the senten e of example (e.24) re eives six derivations whi h are equivalent to only
two distin t semanti readings10 .

loves everyone" derives from lines 5 and 7. It is: x Æ ((i==a)= b) v i. It an be easily veri ed
that, even though (e.25) does not depi t a fully-expanded tableau (sin e the type in line 3
is not ful lled on the right-hand bran h), no other satis able losure onditions would be

(e.24)

derived if we had applied the  to the unful lled formula. Applying substitution mapping &
to the losure onstraint we obtain the solutions shown in (e.27) and (e.28). Noti e that the
properties of the labelling algebra (see hapter 3) whi h li ense ea h step are written on the

Someone loves everyone.

A minimally losing LLKE proof-tree for (e.24) is with the following lexeme{type orresponden e: \someone" = S=(N nS ), \loves" = (N nS )=N , \everyone" = (S=N )nS , is shown in

right of ea h line.

e.25.
1: F : S=(N nS )  (N nS )=N  (S=N )nS ` S : 1
2:
T : S=(N nS ) : a
3:
T : (N nS )=N : b
4:
T : (S=N )nS : (i==a)= b
5
F :S:i




(e.25)

6:
F : S=N : x
7:
T :N :
8:
F :S :xÆ
9: T : N nS : b Æ
10: T : S : a Æ (b Æ )



H
 HH

4; 
:::
6; ii
3; 7; iv
2; 9; iv

x Æ ((i==a)= b)

:::
:::
:::
1;

(e.27)

iii

HHH

HHH

11:
T : S=N : x
4; 
12: T : S : x Æ ((i==a)= b) 11; 4; i



The proof-tree above loses with substitution & = fx 7! (a Æ b)g. Now, let's assume the assignment of lambda terms to ea h lexi al entry in the ante edent | line 1 of example (e.25)
| to be as shown in (e.26).
(e.26)

f\someone00 := P 9xP (x); \loves00 := loves; \everyone00 := P 8yP (y)g

The losure ondition in the bran h that re overs the stru ture of the senten e \Someone
10
The \tagged" sequent system of (Hendriks, 1993), whi h is demonstrably equivalent to Hepple's onstru tive al ulus, su eeds in eliminating the spurious derivations.

v (a Æ b) Æ ((i==a)= b) &
v (a Æ (b Æ ((i==a)= b) (3.6)
(e.28)
v (a Æ (i==a)
(3.1)
v i
(3.1)

:::

v (a Æ b) Æ ((i==a)= b) &
v (a Æ b) Æ (i==(a Æ b)) (3.4)
v i
(3.1)

Under a type{semanti s assignment similar to (e.26) (Hendriks, 1993) arrives at two di erent
readings for (e.24): 9x8y:loves(y)(x) and 8y9x:loves(y)(x). In LLKE, if one interprets the

 rules as fun tion appli ation and rules as lambda abstra tion one sees that the alternative rewritings of the losure onditions, (e.27) and (e.28), suggest di erent appli ation and
abstra tion s hemes. These are granted by the two possible rebra ketings labels expressions
in (e.27) and (e.28) after variable instantiation. Another example along the same lines is
given in appendix A, se tion A.4. There, however, the label expressions of derivation (e.49)
are satis ed under a substitution & = fx 7! b Æ ((i==a)= b)g in whi h the label variable already
en odes one of the appli ations | namely the appli ation of expression ((i==a)= b) to token b
| whi h therefore rules out a se ond (and ambiguous) reading.
A full a ount of ompositional semanti s within LLKE would require an additional labelling
s heme to be built on top of the existing system. This has not been attempted here. It is
not lear how the other al uli of the substru tural CG hierar hy of table 2.1 would behave
under assignment of lambda terms. The issue of labelled dedu tion in ategorial al uli as
a whole poses ompli ated questions as to the proper foundations of the logi al operations
involved (Venema, 1996; Ma Caull, 1997). Devising an adequate semanti s to a ount for
the the operational aspe ts of LLKE derivations appears to be a worthwhile task for further
resear h in this ontext.
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5.2.5 Further remarks on proof normalisation
Proof normalisation was motivated by the need to develop eÆ ient parsing algorithms for a
logi al grammar whose most perspi uous formal presentation is perhaps done by means of
Gentzen sequents. Sequent al uli, however useful in the theoreti al analysis of dedu tion, are
not well-suited for automati dedu tion, as shown, for instan e by re ent resear h in linear
logi and proof nets (Girard, Lafont, and Regnier, 1995). From the point of view of analysing
properties of proofs regarded as obje ts, the resear h on proof normalisation presents interesting and original ontributions. Also, from a semanti perspe tive, the te hniques developed in
the works ited above provide eviden e that the Curry-Howard isomorphism, a entral feature
of Lambek al uli with respe t to (natural language) semanti interpretation, neither yields
nor is a result of redundan y. Rather, redundan y is a hara teristi of the nondeterministi presentation of the logi whi h an be urbed either by mapping proofs into equivalen e
lasses, i.e. by performing proof normalisation, or by making nondeterminism { \parallelism"
in the linear-logi parlan e { expli it by means of graphs.
However, although it is the ase that for a sequent al ulus to be useful in parsing one must
make sure that all and only normal derivations are produ ed, in pra ti e it appears that there
is no absolute need to \normalise" sequent proofs simply be ause there is no absolute need
to use sequents. Many proof methods intrinsi ally more eÆ ient than sequent al uli are
well known in the theorem proving literature (Fitting, 1990), in luding resolution, tableaux,
natural dedu tion and the variant of Bibel's onne tion method (Bibel, 1981) known as proofnets (Girard, 1987). With Gabbay's work in labelled dedu tive systems (Gabbay, 1994),
most of these systems an be extended to handle resour e sensitivity. CG parsing seems to
have followed this trend in substru tural theorem provers in general, ex ept where a hoi e
was made to abandon the prin iples of the original Cal uli in favour of more implementable
variants 11 .
11
Another ex eption to the widespread use of labelling te hniques is found in (Moortgat, 1994b) where it
is show how the sear h regime devised in (Hepple, 1990) an be enfor ed by translation into an augmented
language whi h in ludes modalities. Through the use of modalities an axiomatisation an be given whi h meets
Hepple's requirements of non-redundan y and safeness. However, e e tive automated dedu tion pro edures for
the axiomatisation are not developed in the paper. A generate-and-test approa h similar to the one adopted
in (Moortgat, 1988) for an axiomatisation along the lines of (Zielonka, 1981) tends to su er from the same
eÆ ien y problems.
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A last omment, again with respe t to the theoreti al aspe ts of proof normalisation. The
te hniques used in (Hepple, 1990) and (Hendriks, 1993) provide a high level of abstra tion over
proofs12 . It is however diÆ ult to see how those te hniques ould \s ale up" to over other
logi s. An even more abstra t framework seems to be required to ful ll this purpose. Perhaps
oin identally, ategori al proof-theory (Lambek and S ott, 1988), whi h originated from a
totally independent line of resear h, ategory theory (Ma Lane, 1971), may o er the required
apparatus. Some work along these lines has been done in (Lambek, 1988) and (Ma Lane,
1982), but in general this eld of investigation remains largely unexplored.

5.3

Bran hing in model-elimination systems and labelling

Semanti tableaux13 may be regarded as model-theoreti developments of Gentzen sequent

systems (Fitting, 1990). The idea whi h underlies the system is simple: the formula to be
proved is negated and then a systemati sear h for ounter-models for the negated formula is
performed. The method is provably sound and omplete with respe t to standard (Boolean)
interpretation for lassi al logi : in any nished systemati tableau, every open bran h is
simultaneously ( rst order) satis able (Smullyan, 1968). As in LLKE, tableaux get extended
by means of rules a ording to the subformula prin iple. Smullyan distinguishes two main
kinds of rules (for the propositional ase), whi h he alls respe tively and . Tableau rules
for an impli ational onne tive \/" are shown in (5.4) | the same signing onventions adopted
in table 3.1 are adopted here. Analogous rules an be de ned for the lassi al versions of \n"
and \".

1

Rule :

2
3

F : A=B
T :B
F :A

Rule :

1
2

T : A=B
F :B j 3 T :A

(5.4)

12
Re all for instan e that one of the normal form systems presented in (Hepple, 1990) onsists basi ally of
rewriting on derivation trees.
13
We sometimes refer to a standard (Smullyan-style) tableau simply as \tableaux" as opposed to nonstandard tableaux su h as LLKE.
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The rules in (5.4) an be seen from a synta ti point of view as re ipes for building Hintikka (or
downward saturated) sets out of a initial set of lassi al propositional formulae, if interpreted
algorithmi ally as follows: given a set T of formulae, if 1 2 T then add 2 and 3 to T ; if
1 2 T then add
2 or
3 to T . Although totally adequate for theorem proving in lassi al
logi , these rules fail to provide the ne essary level of granularity to deal with substru tural
al uli. The reason for this is that tableaux are simply sequent systems of whi h one has

removed the sequents that provided the ontextual surroundings for the a tive formulae. To
see this, just read \upside-down" rules (R/0 ) and (L/0 ) in (5.5), removing the Greek letters
and the derivability relation, \`".

; T : A ` F : B

(R/0 )

F : B=A

(L/0 )

`F :B

; T : A;  ` F : C

; T : A=B; ;  ` F : C

(5.5)

issue when tableaux are applied to lassi al logi . Classi al dedu tion is monotoni and not
sensitive to order or \quantity" of premises (in the sense that premises may be used as many
times as one wants or not used at all). Lambek al uli, as we have seen, are non-monotoni
and exhibit varied degrees of resour e sensitivity. Therefore, to use tableaux in ategorial
dedu tion one has to be able to keep tra k of whi h types got used, how many times, and
where in the derivation. On e again one ould all Gabbay's labelling te hniques (Gabbay,
1994; D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994) into play. Let L = hP ; Æ; 1; vi be a labelling algebra
de ned as in de nition 3.2. We an now rede ne the rules in (5.4) as (5.6), where fa; bg  P ,

b does not label any type o urring above it in the tableau and x is a label variable ranging
over elements of L .

1
2
3

F : A=B : a
T :B:b
F :A:aÆb

Rule :

1
2

T : A=B : a
F :B :x j 3 T :A:aÆx
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Rule is the same as the orresponding LLKE rule. Rule , whi h has no orrespondent
in LLKE, an be easily interpreted in model-theoreti terms: given that a type A=B is
interpreted as having truth-value \T" in a database \a" (possible-world, multiset et ), then
in order for it to be valid in model L there must be a database \x" su h that either the
subtype B does not hold in \x", or subtype \A" must hold in database \a" augmented with
\x". The other operators of L an re eive analogous treatment and the onstraints on the
labelling algebra whi h enable us to hara terise di erent ategorial al uli an remain the
same as the ones de ned in hapter 3.

5.3.1 Uni ation bottlene ks in automati labelled dedu tion

The loss of ontextual information in tableaux with respe t to sequent systems is not an

Rule :
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(5.6)

If by means of straightforward type de omposition built on top of a labelling dis ipline standard tableaux an be adapted to handle exa tly the same lass of al uli handled by LLKE,
then why do we bother to introdu e rules whi h perform sear h on the tableau (the  rules)
in addition to a ut rule, whi h sequent meta-theory goes into so mu h trouble to prove
redundant?
The answer is simply that the extra bookkeeping abilities gained via labelling don't ome for
free. In fa t, most of the omputation in labelled systems tend to be lo ated in the labelhe king modules | see appendix B for a typi al exe ution pro le of LLKE: noti e that the
ost of handling of linear ( and ) and  expansion is almost negligible if ompared with
the ost of losure he king. In systems where many bran hing rules are allowed su h as
standard tableaux, a large number of variables tend to be introdu ed, whi h often ompliates the he king of label onstraints | Not to mention the fa t, dis ussed in (D'Agostino
and Mondadori, 1994) that tableaux for propositional logi are inherently less eÆ ient than
systems whi h in orporate some sort of with analyti ut with respe t to p-simulation (Cook
and Re khow, 1979). Even worse, arbitrary variable introdu tion for es one to solve all label expressions at the end of a full tableau expansion, whi h in some ases pushes the label
de ision problem into intra tability (see table 4.1) or even unde idability. In other words,
it is not possible in standard tableaux to keep a a he of intermediary variable bindings as
des ribed in se tion 4.4.1. Example (e.29) shows this.
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0: F : A=B  B=C  C ` A : 1 Assumption
1:
2:
3:
4:

T : A=B : a
T : B=C : b
T : C : (i==a)= b
F :A:i



:::
:::
:::
0;


HHHHH



H
5: F : B : x 1;

6: F : C : y 2;



labelled dedu tion. Similarly, there seems to be little point in labelling sequent al uli for
purposes of allowing generalised substru tural dedu tion, sin e the rules already en ompass
elements whi h fa ilitate a very abstra t level of resour e ontrol through separate stru tural
meaning. There is, however, a system based on type de omposition similar to that performed

in tableaux whi h has re eived a great deal of attention in CG theorem proving: proof nets.
We dis uss this kind of system in the following se tion.

H

8: T : A : a Æ x 1;



7: T : B : y Æ b 2;



Noti e that a depth- rst reading of the derivation tree does not impose an ordering on its set
of losure onstraints. The tableau loses with the substitution shown in (e.30).
(e.30)
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rules | though labelling by lambda expressions has been fruitfully used in the analysis of

H
 HHHH

HHH


(e.29)
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& = fy 7! ((i==a)= b); x 7! (b Æ ((i==a)= b))g

<

However, sin e h(y Æ b); xi h(((i==a)==b); yi (re all partial ordering on losure pairs de ned
se tion 4.4.1, (4.26)) | ea h pair is omposed respe tively by the labelexps in lines 7, 5, 6 and
3 | label uni ation annot be performed \on the y", as the depth- rst expansion of the
proof tree is done14. Rather, uni ation has to wait until all expressions are made available,
at step 8. Although we annot rule out the existen e of a non-trivial sear h regime whi h
imposed the desired ordering on the losure onstraints so as to allow label he king to be
performed dynami ally, we nd it very unlikely.
Tableaux were originally designed to take advantage of ertain aspe ts of lassi al logi whi h
allow sequent dedu tion to be simpli ed. They do not provide the most adequate base for
14
Note that a depth- rst sear h on the proof tree will nd the following: hh(y Æb); xi; h(((i==a)= b); y i; h(aÆx); iii.
The losure onstraint derived from lines 7 and 5 annot be added before the one in lines 6 and 3 be ause
when variable x of line 5 is read there isn't enough information to ompute its losing mat h (i.e. line 7 isn't
yet available).

5.3.2 Proof nets and higher-order linear logi programming
Originally developed for linear logi (Girard, 1987), proof nets are meant to provide a more
faithful representation of the \parallelism" of omputation, whi h a ording to Girard and
others has been unduly hidden by the sequential stru ture of Gentzen-style dedu tion. In
order to allow the mentioned parallelism to be en oded and at the same time ontrol resour e
(formula) usage with respe t to quantity and position, ertain onditions on the onne tion of
terminal nodes in the resulting graph | similar to those used in Bibel's \ onne tion method"
of theorem proving (Bibel, 1981) | are imposed.
To see (brie y) how proof nets work for the impli ational fragment of linear logi , assume
our set of operators to be C = f ; Æ ; ?g | where stands for multipli ative onjun tion,
Æ for linear impli ation and ? is a form of negation | and let a denumerable set of atomi
formulae fA; B; :::g losed under C be the set of formulae of the fragment. In sequent terms,
the operational rules des ribing and Æ are the same as their ounterparts in system (2.8):
(R), (L), (R/) and (L/) respe tively. The operational rules for ? are as stated in (5.7).
Noti e that the latter, whi h govern the polarity (negative or positive) of a formula as it

moves from one side of the turnstyle to the other, des ribe expli itly the reasoning underlying
the signed version of the sequent rules in (5.5) and hen e tableau expansion rules su h as
(5.4).
` A; 
;A ` 
(L?)
(R?)
(5.7)
?
;A ` 
` A?; 
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In addition to these operational rules, the impli ational fragment of linear logi needs right
and left versions of the permutation rule, (P), of (2.12). Proof-net onstru tion in (Girard,
1987) is performed in two steps: (i) negation rules are used to move all formulae to one side
of the turnstyle, where they are put in a negation normal form and (ii) rules (F) and (T) of
(5.8) are used to \unfold" all formulae down to their atomi subformulae.

(F)

B?
(A ÆB )?

A

(T)

A?
A

B

ÆB

(5.8)
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B+ A

A

B+

A+ B

AnB +

B=A+

B

A+

AnB

B=A

(5.9)

An example of appli ation of the rules above is given in (e.32), for the derivation of the
lifting theorem: A ` B=(AnB ). Morrill (Morrill, 1995a) remarks that if the only restri tion
on proof-net onne tions were that their links must not ross, then it would be possible to
prove invalid entailments su h as the non-theorem: B=(AnB ) ` A (\lowering").

After a omplete proof net is built, the next phase whi h onsists of linking up the atomi
formulae at the graph's leaves has to be performed. Additionally, in order to represent valid
derivations proof nets are required to obey graph onditions whi h re e t the substru tural
hara teristi s of the logi 15 and a \long trip ondition", ne essary to ensure that the right
partitioning is a hieved | i.e. that only atomi formulae meant to be in the same sequent

(e.32)

subproofs as initial sequent axioms get onne ted. Example (e.31) shows a simple proof net
for A ` (A ÆB ) ÆB .

In (Roorda, 1991; Hendriks, 1993), derivation of non-theorems of the form of the aforementioned \lowering rule", among others, is prevented by onditions en oded on the lambda

(F)

(e.31)

A?

(T)

B?
(A ÆB )?

A

(A

B

ÆB ) ÆB

Roorda shows how to adapt proof nets to handle ategorial al uli in (Roorda, 1991). The
proof-net onstru tion rules, shown in (5.9), are de ned a ording to the same rationale behind
the rules above. However, sin e the syntax of ategorial logi s ex ludes negation operators, a
me hanism to express the full propositional truth-fun tionally must be introdu ed. We ould
use signs \T" and \F" as done so far. Instead we prefer to adhere to the proof-net tradition
and use supers ripts \+" and \ " to the same e e t. Noti e that all rules in (5.9) ause new
subtrees to be adjoined the derivation tree.
15
E.g. Links onne ting the graph's leaves annot ross, ea h leaf node must be onne ted to at most one
other leaf of opposite polarity, et .

A

B+
(AnB )+

A

+

B

B=(AnB )

terms whi h label ea h node. It is pointed out in (Hendriks, 1993) that the long trip ondition alone does not stop spurious ambiguity from plaguing proof net systems, from whi h
Hendriks seems to infer the need for these systems to undergo some sort of normalisation
similar to that developed for sequent al uli.
We do not agree, however, that stru tural ambiguity in proof nets should be pla ed at the same
level as spurious ambiguity in sequent al uli | at least as far as CG parsing is on erned
| unless it impairs eÆ ien y. This does not seem to take pla e in the systems des ribed
so far. A perhaps more relevant on ern is raised in (Morrill, 1995a) with respe t to the
method's overage. Morrill laims that although the proof-net theoremhood onditions suÆ e
to hara terise al uli su h as L and LP, they are still not general enough. Cal uli su h as
NL or \hybrid" systems like the ones des ribed in (Hepple, 1995; Moortgat and Oehrle, 1993)
nd no obvious hara terisation in terms of graph topology onditions alone. Therefore, an
extra level of stru tural ontrol is alled for. On e again, labelling te hniques seem to provide
a onvenient answer.
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Morrill's proof nets
In (Morrill, 1995a) and (Morrill, 1995b), two systems of labelled dedu tion are introdu ed.
Whether or not they should be alled proof-net systems is debatable. First of all, in spite of
the fa t that they keep the basi skeleton of the unfolding rules (5.9) the topologi al onditions
whi h distinguish among proof nets those whi h represent genuine proofs play a signi antly
less important role. These onditions serve only to re over the order-relevant information
lost by expanding -type formulae (in Smullyan's terminology) into two separate bran hes,
instead of simply appending their subformulae to the bran h being expanded. In view of
this, the breed of \proof nets" des ribed in Morrill's papers, along with those developed in
(Moortgat, 1992; Moortgat, 1990a), might as well be regarded as a labelled variety of standard
tableaux as des ribed above.
It should be remarked, however, that the parallel drawn above refers mainly to the labelling
rules for ea h method. We shall open a parenthesis here to dis uss this. At the propositional
(type) level, the redundan y exhibited by Smullyan tableaux, whi h in standard propositional
logi is the very reason why tableaux annot p-simulate (Cook and Re khow, 1979) truth
tables, gets eliminated if every formula auses a new pair of bran hes to be adjoined to the
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(e.33)

T

=h

fT : A=B : a; T : B=C : b; T : C : (i==a)= b; F : A : i; F : B : x; F : C : yg;
fT : A=B : a; T : B=C : b; T : C : (i==a)= b; F : A : i; F : B : x; T : B : y Æ bg;
fT : A=B : a; T : B=C : b; T : C : (i==a)= b; F : A : i; T : A : a Æ xgi

Noti e that the interse tion of sets in example (e.33) yields a fairly large set. The ommon
elements will have to be expanded into ea h subtree at ea h expansion step. Therefore,
the more bran hing we have, the more redundan y is introdu ed. In proof nets, sin e all
rules introdu e bran hing, the data is \parallelised". A fully expanded proof net for the
assumption of example (e.29), under the same data stru ture, will have at most 1 element
in the interse tion of all sets of formulae. In LLKE, topologi al redundan y is redu ed (if
not totally eliminated) by the fa t that the system has a single bran hing rule whi h an
be applied only after appli ation to the other rules have been exhausted (D'Agostino and
Mondadori, 1994).
Returning to Morrill's proof nets, the rst system | dis ussed in (Morrill, 1995b) | uses a
labelling algebra whi h an be easily interpreted as the omplete latti e L used in se tion 5.3
to do the bookkeeping in standard tableaux16. Given L , the system's expansion rules an
be stated as in (5.10), where b is a new label token and x a new label variable ranging over

proof tree as in (5.9). In tableau systems, a list of formulae introdu ed by -rules must
be expanded as many times as the number of subtrees o urring below it whi h ends up
ausing ertain proof trees to have a number of non-terminal nodes in O(k!), where k is the
number of distin t o urren es of propositional letters (atomi types) | see (Haken, 1985) for
examples of tautologies whose proofs have exponential upper bounds and (D'Agostino, 1992;
D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994) for a omprehensive dis ussion of redundan y in tableau
systems.

information tokens.

Fortunately, both proof nets and LLKE proofs have mu h lower upper bounds with respe t to
the size of their proof trees. The fa t that standard tableaux exhibit an anomalous degree of
topologi al redundan y while proof nets don't an be explained in terms of data stru tures.
Consider a tableau proof tree su h as (e.29). If we read ea h subtree as a set, as suggested in
(Smullyan, 1968), then the data stru ture representing this tree looks like this (from left to
right):

Following Smullyan's onventions (see rules (5.4), se tion 5.3), we shall refer to the types

1.

B + : (a Æ x) A : x
B=A+ : a

2.

A : x B + : (x Æ a)
AnB + : a

(5.10)

A : b B : (a Æ b)
+

3.

B=A : a

B : (b Æ a) A : b
+

4.

AnB : a

below the dedu tion bar in 1 and 2 as -types and to the ones in rules 3 and 4 as -types. For
instan e, noti e that under the labelling regime de ned in (5.10) our proof of lifting, (e.32),
yields the following onstraints: a v x (for the pair of leaves A+ and A onne ted by the
leftmost link) and x Æ b v a Æ b (pair B + ; B ). These onstraints are trivially satis able under
16

The symbol \+" is used in (Morrill, 1995a) to denote the omposition operator \Æ".
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the substitution & = fx 7! ag.
The leaf onne tion ondition still has to be enfor ed in this labelled version of (5.9). However,
sin e nearly all stru tural ontrol is transfered on to the labelling algebra, that onstraint in
pra ti e amounts to he king for losure pairs, as in LLKE or standard tableaux. Straightforward inspe tion of labelling (5.10) and negation rules (5.7) | the latter having all types
X ? repla ed by X and all types X repla ed by X + | shows that in a typi al produ t-free
ategorial proof for X1 ; :::; Xm ` Y , the number of label variables to be introdu ed is O(n),
P dg(X ) is the sum of the degrees of the formulae in the ante edent: assume
where n = m
i
i=1
ea h Xi to have the form (:::(Xi1 =Xi2 )=:::=Xi ) | i.e. a -type with left-asso iative bra keting | and reason indu tively noti ing that the unfoldings for ea h Xi introdu e a new
variable plus a new -type with the same stru ture as Xi and so on. This represents a large
number of variables to be instantiated in a potentially large number of semigroup (groupoid
r

Now, if we review rules (5.10) in the light of the type interpretation above we on lude that
the new tokens (\b") introdu ed by rules (5.10.3) and (5.10.4) are in fa t Skolem onstants
while the label variables (\x") in (5.10.1) and (5.10.2) orrespond to rst-order metavariables.
It turns out that labelled proof-net rules an be reordered so as to re e t the impli ations
of (5.11) thus yielding expressions in (higher-order) logi programming lausal form. Sin e
the resulting impli ation is sensitive to the o urren e of tokens, it must be hara terised as
linear impli ation, as shown in (5.12).

1.

label onstraints appropriately as soon as they are introdu ed. The label- he king problem
in this kind of method tends therefore to reside in the intra table domain of A-uni ation
(AC-uni ation et ), as des ribed above.
The se ond system of (Morrill, 1995a) addresses this problem by adding a me hanism for ompilation of label onstraints into higher-order logi programming lauses (Hodas and Miller,
1994). The obje tive here is not to redu e the number of variables or to perform dynami
onstraint solving but to re-organise them into lauses so that uni ation gets restri ted
to one-way mat hing whi h is then implemented via SLD resolution te hniques (Siekmann,
1989). The starting point is a semanti analysis based on the labelling algebra, similar to the
semanti s presented in hapter 3. Conditions (5.11) de ne a validity relation dire tly derived
from the groupoid interpretation of L | see (2.11) and (2.10) in hapter 2.

a j= A=B i
a j= AnB i

8x(x j= A ) a Æ x j= B)
8x(x j= A ) x Æ a j= B)

(5.11)

B + : (a Æ x)

Æ

A :x

B=A : a

2.

B + : (x Æ a)

Æ

A :x

AnB : a

+

j

et ) equations to be solved only at the end of the unfolding phase. The reason for this is
the same as the reason why variable instantiation annot be performed dynami ally in the
tableaux dis ussed in se tion 5.3.1: the la k of an unfolding algorithm apable of ordering
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+

(5.12)
3.

B : (a Æ b)

Æ

A+ : b

B=A : a

4.

B : (b Æ a)

Æ

A+ : b

AnB : a

Now, instead of he king for planar onne tions or \long trip onditions" one only has to
unfold the type ompletely, on atenate the impli ations at the terminal nodes of the resulting
graph, onvert the resulting expression into \un urried" form | i.e. onvert its subexpressions
of the form (:::(X + Æ Y1 ) Æ :::) Æ Yn into lauses X + Æ Y1 ::: Yn | and solve it by
assuming the leftmost impli ations to be a goal and the remaining subexpressions to be an
agenda, in a logi programming database. Now, let an agenda be a - on atenation of goals,

a goal either an atomi type or a lause of the form X + Æ Y1

::: Yn , and the program
database  a multiset of lauses . The linear logi programming theorem proving may then
be de ned by axiom A ` A plus the following sequent rules:
17

(Rs)

` B1 ::: Bn C1 ::: Cm
; A Æ B1 ::: Bn ` A C1 ::: Cm

(Dt)

; B ` A  ` C1 ::: Cm
;  ` (A Æ B ) C1 ::: Cm

(5.13)

In (5.13), rule (Rs) represents a step of SLD-resolution and (Dt) a version of the dedu tion
17
The de nition of goal here is what hara terises the system as higher-order logi programming, as opposed
to lassi al logi programming where goals an only be atomi formulae or predi ates. The identi ation of
databases with a multisets is added to omply with this feature.
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theorem whi h permits proof by sear h of subgoals. Example (e.34) shows a logi programming proof net for lifting.

B : (a Æ b)
(e.34)

Æ

A :a
+

B : (x Æ b)

Æ A :x
+

(AnB ) : b
+

B=(AnB ) : a

Example (e.35) depi ts a linear logi programming veri ation of the theoremhood onditions
of (e.34), translated from the notation used in (Morrill, 1995a) ba k into the sequent notation
for the sake of larity.
a

(Rs)

(e.35)

(Dt)

a; ((x
a;

`a

Æ b) Æ x)[x 7! a℄ ` a Æ b ; ` ;
; ` (a Æ b) Æ ((x Æ b) Æ x)

The ru ial step in (e.35) is the appli ation of of substitution fx 7! ag to the label of the
topmost B , whi h guarantees that the axiom s heme gets the orre t instantiation. Morrillstyle proof nets use the polarity signing system of standard proof nets only to ontrol whi h
rule to apply at ea h level of unfolding. There is no need whatsoever to onne t nodes of
opposite polarity or to perform graph sear h of any sort. The system has been adapted in
(Morrill, 1995b) to work with relational frames (van Benthem, 1991) rather than groupoid
models. This appears to have no signi ant in uen e on the overall hara teristi s of the
method.
We have seen above that a problem of redundan y arises when two distin t treatments of
substru tural dedu tion, proof nets and labelled dedu tive systems, are arelessly ombined:
in addition to having to onne t nodes of opposite polarities a ording to the topologi al
onstraints that hara terise ea h al ulus, one still has to solve systems of label equations
whi h tend to reside in intra table uni ation lasses. Morrill's parsing methods have the
merit of orre ting this distortion by providing a uniform method of ompilation of label
expressions into higher-order logi programming lauses. However, by limiting theoremhood
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onditions to label lauses one loses what is arguably the most attra tive feature of proof
nets, i.e. the possibility of using algorithms derived from graph theory in theorem proving.
The system that results may without loss of generality be hara terised as a modi ed form
of tableaux. We have seen that Morrill's proposal improves on eÆ ien y with respe t to Roorda/Moortgat's proof nets (Moortgat, 1990a; Roorda, 1991) in that it limits the uni ation
task to ases where one term is always ground. This ertainly fa ilitates implementation but
does not eliminate the need to perform full type de omposition (unfolding) before the next
stage, label he king, is initiated, thus restri ting the system's omputational possibilities to
a serial pro essing model.

5.4

Further issues: S alability, modularity, heuristi s

Most works on automated CG dedu tion mention generality ( overage over a wide range
of substru tural al uli) and eÆ ien y as the main requirements to be met by CG theorem
provers. In view of the issues dis ussed in this hapter these requirements an be stated in
a more spe i way. First of all, high generality is of very little use if the overall omplexity
of the system is hopelessly intra table. A more reasonable approa h seems to be to start
with a less expensive system | re all, for instan e, that the rst attempts to ta kle eÆ ien y
issues in Lambek al uli (Hepple, 1990; Konig, 1989) fo used on produ t-free subsets | and
build on top of it extensions ompatible with the eÆ ien y-boosting te hniques developed for
the initial al ulus. We all a CG system's ability to in orporate new hara teristi s whi h
in rease the expressivity of (or the range of language phenomena addressed by) its al ulus
s alability. We ould probably distinguish two di erent approa hes to s alability:
1. One in whi h the expressivity of the system is in reased via stri tly logi al features
within a well-de ned lass of logi s for whi h Gentzen presentations exist and asso iated
algebrai or model-theoreti semanti s an be de ned (i.e. those ranging from NL to
LPCE

as shown in table 2.1), and

2. a more implementation-oriented formulation in whi h types of a non-monadi nature |
for instan e, those approa hes in orporating feature-stru ture systems | are added to
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a base Lambek al ulus.
The latter is best represented by systems along the lines of Konig's LexGram (Konig, 1995),
whi h has its roots in an attempt to solve proof-theoreti short omings of L's sequent apparatus (Konig, 1991). The former en ompasses more ambitious systematisations of early
work on the Lambek hierar hy of stru tural al uli, su h as stru tural modalities (Hepple,
1990; Morrill et al., 1990; Versmissen, 1994) and bidire tional division operators, guided by
\minimalist" prin iples of linear order, onstituen y and dependen y. These in lude the latti e of dependen y al uli in (Kurtonina and Moortgat, 1995), Morrill's type logi al grammar
(Morrill, 1994) and hybrid ategorial logi s of (Hepple, 1995). The strategies developed for
LLKE are aimed at automating dedu tion in systems of this (former) kind.
After the initial work in proof normalisation, little has been done on te hniques to improve
sequent dedu tion whi h preserve s alability. Rather, sequent dedu tion seems to have been
limited to meta-theoreti al work while e e tive theorem proving devi es have been sought
elsewhere | witness this the resear h on proof nets (Roorda, 1991; Moortgat, 1992; Morrill,
1995a). We have seen, however, that standard proof nets alone are insuÆ ient to over
all aspe ts of substru tural dedu tion required by CG. Labelling has been used to enhan e
generality (Moortgat, 1992) but it introdu es redundan y along with eÆ ien y problems of
its own, failing therefore to meet our s alability riteria. The situation improves in (Morrill,
1995a; Morrill, 1995b) with the asso iation of the labelling regime with a strategy for labelhe king in a linear logi programming framework. Although the method is shown to be
relatively eÆ ient for NL and L, no indi ation is given of how the system would behave under
more powerful al uli. The algebrai omponent obviously supports extensions, as it does
in LLKE. Further resear h seems to be needed in the logi programming side, however. In
LLKE, uniform strategies are employed a ross di erent al uli, whi h we believe provide a
better answer to the s alability requirement.
Also related to this generality requirement, we an distinguish a method's ability to deal
with di erent aspe ts of dedu tion (e.g. logi al rules vs. algebrai onstraints) more or less
independently, in modules, in su h a way that developments in one module an be easily
in orporated to the system as a whole. We all this modularity. For instan e, it is hard to see
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how proof normalisation systems ould be modularised. On the other hand, Morrill's proof
nets present good modularity be ause independent improvements on the logi programming
module tend to a e t the system's performan e immediately. LLKE also exhibits a high
degree of modularity. In addition, the more uniform balan e between the work load for ea h
module a hieved in LLKE, along with the fa t that omputations performed on separate
bran hes of LLKE an be treated dynami ally by the labelling module, makes the algorithm
amenable to parallelisation | whi h as we have seen doesn't o ur in labelled proof nets,
sin e their sear h regime e e tively ollapses into a tableau-like sear h regime. A parallel
version of algorithm 3.3 ould, for instan e, expand left and right bran hes simultaneously,
with label losure tests on the left bran h being prioritised (sin e as shown in se tion 4.4.1
a depth rst sear h on a LLKE tree yields an ordering of label expressions from the most
to the least general, with respe t to variable instantiation). This appears to be a promising
dire tion for future resear h.
Finally, a entral issue in automated dedu tion whi h seems to have been almost negle ted by
most resear h in CG18 : a system's ability to in orporate domain-dependent heuristi s. The
situation seems even more paradoxi al if one onsiders that what would be alled heuristi s in standard theorem provers is, in CG parsing, nothing but linguisti knowledge su h as
word-order, dependen y, et 19. Theorem provers with analyti ut provide plenty of room
for heuristi s (D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994). LLKE's  rules onsist essentially of types
sear hing on a string for other spe i types with whi h they an \ ombine". It's easy to see
that order-relevant knowledge, for instan e, an be easily added to the linear expansion algorithm. Similar freedom is enjoyed by parsing systems based on natural dedu tion (Prawitz,
1965) su h as the ones in (Konig, 1991; Konig, 1995). In the latter, that exibility is exploited by re-arranging the logi al algorithm in di erent natural-language parsing s hemes
su h as bottom-up, top-down, shift-redu e, and hart parsing. LLKE enables the same sort
of tabulation te hniques to be used in a framework whi h preserves the logi alist approa h to
linguisti des ription and parsing envisaged in (Morrill, 1994; Hepple, 1995; Kurtonina and
18
With the possible ex eption of (Konig, 1991) whi h later developed into a pra ti al tool for grammar
spe i ation.
19
One ould spe ulate whether it is eviden e against the \parsing as dedu tion" paradigm that a substantial
part of the phenomenon whi h it seeks to model should be en oded as heuristi s. We believe however that this
is not a problem with the paradigm but a matter to be settled by (proof/language) engineering te hniques.
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Moortgat, 1995). Again, the work presented here is merely a rst step in this dire tion.
A last point worth mentioning on erns the display of proofs. Most approa hes dis ussed in
the last two hapters impli itly assume that theorem proving in CG should re e t the linguisti
stru ture of the types being parsed. Proof-normalisation an be regarded as an e ort to redu e
the output of a sequent system to derivations whi h ontribute \useful" information, pruning
away the ones whi h display redundant stru tures. In proof net systems lambda en oding is
employed in keeping tra k of the relevant semanti information, the proof graph itself being of
little importan e. Likewise, the topology of LLKE trees is quite uninformative in this respe t,
though the re overability results of hapter 4 show that the appropriate information an be
extra ted from it.

5.5

Chapter 6

Further issues: Polymorphism and
Information Flow

Summary

In this hapter we have reviewed strategies for improving eÆ ien y in automated CG dedu tion, starting with proof normalisation in sequent systems, overing natural dedu tion and
arriving at proof nets.
From the perspe tive of sequent al uli the analysis developed in this hapter fo used on proof
stru ture rather than semanti labelling. Although no strategy for labelling derivation steps
with lambda expressions has been developed here for LLKE, a fun tional interpretation of
its algebrai label expressions yield results whi h tend to agree with those obtained in proof
normalisation. It would be interesting to equip LLKE with a lambda semanti s me hanism
to investigate su h onvergen e is veri ed.
In the se ond half of the hapter, the labelled proof net framework is re ast in terms of
labelling in a standard tableau system. A few short omings of bran hing systems with respe t
to variable introdu tion and label- he king are pointed out. Finally, parallels between the
strategies presented in hapters 3 and 4 of this thesis and the ones used by the systems
mentioned above are drawn and a set of requirements for CG automated dedu tion systems
is sket hed.

In this hapter we address two extensions of the framework presented so far: quanti ation |
or the handling of polymorphi types in CG | and the more spe ulative matter of theorem
proving in information networks of (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1994; Barwise, Gabbay,
and Hartonas, 1995).
The rst of these extensions on erns pra ti al issues in omputational linguisti s and parsing.
Some kind of treatment of polymorphism seems to be ne essary if a system implementing a
lexi alised formalism is to provide the adequate level of generality for grammar spe i ation.
The tableau rules to be de ned below address this problem by borrowing a few tools from
abstra t quanti ation theory (Smullyan, 1969). This is to be regarded as a rst step towards

a more omprehensive treatment within analyti dedu tion rather than nished work.
In the remaining of the hapter, we shift the fo us towards automated reasoning in arti ial
intelligen e. We dis uss Barwise and oworkers' formalisation of a non- lassi al logi whi h
we believe an be supported by analyti tableau dedu tive me hanisms. We point out onne tions with issues in planning and agent-oriented theories. The basi idea is to dis uss
the omputational properties of theorem proving in a restri ted information network setting
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within the LLKE system. In order to do this, we brie y outline the language of types proposed in (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) to lassify sites and information hannels in
their logi of information ow, and then des ribe CG parsing as an operationalisation of a

(2.7) to have an idea of where in nity shows up in Lambek al uli | whi h may yield in nite
(open) bran hes. However, the pro edure is mathemati ally well de ned (Fitting, 1990)
and an be onstrained into termination in (we expe t) reasonable ways | see, for instan e,

fragment of this language. Finally, we show how a anoni al model of information-oriented
logi s an be dire tly hara terised in LLKE.

the S on nkel-Bernays lass of quanti ed formulae whi h has been used in (Johnson, 1991).
From a linguisti viewpoint, working with un onstrained domains of quanti ation may also
lead to overgeneration | i.e. a polymorphi type assuming anomalous fun tions due to

6.1

Polymorphi

types

inappropriate variable instantiation | a problem whi h is avoided in Morrill's propositional
approa h. In the following se tions we dis uss some linguisti examples of polymorphism
presented in (Morrill, 1994) and their treatment in LLKEv .

We mentioned in hapter 2 that one way to deal with lexi al items whi h have di erent though
analogous fun tions | see for instan e the prepositional phrases of se tion 2.3.5 whi h an
play either adnominal or adverbial roles, and oordinator types whi h an oordinate di erent
onstituents | is to generalise over a limited number of fun tions whi h linguisti analysis
indi ates as being the ones su h lexi al items are likely to play | e.g. (Morrill, 1994, hapter
6). This approa h works by augmenting the language of CG with onne tives to express
the ollapsing of a nite number of elements into a single type. A more general approa h
is adopted in (Emms, 1994) with the introdu tion of quanti ers into the logi al language.
The former approa h requires addition of new dedu tion rules and more detailed, omplex
spe i ations of lexi al types by the user in order to keep the logi within propositional limits
while dealing with the generalisations. The latter, on the other hand allows for a greater degree
of underspe i ation but seems to provide mu h more generality than grammar spe i ation
requires, easily leading to in ompleteness on the logi al side.
The approa h des ribed below an be seen as a moderate alternative to full quanti ation.
It is aimed at automation, in keeping with the spirit of the previous hapters of this thesis.
Polymorphi types will be assumed to be always under the s ope of a universal quanti er
whi h will be allowed to range over a well-de ned set of values: the variable-free types of the
language in de nition 2.1. We present an extension of LLKE | whi h we all LLKEv | to
deal with the augmented logi s. The resulting system, unlike the original LLKE of hapter 3,
does not provide an e e tive method for de iding theoremhood in all ases, sin e variables
will range over a denumerably in nite set of types | re all lifting (2.5) and division (2.6)

6.1.1 Foreword on quanti ation
Let's start by enri hing our language of synta ti types with variables and a (restri ted) form
of quanti ation. In order to do so we extend the set of well-formed types, C (de nition 2.1),
to a set C v as shown in de nition 6.13. Unlike rst-order languages, the syntax de ned below
does not provide expli itly for universal or existential quanti ation. Rather, all variables
appearing in a produ t-free type will be assumed to be under the s ope of a universal quanti er. A form of existential quanti ation will take pla e where the sign of the SLF in whi h
a type variable o urs is \F " | meaning \it is not the ase that for all types" et . Given
the restri tion imposed by (4.21), su h existentially quanti ed types must appear only on the
right-hand side of a sequent. Therefore both universal statements | those where a universal
quanti er has s ope over the whole expression | and existential quanti ation are unlikely
to play any major role in grammar spe i ation.
However, the language of de nition 6.13 is expressive enough to allow some general properties
of grammars to be enun iated | e.g. that a given string (or a string of a given stru ture in
ase it ontains polymorphi types) yields a type of a ertain stru ture, where the \ ertain
stru ture" is left underspe i ed through polymorphism | see examples (e.36)-(e.38). The
status of su h systems is not lear in polymorphi CGs. Although we will not pursue this
dire tion of resear h here, we will dis uss the status of universal statements in the metatheory
of CG in se tion 6.1.2.
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De nition 6.13 Let P = fA; B; C; N; NP; AP; P P; :::g, as in de nition 2.1, and de ne a
set P v = P [ fx; y; z; :::g (with or without subs ripts), our augmented set of basi types. The
extended type language C v is the losure of P v under operators Op = f=; n; g.
Our next step is to de ne a more on ise way of talking about substitutions, this time not
of label variables as in hapter 4 but of variables ranging over synta ti types. Let 'xA
represent the result of substituting A for x in ' a ording to the indu tive de nition 6.14.
We shall assume here that the (universally quanti ed) variables of C v range over the set of
variable-free types C . Furthermore, we assume that quanti er s ope does not extend a ross
produ t operator (\") boundaries. For instan e, a polymorphi type \(x=x)nx  x=x" may
be equivalently written as \(y=y)ny  x=x". Clause (iv) of de nition 6.14 is meant to deal
with variable repla ement under these s ope assumptions. The idea behind the substitution
operation in proof sear h is simple. In proving entailments between sequen es of types (i.e.
sequents) one assumes the type in the ante edent to be a T -type, the type in the su eedent
to be an F -type and tries to nd appropriate substitutions so that the tree built from these
assumptions loses under the label losure onditions de ned in hapter 3, showing therefore
the unsatis ability of the assumption. Informally, the model we have in mind is one in whi h
type variables get mapped into variable-free types whi h then are interpreted against our
information tokens of de nition 3.2.

De nition 6.14 A substitution 'xA results in the following:
(i) 'xA = ' if ' is an atomi

(ii) ['=℄xA = 'xA =xA

onstant, 'xA = A if ' is an atomi variable.

(iii) ['n℄xA = 'xA nxA

(iv) ['  ℄xA = 'xA   if x o urs in ',

'  xA otherwise.

If we assume that in grammati al spe i ation no universally quanti ed statements are made,
as far as the semanti s of quanti ation is on erned we shall be mostly interested in satisability (with respe t to a universe of dis ourse anti ipated to be the the set of well-formed,
variable-free types) rather than validity (in the sense of rst-order validity). On e the re-
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pla ements are made, LLKE-validity with respe t to the information frames L an be tested
through algorithm 3.3, for the variable-free ase. The semanti basis of these notions is stated
in the following se tion.
It should be remarked, however, that the assumption above | viz. that quanti ation should
be ir ums ribed to produ t-free types in grammar spe i ation | is not an empiri al fa t
but rather a working hypothesis whi h follows the pra ti e adopted in some Lambek systems. There are ategorial approa hes to grammar spe i ation de ned in terms of prin iples
(statements about all possible on gurations) as well as parti ular instantiation of types and
inferen e rules (Moens et al., 1989; Calder, Klein, and Zeevat, 1988). By ir ums ribing the
s ope of our impli it quanti ers as above (and by keeping them impli it instead of expressing them in the language of types) we hoose to stipulate that grammati al prin iples are
impli itly determined by properties of the entailment relation for ea h system. These are
derived, as we have seen, from ertain stru tural features of dedu tion in general, and often get imported into the grammar spe i ation language in the form of modalities (Morrill,
1994) and hybrid type onstru tors (Moortgat and Oehrle, 1993; Hepple, 1995). At the level
of the tableau expansion rules, however, it should be a straightforward exer ise to alter the
dedu tive ma hinery to ope with the spe i ation of universal prin iples.

6.1.2 Valuations and universal statements
In standard rst-order logi one normally distinguishes between onstants and parameters
when de ning an interpretation fun tion, or valuation, for the formulae. Constants are the
synta ti ounterparts of the semanti elements in a universe of dis ourse, U . First-order
variables range over su h elements. Parameters are symbols used to instantiate variables
with hypotheti al individuals (whi h might turn out to have orrespondents in the universe
of dis ourse su h that the formula in whi h they o ur is satis ed with respe t to that universe under a given interpretation). This distin tion is probably meant to re e t the kind
of reasoning performed by a mathemati ian who in the ourse of a proof, having already
shown that a ertain property P holds for some individuals x, says \let a be su h an x" and
arries on with P (a) as part of his assumptions, to be on rmed or reje ted later. This newly
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introdu ed symbol, ommitted to predi ate P , is what is alled a parameter in (Smullyan,
1968).
A valuation is initially de ned on the set of parameter-free, losed formulae | i.e. those
ontaining no free variables. A universally quanti ed formula is true under a valuation i all
instan es of its predi ates in U are true under a Boolean (propositional) valuation. Similarly,
an existentially quanti ed formula is true under a valuation i at least one element of the
universe of dis ourse makes the senten e true under a Boolean valuation. One ould also
de ne an interpretation fun tion by spe ifying n-pla e relations in U into whi h the language's
n-pla e relations would be mapped. This interpretation fun tion may then be extended in the

following way: all parameters o urring in a senten e are repla ed by onstants in U and the
resulting ( losed, parameter-free) senten e is evaluated as usual. An interpretation fun tion
so de ned would be equivalent to a valuation for quanti ed formulae (Fitting, 1990). If a
set of senten es with parameters is su h that its parameters an be renamed in su h a way
that there is a substitution (of onstants for parameters) whi h makes ea h senten e in the
resulting set \true" (under a given interpretation, in a given universe), then we say that this
set of formulae is simultaneously satis able.
Our approa h to quanti ation as a way to deal with polymorphism in CGs requires only
a fairly simpli ed treatment. First of all, the the type syntax does not involve the use of
distin t predi ates as in rst-order logi . All atomi types may be assumed, so to speak, to
be arguments of a hidden unary predi ate \o urs" whi h indi ates the o urren e of a string
in positions and number to be spe i ed through logi al operators a ording to the stru tural
properties of the target al ulus.
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\`", say \)" (e.g. via appli ation of a dedu tion theorem), and the usual quanti ers \9" and
\8". Examples of universal statements in this augmented language are shown in (e.36){(e.38).
These rules, or \inferen e s hemes" appear frequently in the CG literature | see for instan e
the introdu tory hapters in (Moortgat, 1988; van Benthem, 1991) and hapter 2 of this thesis. The universal quanti ers, however, are taken for granted in most textbooks and left out,
hen e the presumed interpretation of these rules as \templates" whi h get instantiated in the
dedu tive pro ess.
(e.36)

8xy[x=y  y ) x℄

(appli ation)

(e.37)

8xy[x ) (y=x)ny℄

(lifting)

(e.38)

8xyz[x=y ) (x=z)=(y=z)℄

(division, main fun tor)

In fa t, it is now lear that our LLKE-proof of proposition 3.2 is stri tly speaking a proof of
instan es of the so alled \redu tion laws" rather than a proof of the laws themselves. The
reason why the proof an be generalised to all instan es is that we are allowed to reason
with parameters, in the sense explained above. LLKE proofs are proofs by ontradi tion: the
negation of the formula to be proved is assumed to be the ase and a ontradi tion is sought
whi h arises from this assumption. Therefore, in proving (e.36) for example we assume that
there are values of x and y for whi h (x=y  y ) x) is false. Then we say: \let X and Y be
su h values" and ontinue with the proof, as shown in hapter 3.

As we mentioned before, a polymorphi type is to be interpreted as being under the s ope of
a universal quanti er, and universally quanti ed variables do not seem to play any relevant
role in grammar spe i ation. Universal quanti ation does, however, play a relevant role
in the metatheory of CG. We shall have a brief ex ursion into this issue before pro eeding
with grammati al polymorphism proper. Let's, for the time being, forget the onventions
on variables and quanti ation in polymorphi types introdu ed above and onsider the hy-

It should be remarked that most ategorial al uli already provide for a restri ted form
of polymorphism within propositional logi . To see this onsider the lifting and division
rules of hapter 2 | respe tively (2.5) and (2.6), (2.7). The former an be seen as generalisations over expressions of the form :::y=X ny::: and the latter over types of the form
(X=z1 =:::=zn )=(Y=z1 =:::=zn ), where n  0, and similarly for \n". In addition to this inherent
generalising ability, we want to provide our al uli with what (Moortgat, 1988) alls \basi
type polymorphism". This is the type of polymorphism exhibited by the word \and", for
instan e, whi h an oordinate onstituents of di erent form, su h as senten es, verb phrases,

pothesis of yet again augmenting our language of types

and noun phrases.

C v with a synta ti

ounterpart for
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At this point we lose the parenthesis on universal statements and take for granted the kind of
generalisation dis ussed in the last paragraph to return to our restri ted syntax of universally
quanti ed types on ned within produ t boundaries. We start by spe ifying the notion of sat-
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elegant formalisation. From a pra ti al point of view, however, this loss of elegan e pays o
by enabling us to de ne a straightforward proof sear h me hanism based on standard tableau
and resolution te hniques. We address these te hniques in the next se tion.

is ability within our labelled dedu tive system through de nition 6.15. It should be remarked

that a level of indire tion is introdu ed with this de nition of satis ability: re all that LLKE
is shown to be sound and omplete in hapter 3 with respe t to a Gentzen presentation rather
than a semigroup (groupoid, relational et ) semanti s. Likewise, quanti ers in LLKEv will
not be evaluated dire tly with respe t to an algebrai stru ture | our information frames,
whi h are in fa t mere bookkeeping devi es | but with respe t to a universe of dis ourse
omposed by the types in C .

De nition 6.15 Let L be the labelling algebra (information frame) of de nition 3.2, and let
a be an information token in L. We say that for a type ' 2 C v :
(i) a j= ' i for ea h x o urring in ' and ea h type A 2 C a j= 'xA

Sin e we have stipulated that no wide-s ope universal statements are allowed in the logi ,
this notion of satis ability will suÆ e for our purposes. Given a sequent ontaining variables
on the left-hand side of the turnstyle, we will be interested in nding types whi h instantiate
these variables in su h a way that the entailment holds in the given model (or database, to use
the LDS parlan e). This di ers from the approa h adopted in (Emms, 1990), for instan e.
We won't dis uss this approa h in detail here, but it appears that (Emms, 1990) aimed at
expressing rather more general properties than the ones to whi h its quanti ational logi
is applied in the paper. These further motivations are more learly spelled out in (Emms,
1994), where a full treatment of quanti ation is presented along with a string semanti s.
The linguisti drive behind the treatment des ribed in the former paper, however, an be
dealt with if the types are assumed to be quanti ed as above. The notion of satis ability
for quanti ed formulae in (Emms, 1994) is tied dire tly to the (semigroup) semanti s against
whi h the satis ability of a variable-free type is interpreted. Emms' semanti formulation
of polymorphism has the advantage of being more uniform than the one in de nition 6.15.
Our approa h introdu es an extra level of analysis (from polymorphi types to quanti er-free
types and from quanti er-free types to algebrai models) whi h amounts to a somewhat less

6.1.3 Tableau rules for polymorphi types
Polymorphi types will be signed and labelled a ording to the rules de ned in hapter 3.
Tableau expansion rules ,  and  in table 3.1 will be extended to over polymorphi types
in the obvious way: type variables are treated as atomi types. We distinguish between two
groups of signed polymorphi types: F -signed polymorphi types and T -signed polymorphi
types. We refer to the former as universal types, or -types, and to the latter as existential
types, or Æ -types. By restri tion (4.21) and our assumptions about existential quanti ation,

Æ -types only o ur in a LLKE proof if the orresponding polymorphi type o urs on the
right-hand side of a sequent. Although we see little use for this kind of sequent in linguisti
des ription (see dis ussion above), rules for -types will be given below. The same rules
may be used if one de ides to extend the syntax to allow expli it universal and existential
quanti ation as in (Emms, 1994). S hemes (6.1) and (6.2) show how to extend a LLKE
tree from a node where a polymorphi type o urs. Type X is assumed to be a type in C v
ontaining at least one type variable x.
( 1) F : X : a
( 2 ) F : XAx : a
(Æ1) T : X : a
(Æ2) T : XAx : a

where A is any type in C
where A 2 C has not been derived from
types added in previous steps that use rule Æ

(6.1)

(6.2)

The proviso on (6.2) orresponds to the liberalisation of the \D rule" in Smullyan-style
tableaux (Fitting, 1990) whereby the onstraint on A being a new parameter in the derivation
is relaxed for omputational purposes. Re all that, stri tly speaking, existential rules should
introdu e new parameters so as to avoid on i t with parameters ommitted to predi ates
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under the s ope of quanti ers to whi h a or Æ rule has been previously applied. A lear
explanation of this kind of on i t in rst-order logi is given in (Smullyan, 1968, pp54{55).
Smullyan's explanation an be paraphrased as follows. Suppose that two predi ates \P " and

With the rules for universal and existential quanti ation a generalised summary of all LLKEv
rules is shown in table 6.1. The optimal order of rule appli ation for ea h bran h is: rst
, then  and nally (and Æ ) rules. Examples of LLKEv derivations | (e.41), (e.43) and

\Q" apply to distin t existentially quanti ed variables in the ourse of a proof. It is perfe tly
legitimate to take a parameter, say \a", and assume \P (a)". However, on e \a" has been
ommitted to representing an individual with property \P ", we are no longer allowed to predi ate \Q" of \a", for then we would be assuming that there is an individual \a" with both
properties \P " and \Q", whi h is stronger than what is asserted. Sin e no distin t predi ates
are used in quanti ed Lambek al uli it would appear that one ould eliminate this proviso,
ollapsing and Æ rules into the same general substitution s heme. We have hosen not to do
so in the interest of soundness. The distin tion between the two rules explains, for instan e,
why polymorphi types must be universally rather than existentially quanti ed. Consider the
two di erent instantiations of the oordinator \and" (type (xnx)=x) in example (e.39) and
the ones in example (e.40). If we assume polymorphi types to be existential and observe

(e.42) | are shown in the next se tion.

the proviso of rule (6.2), then (e.39) will be derivable but (e.40) will be ruled out (be ause
on e the rst \NP " gets introdu ed as a Æ -parameter the introdu tion of a se ond \NP " to
instantiate the other \and" will be blo ked).
(e.39)

John and Mary went out and Paul stayed in.

(e.40)

John and Mary stayed in while Bill and Paul went out.

In pi king out the types to be introdu ed via and Æ rules we will give preferen e to (i)
subtypes o urring previously on the derivation1 and to (ii) types resulting from the losure of
the former under Op, in as ending order of degrees. These hoi es have a heuristi hara ter.
Although rule (6.1) will in fa t allow any parameter to be hosen, it's easy to see that hoosing
subtypes whi h o ur previously in the derivation tends to produ e shorter proofs. However,
stri tly speaking there's no way to guarantee the algorithm's termination in ases where the
initial formula is a non-theorem. Some limit, on the maximum degree of type instan es for
example, must be imposed in order for the pro edure to be of pra ti al use.
1
In the Æ ase, those whi h have not been introdu ed by Æ rules nor have been been derived from types so
introdu ed by means of or  rules.

s heme  s heme  s heme
1
1
2
2
3
1 j 2
3

s heme Æ s heme
1
2

Æ1
Æ2

Table 6.1: Generalised LLKE Rules
The ompleteness result of hapter 3 with respe t to the sequent presentation of NL{LPCE an
be extended to a ommodate the new rules if standard parameter instantiation (Emms, 1994)
is assumed to be the Gentzen ounterpart of and  sin e the labelling for the instantiated
types remains the same.

6.1.4 Propositional Vs. predi ational polymorphism: dis ussion
Polymorphism an be arried out in di erent ways: we mentioned the variety of stru tural
polymorphism exhibited by L, the extensions to the propositional apparatus used in (Morrill,
1994), and presented a more general implementation of polymorphi behaviour through the
use of variables2 . Polymorphi types have re eived some attention sin e the early days of
CG. Lambek's pioneering paper (Lambek, 1958) suggests that types implementing negation
and oordination should undergo generalisation, resulting in the forms \x=x" and \(xnx)=x"
respe tively. As remarked in (Moortgat, 1988), negation an be stru turally generalised if
its lexi al ounterpart is assigned type \S=S ": this original form obviously works when the
argument is a senten e, and the form yielded by main-fun tor division, \(S=NP )=(S=NP )",
works for verb-phrase negation in LP. However, types with stru ture \(xnx)=x" annot be
2
We should remark that the predi ational system presented above does not orrespond to the predi ational
system of (Morrill, 1994). Morrill's quanti ation s heme aims at providing a uni ation-based feature system
for CG, building it on top of the propositional system, whi h already provides for polymorphism through
additional onne tives | \^" for fun tor polymorphism and \_" for argument polymorphism | as well as
intrinsi properties of Lambek al uli (see se tion 6.1.2).
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generalised by means of type raising or division. The predi ational approa h seems to handle
the oordination ase satisfa torily. Consider example (e.41), a LLKEv derivation for the
senten e in (e.39) where the oordinators re eive di erent instantiations.

(e.41)

0
1
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

F : N  (xnx)=x  N  N nS  (xnx)=x  S ` S : 1
T N  (xnx)=x  N  N nS  (xnx)=x  S : i
F :S:i
T :N :a
T : (xnx)=x : b
T :N :
T : N nS : d
(xnx)=x : e
T : S : ((((i==a)= b)= )= d)= e
T : (N nN )=N : b
T : N nN : b Æ
T : N : a Æ (b Æ )
T : S : (a Æ (b Æ )) Æ d
T : (S nS )=S : e
T : S nS : e Æ (((((i==a)= b)= )= d)= e)
T : S : ((a Æ (b Æ )) Æ d)(e Æ ((((i==a)= b)= )= d)= e)



is being sought. Unlike this propositional approa h, LLKEv polymorphism is less sele tive.
It allows any type to instantiate type variables yielded in fun tor position. Example (e.42)
shows a derivation where \from" plays an adnominal role.

Assump.
0;

(e.42)
1;
4;
9; 5; 
3; 10; 
11; 6; 
7;
13; 8; 
12; 14; 

This adequa y under di erent ontexts exhibited by the treatment of oordination via impli itly quanti ed type variables is due to the fa t that the CG approa h to oordination in
general permits non-standard onstituents to be derived (Ades and Steedman, 1982). That
exible notion of onstituen y gets inherited by the quanti ed al uli in ases where variables
o ur in an argument position of a polymorphi fun tor. A problem arises, however, where
a variable-free type o upies the argument position of a fun tor whi h yields a polymorphi
type | e.g. type xnx=N whi h generalises over the adverbial and adnominal roles of lexi al
item \from".
In (Morrill, 1994), su h ases are dealt with by spe ifying a set of types whi h an o ur
above the division operator | for the word \from" in parti ular these types are: CN nCN
for the adnominal fun tion and (N nS )n(N nS ) for the adverbial one. This list is onne ted
by a form of (order insensitive) onjun tion whi h has the e e t of making either subtype
available for further ombination, whi h results in a omplex type with the following stru ture: ((N nS )n(N nS )) ^ (CN nCN )=N . Symmetri ally, if the hoi e appears in the argument
position, then the types get onne ted by a form of disjun tion, _, meaning that either type
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0
1
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

N
N  N nS  (xnx)=N 
F : John
walks
from
Edinburgh
T : N  N nS  (xnx)=N  N : i
F :S:i
T :N :a
T : N nS : b
T : (xnx)=N :
T : N : ((i==a)= b)=
T : xnx : Æ ((i==a)= b)=
T :S :aÆb
T : (N nS )n(N nS ) : Æ ((i==a)= b)=
T : N nS : b Æ ( Æ ((i==a)= b)= )
T : S : a Æ (b Æ ( Æ ((i==a)= b))= )

`S

: 1 Assump.
0;

1;
5; 6; 
3; 4; 
7;
4; 9; 
3; 10; 



The label losure onditions in this ase are satis ed even in NL, sin e asso iativity is not
required in order to solve the label expression yielded by the labels of lines 3 and 11. As
shown in example e.43, one is also able to derive a senten e where \from" plays an adverbial
role within NL.

(e.43)

0
1
3
3
4
5
7
8
10

N
nx)=N 
F : aCN
 (xfrom
Edinburgh
man
T : CN  (xnx)=N  N : i
F : CN : i
T : CN : a
T : (xnx)=N : b
T : N : (i==a)= b)
T : xnx : b Æ ((i==a)= b)
T : CN nCN : b Æ ((i==a)= b)
T : S : a Æ (b Æ ((i==a)= b))



` CN

: 1 Assump.
0;
1;
4; 5; 
7;
8:9; 

Now, suppose we de ide to hange the instantiation of \xnx" in (e.42), line 9, from type
\(N nS )n(N nS )" to \S nS ", as shown in (e.44). The former is learly a transformation of the
latter under main-fun tor division. Therefore, not surprisingly a type \S " an be derived in
L (whi h allows asso iativity and hen e main-fun tor division) under substitution [xnx℄x
S.
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0
(e.44)

7
8
9
10

N  N nS  (xnx)=N
F : John
walks
from
..
.
T : xnx : Æ ((i==a)= b)=
T :S :aÆb
T : S nS : Æ ((i==a)= b)=
T : S : (a Æ b) Æ ( Æ ((i==a)= b)= )





N

Edinburgh

`S

: 1 Assump:
5; 6; 
3; 4; 
7;
8; 9; 

This extra level of generality in L | and possibly also in NL | has the unfortunate e e t
of allowing anomalous derivations. The problem is not parti ularly riti al in (e.44) if one
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of logi al truth might not be the most adequate. In fa t, sin e the appearan e of the rst
works on \multi-valued" logi s (Kleene, 1952) up to re ent resear h on arti ial intelligen e
(AI), basi assumptions of lassi al logi , in luding the prin iples of ex luded middle and bivalen e, as well as stru tural properties su h as monotoni ity, have been onstantly hallenged.
Amongst the many examples of this trend we nd AI's non-monotoni and multi-valued logi s
(Ginsberg, 1988) Girard's linear logi (Girard, 1987), Barwise and Perry's situation semanti s (Barwise and Perry, 1983), and more re ently, hannel theory (Barwise, Gabbay, and
Hartonas, 1995).

a epts Steedman's views on exible onstituen y, for instan e. However, ases su h as the
L-derivability of example (e.45) seem to pose real problems for LLKEv .

Although a number of te hniques have been developed within AI to deal with automated
modal and multi-valued reasoning | in luding tableaux (Fitting, 1983) and algebrai (\bi-

(e.45) *the from Edinburgh man.

latti e") approa hes (Ginsberg, 1988) | there haven't been, to my knowledge, any attempts
to implement provers for logi s along the lines of the ones presented in (Barwise, Gabbay,

Although it provides an elegant formalisation of polymorphism in oordinator types, the
predi ational approa h la ks me hanisms to blo k ungrammati al derivations where fun tor
polymorphism has to be en oded. The introdu tion of devi es su h as sort restri tions on
the domain of quanti ation | see (Moens et al., 1989) for a treatment of this in uni ation
ategorial grammar | may eliminate the problem. However, these seem to require te hniques beyond what an be a hieved by straightforward extensions to the tableau dedu tive
apparatus. Again, formal elegan e might have to be sa ri ed.

and Hartonas, 1995). We will refer to these logi s, where the basi models are assumed to
be (partially spe i ed, possibly self-referential) situations and onstraints on the inferen es
allowed from one situation to another, as logi s of information ow, or simply LIFs. It has
been suggested (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1994) that the stru tures handled by the
Lambek al ulus orrespond to paradigmati LIF stru tures. We will suggest below that the
ase of parsing in ategorial grammars may be taken as a paradigmati ase for automated
theorem proving in LIFs.

6.2.1 Logi s of information ow in Arti ial Intelligen e
6.2

What does CG parsing tell us about automated dedu tion
in information networks?

We on lude this hapter with a modest dis ussion of yet another possible extension of LLKE,
this time towards an area of appli ation outside the s ope of CG parsing: automated dedu tion in the so alled logi s of information ow. The notion of information ow has gained
in reasing attention from logi ians, logi ally-minded linguists and theoreti al omputer s ientists working in areas where, due to the dynami nature of the subje t, the traditional notion

In (Luz, 1995) we presented the issue of representing spee h-a ts by means plan-based formalisms (Allen and Perrault, 1980) as being an example of an AI appli ation whose ontology3
su ers from a la k of uniformity due to the fa t that important notions su h as time and
a tion re eive only operational spe i ations. Spee h-a t representation in dialogue systems
is normally based on a theory where spee h a ts are de ned in terms of their onstituent
propositional attitudes: belief, intention, knowledge et . These notions have re eived onsid3
De ned as: \an expli it formal spe i ation of how to represent the obje ts, on epts and other entities
that are assumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold among them." (Howe, 1997).
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erable attention within the eld of possible-worlds semanti s with varying degrees of su ess
(Hintikka, 1969). Propositional attitudes alone, however, annot a ount for the dynami
aspe ts of dialogues su h as inferen es about the speaker's intentions, ommuni ative goals,

(\intention", \goal" et ) by onstraining the epistemi a essibility relations. The operators
an be read informally as follows: \done(x; a)" stands for \agent x performs a tion a", \2"
stands for \ is always the ase", \;" is the dynami logi operator for a tion omposition, and

et . In order to handle these, a planning formalism is usually employed whi h operates on a
knowledge base omprised by fa ts and attitudes | i.e. \snapshots" of possible worlds.

the propositional attitude operator \bel(lieve)" re eive the standard (KD45) interpretation
in a possible-world model while \intend" is de ned via belief and goal a essibility relations.

From a theoreti al point of view, the in orporation of planning algorithms, a hoi e whi h
might be regarded as a pra ti al design de ision, brings about some distortions. The most
evident of them is that intentions are not required to be onsistent. Sin e a tions and plans
reside outside the logi al ontology, temporal me hanisms are assumed to operate impli itly,
and the passing of time is somehow expressed as updates on the knowledge-base due to the
a tions performed along with a plan sear h. In this setting, it is reasonable to say that an
agent an intend both \P " and \:P " be ause the ontradi tory formulae may turn out to
be the ase in di erent situations, i.e. at di erent snapshots. However, if the passing of
time is expli itly en oded as part of the ontology | let's say, if the logi was provided with
a temporal operator 3, orresponding to \eventually" (at some point in time) | then the
apparently in onsistent intentions would be translated into something like: intent(A; 3P )
and intend(A; 3:P ), thus removing the in onsisten y.
There are works | su h as the in uential (Cohen and Levesque, 1990) | whi h expli itly
a ount for temporal and a number of other indexi al aspe ts. Works along these lines
tend to be regarded as frameworks for design of situated agent systems and veri ation
via model- he king, rather than systems for intention/goal inferen e. Even in veri ation
frameworks, however, the la k of me hanisms to play the fun tional roles played by plans
in \pra ti ally-minded" intention re ognition systems produ es some odd onsequen es. The
analysis of (Cohen and Levesque, 1990)'s attempt to apture Bratman's on ept of lter of
admissibility helps to illustrate this point. \Filter of admissibility" is an expression oined by
Bratman to designate the fa t that intentions onstrain future-dire ted a tions and attitudes
\ ltering out" a tions and plans in ompatible with an agent's urrent intentions. Formula 6.3
is laimed in (Cohen and Levesque, 1990) to be the property of their (model) theory whi h
is supposed to implement this lter. Cohen and Levesque's model ombines a rst-order,
quanti ed epistemi logi (KD45) with Hoare's dynami logi to de ne intentional operators

j= 8x[intend(x; b) ^ 2bel(x; (done(x; a) ) 2:done(x; b))) ) :intend(x; a; b)℄

(6.3)

It is lear that (6.3) is asserting some sort of lter. However, the property only applies with
respe t to a parti ular intention \a". There is nothing to guarantee that the agent does not
have other intentions whose a hievement is eventually prevented by some a tion the agent
might perform in order to a hieve a goal overed by an instan e of (6.3). An example of
situation in whi h this happens an be found in (Bratman, 1991): agent \x" has the intention
(\b") of ying to San Fran is o on Sunday evening. As part of a partial plan, this intention
poses the problem for further deliberation: How an \x" get from the hotel to the airport?
One solution might be (\a") take the limousine to the airport. Now, suppose this solution is
not admissible be ause, say, x is also planning (\ ") to meet a friend in the afternoon and the
limousine leaves in the morning. If we apply (6.3) to this example, we will see that a is not
ruled out, unless of ourse the intention onsidered is viewed as a onjun tion of intentions
\b" and \ ". In any ase, there seems to be mu h ontextual information es aping through
the lter. If the lter were to be improved in the same framework, the most straightforward
option would be to introdu e an extra level of quanti ation over intentions, whi h annot be
done without adding onsiderable ompli ations into an already ompli ated model.
Barwise and Perry's situation semanti s (Barwise and Perry, 1983) appeared as an attempt
to a ount for those indexi al aspe ts of knowledge representation whi h have been negle ted
by many possible-world approa hes. The failure of most AI theories of language and a tion
is often blamed on su h aspe ts. The theory initially ta kled semanti phenomena in natural
language, being later generalised through the (more synta ti ) notions of hannels and information ow (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995). The state of the art in this hannel
theory seems to be one in whi h semanti intuitions derived from Barwise's (and other peo-
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ple's) work on Situation Theory have been integrated into a omplex and expressive system,
of whi h there are several versions around | see for instan e (Cavedon, 1995) for a re ent
attempt overing default reasoning in natural language. On the one hand su h omplexity al-

dedu tive planning along the lines of the approa h des ribed in (Bibel, 1997). For instan e,
an a tion may be regarded as a hannel \ " onne ting a situation or site \s1 " (the state of
the knowledge base before the a tion is performed) to a site \s1 " (the state of the knowledge

lows a wide range of phenomena to be dealt with (at least on eptually). On the other hand,
the la k of a omprehensive strategy for omputational treatment of the theory as well as
the \semi-formal" status of some versions seem to have prevented the theory from be oming

base after the a tion is performed). If planning is modelled as a dedu tive pro ess (with a
semanti ounterpart), then the problems of ontologi al uniformity exhibited by plan-based
models of spee h a ts tend to be minimised.

more widespread in the AI ommunity even though its development was originally motivated
by problems brought about by AI resear h. Consider for example the use of modal logi in
some agent theories nowadays4 : although most of them re ognise the need to a ount for
phenomena su h as indexi ality, whi h is not adequately handled in possible worlds, there is
still a preferen e for modal logi , perhaps paradoxi ally, be ause it is more limited than LIFs.
This state of a airs would probably hange if more usable LIFs were identi ed along with the
their properties with respe t to automation.

6.2.2 LIFs in the LLKE framework
The perspe tive presented in (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) is that several reasoning
pro esses an be des ribed as networks in whi h logi \ ows" through onstraints that lassify
hannels onne ting information sites. In order to formalise this, the algebrai stru ture of
de nition 6.16 is used.

De nition 6.16 An Information Network is a 4-tuple N = hS; C; ; Æi, where S = fs; t; :::g
is a set of information sites, C = fa; b; :::g is a set of hannels between sites, is a relation
on S  C  S and Æ a binary operation on C representing hannel omposition. In addition,
it is required that for all hannels a and b:
8s; t[s aÆb t i 9r(s a r ^ r b t)℄
The algebra provides a framework upon whi h several systems an be represented. In the
parti ular ase of the AI modelling of intentions sket hed above, of interest is the fa t that
semanti intuitions derived from hannel theory and realised in N ould be used to model
4

See (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995) for a survey.

Before we sket h a formalisation of dedu tive planning within this information theoreti framework, let's des ribe the language de ned in (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) to talk
about omplex relationships between hannels and sites. The language onsists of a set
of basi types ranging over sites, say  = fA; A0 ; :::; An; B; :::g, a set of types ranging over
hannels, say = fC; C0; :::; Dn g and omplex types. Complex types are built as shown in
de nition 6.17.

De nition 6.17 The set of types LIF is the smallest set satisfying the following onditions:
(i) if A 2  [ then A 2 LIF

(ii) if A 2  and C 2 , then (A # C ) 2 LIF

(iii) if A; B 2  then (A ! B ) 2 LIF
(iv) if A 2  and C 2 , then (A
(v) if C; D 2

then (C Æ D) 2 LIF

C ) 2 LIF

Operators \#" and \Æ" suggest forms of non- ommutative onjun tion, while the arrows resemble impli ation operators. Their stri t interpretation, however, must be given with respe t
to N . We will not give a formal de nition of validity here | the reader is referred to (Barwise,
Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) for a pre ise formulation | but the intuitive interpretation of
senten es built a ording to de nition 6.17 an be phrased as follows:

 (A # C ) is evaluated as

an information site: the site onne ted to A by means of a

hannel C

 (A ! B ) is evaluated as a

hannel onne ting A to B
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C ) is evaluated as a site onne ted to A via C

 (C Æ D) is the synta ti

ounterpart of the hannel omposition operator (the di erent
uses are made lear by the ontext)

As an example of how spee h-a t modelling using the LIF just outlined we use the s heme
presented in (Barwise, Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995) for en oding knowledge bases and a tions in a planning domain. The approa h onsists of identifying rst-order senten es with
types over sites and hannels. The former represent states of the knowledge base, while the
latter orrespond to a tion operators (also written as rst-order predi ates). In a propositional attitude setting, basi a tion ( hannel) types ould be, for instan e: inform(a; b; p),
request(a; b; Inform(b; a; q)) et . Situation (site) types ould be, for example: believe(a; p),
know(a; p) et . Complex types su h as the ones shown below ould then be omposed from
these primitive predi ates
(e.46)

:know(a; p) ! know(a; p)

To represent the transition from a state where \agent a doesn't know that p" to a state where
\agent a knows that p". A type su h as (e.47) ould stand for any a tion that hanges the
knowledge state of the agent followed by a spee h a t. The type in (e.48), on the other hand,
ould represent the post- ondition of an informative a t, and so on.
(e.47)

(:know(a; p) ! know(a; p)) Æ inform(a; b; p)

(e.48)

believe(a; p)

inform(b; a; p)

To see the onne tions between this LIF and the apparatus used in LLKE onsider the
following5 :
5
Further eviden e of the onne tion between LIFs and Lambek al uli is presented in (Barwise, Gabbay, and
Hartonas, 1995). It points out that van Benthem's relational semanti s for L an be built as an information
network if sites and hannels are taken to be ordered pairs in a relation R and de ne ha; bi Æ hb; i = ha; i
hb; i ha; i i
along with an identity element as in remark 1. In this information network we then have ha; bi
ha; bi; hb; i 2 R, where R is transitive
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Remark 1 An information frame L = hP ; Æ; u; vi (de nition 3.2) yields an information network N = hS; C; ; Æi (de nition 6.16) in a anoni al way. Just let P = S = C and de ne
a unary hannel u whi h onne ts a site to itself so that Æ u = u Æ = . Now stipulate
a v b def
= a a b. It is routine to verify that the stru ture de ned in this way satis es de nition 6.16, in parti ular the two ases of mat hing the requirement on hannel omposition: if
a aÆu b then there is a site, namely b, s. t. a a b b u b (by de nition of u) and onversely if
there is a site b s.t. the latter holds then a aÆu b. The same reasoning applies to the permuted
ase.
Now, if we assume that CG types orrespond to a LIF's type and that the semanti stru ture
underlying CG is an information network su h as N , then we get a framework for the al uli
mentioned above by making S = C be a set of tokens supporting CG types, and
the
semanti ounterpart for type omposition. We an then assume that , ! and Æ orrespond
respe tively to / n and , obtaining the CG syntax. From this perspe tive, many of the
theorem proving te hniques developed in the previous se tions an be imported to deal with
(at least fragments) of LIFs. The fragments left out of this hara terisation in lude the
system based on a two-sorted language in whi h the distin tion between sites and hannels is
synta ti ally expressed, and the rather more omplex elaborations in the domain of in nitary
logi . It would be interesting to explore these elds in onne tion with the appli ations
des ribed above. However, this would require a framework mu h more omplex than the
formulation of LLKE presented in this thesis.

6.3

Summary and

on lusions

In this hapter we presented the (modest) beginnings of two (ambitious) extensions to LLKE:
the treatment of quanti ation, whi h has rami ations into the CG resear h on polymorphism and polymorphi types, and theorem proving in Barwise's logi s of information ow.
Polymorphism was treated by allowing a restri ted modality of universal quanti ation into
the type language. Tableau rules were provided whi h generalised over universal and existential quanti ation, though the latter does not seem to play any relevant role in grammar
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spe i ation. We then dis ussed non-predi ational implementations of polymorphism and
pointed out the fa t that even if universal quanti ation is bound within produ t limits the
logi tends to overgenerate in ases of fun tor polymorphism. The restri tion on quanti ation is kept, however, sin e it appears to be in line with the e onomy we had pursued in
LLKE. Su h pursuit got somewhat negle ted in the se ond part of the hapter, where we
introdu ed the parallel between parsing in CG and theorem proving in logi s of information
ow.
The hoi e of CG parsing as a paradigmati ase for LIF theorem proving seems interesting
due to the following fa tors: (1) the Lambek Cal ulus, the logi on whi h most CGs are
based, orresponds to a anoni al form of information network (as pointed out in (Barwise,
Gabbay, and Hartonas, 1995)); (2) As well LIFs, ategorial grammars (under the perspe tive
of \parsing as dedu tion") require very general theorem provers to ope with the variety

Chapter 7

Con lusions

of al uli, and (3) omplexity problems whi h arise from keeping tra k of proof stru tures
are likely to appear (in analogous forms) in strategies for automating LIFs. Furthermore,
the experien e obtained by the better onsolidated resear h in the former may give us some
insight into what strategies to use when dealing with appli ations requiring more omplex
networks and on assessing the feasibility of de ning and implementing them.

In this thesis we have presented an a ount of omputational properties of parsing in Lambek
al uli based on a version of analyti dedu tion. The work presented here was intended as a
rst step towards bridging the gap between ategorial grammar parsing (as dedu tion) and
automated theorem proving. Therefore we regard the main ontributions of this thesis as

Finally, we should remark that other approa hes to automated dedu tion in logi s of information ow building on the onne tions between these logi s and Lambek al uli are starting
to appear. An interesting tableau-based system whi h represents semanti relations dire tly
in the tree expansion rules has been presented in (Ma Caull, 1997). As noted in (Venema,
1996), \labelling an introdu e as many problems as it solves". We have seen some su h
problems from the omplexity perspe tive in the previous hapters. In addition to these, we
have started to see in this hapter that the \semanti s" of LDS dedu tion de ned in terms of
hapter 3's information frames is not entirely lear. Perhaps labelled dedu tion ould bene t
from the more semanti al approa h brought about by the work in LIFs.

From the point of view of labelled automated dedu tion in resour e-sensitive logi s it is worth
mentioning the following:

on erning these two elds of resear h in equal proportion.



The semi-de ision pro edure for the labelled tableau of (D'Agostino and Gabbay, 1994)
has been extended into a full de ision pro edure for a range of (impli ational fragments
of) substru tural al uli whereas the original soundness and ompleteness results have
been preserved.



The impa t of ut-elimination on eÆ ien y (in the proposed tableau system) has been
assessed from the perspe tive of redundant proof patterns (i.e. spurious ambiguity) and
with respe t to the label- he king module | re all (se tion 3.2.2) that LLKE is based
on a tableau system whi h reinstates the ut rule as an e e tive tool for proof sear h
(D'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994).
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An algorithm tailored to perform label (i.e. tableau losure) he king in Lambek al uli
has been des ribed whi h is aimed at avoiding the omplexity pitfalls of asso iative and
ommutative uni ation.



A natural way to integrate the label uni ation pro edure with the general tableau
proof-sear h regime has been presented so that label variables an be a hed dynami ally
whi h enables bran h losure testing to be performed as the tableau is expanded, making
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A modest extension of the system to deal with polymorphi types by adding tableau
expansion rules to deal with restri ted universal quanti ation has been presented. The
limitations of this kind of approa h to type polymorphism with respe t to linguisti
des ription have been dis ussed

The analysis of the theoreti al issues mentioned above has been a ompanied by substantial

full tableau expansion unne essary in most ases.

implementation e ort in Lisp 1 to validate pra ti ally the te hniques des ribed in this thesis.

Extensions of the system into the eld of predi ate logi and logi s of information ow
have been presented whi h are motivated by the possibility of doing label- he king
on urrently with synta ti proof-sear h. One of the main obsta les to the automation
of labelled dedu tive systems is the high omputational osts asso iated with uni ation
in the labelling algebra. By emphasizing the onne tion between Lambek al uli and
logi s of information ow we sought to suggest that general automated dedu tion has

Mu h work remains to be done both in our approa h to ategorial grammar parsing and in
the vast area of automated dedu tion for logi s of information ow in general. Among these
we ould mention: the spe ialisation of the te hniques developed here towards hybrid logi s

lessons to learn from ategorial parsing as well as the other way around.
From the perspe tive of ategorial grammar parsing, the following ontributions should be
pointed out:



An approa h to natural language parsing has been presented whi h builds on a stri tly
dedu tive method. This is to our knowledge the rst appli ation of tableau theorem
proving to ategorial grammar



A strategy for re overing grammati al information (both lexi al and ombinatorial)
from the graph whi h en odes the proof sear h has been developed



Complexity results for the tableau system reminis ent of those for ontext-free and
mildly ontext-sensitive grammars have been a hieved for the lass of Lambek al uli
in the substru tural hierar hy



Comparisons between the parsing me hanisms presented in this thesis and other dedu tive systems for ategorial grammars su h as those based on proof-nets, sequent systems
and natural dedu tion have been presented

and substru tural modalities, a ner grained a ount of polymorphism, a deeper investigation
of how CG's syntax-semanti s interfa e (Curry-Howard isomorphism) an be implemented in
LLKE, the study of how linguisti knowledge ould be in orporated to the theorem proving
me hanisms to improve eÆ ien y, and the de nition of information al uli of pra ti al interest
(e.g. in arti ial intelligen e appli ations) whi h fall within the lass of logi s overed by the
general dedu tive te hniques developed in this thesis. This thesis will have a hieved its goals
if it managed to onvin e the reader that further resear h along these lines in the dedu tive
framework presented here is a task worth pursuing.

1
The LLKE prototype is available upon request to S.F.Luzed.a .uk. It runs on Lisp interpreters whi h
omply with (Steele, 1990). The system has been mainly tested in Allegro Common Lisp but it should also
run in CMU Lisp and Gnu Common Lisp.

Sample LLKE proofs

Appendix A

Sample LLKE proofs
A.1

Chara teristi

Theorems of L

The following is a printout of the proofs of L-properties (2.1){(2.7) by LLKE. The tra e shows
types in Lisp array notation and the nal proof tree is printed as a Lisp stru utre. The symbols
used are: '!' for 'n', '/' for '=', '' for '', '<-' for '= ' and 'O' for 'Æ'. A tra e is shown only for
the rst proof. The proof-tree ontaining the expanded SLFs as well as the losure pair (in
the slot named \CONSTRAINT") is printed for the remaining proofs. The example was run
in Allegro CL and the exe ution took 1,300 mse CPU time on a SUNW,SPARCstation-20
(SunOS 5.5.1).
LK(3): (load "L-theorems.lsp")
; Loading ./L-theorems.lsp
**** Proving right appli ation #(#(X / Y)  Y) |- X
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:12: 3 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F X : L0 =>
T #(#(X / Y)  Y) : L0 =>
** Alpha-Redu ing:
T #(#(X / Y)  Y) : L0 =>
Expanding tree with:
T #(X / Y) : L1 => And: T Y : (L0 <- L1) =>
** Sigma- ombining:
T #(X / Y) : L1 =>
With: T Y : (L0 <- L1) =>
And expanding tableu with:
T X : (L1 O (L0 <- L1)) =>
** Potential losure between
T X : (L1 O (L0 <- L1)) => and F X : L0 =>
## Inspe ting Potential losure between
(L1 O (L0 <- L1)) and L0

## Fully redu ed terms satisfy:
((L0) NIL) <= ((L0) NIL)
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** Linear Expansion ended. Starting b-exp **
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 3. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL L0 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(#(X / Y)  Y) :LABEL L0 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X / Y) :LABEL L1 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L0 <- L1) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L1 O (L0 <- L1))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L1 O (L0 <- L1))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL L0 :LEXICON "")))
**** Proving left appli ation #( Y  #(Y ! X)) |- X
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 3 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F X : L2 =>
T #(Y  #(Y ! X)) : L2 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 3. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL L2 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y  #(Y ! X)) :LABEL L2 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL L3 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y ! X) :LABEL (L2 <- L3)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L3 O (L2 <- L3))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L3 O (L2 <- L3))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL L2 :LEXICON "")))
**** Proving right omposition: #( #(X / Y)  #(Y / Z)) |- #(X / Z)
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(X / Z) : L4 =>
T #(#(X / Y)  #(Y / Z)) : L4 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(X / Z) :LABEL L4 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(#(X / Y)  #(Y / Z)) :LABEL L4
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL L5 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L4 O L5) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X / Y) :LABEL L6 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y / Z) :LABEL (L4 <- L6)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL ((L4 <- L6) O L5)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L6 O ((L4 <- L6) O L5))
:LEXICON ""))
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:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L6 O ((L4 <- L6) O L5))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L4 O L5) :LEXICON"")))
**** Proving left omposition: #( #(Z ! Y)  #(Y ! X)) |- #(Z ! X)
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(Z ! X) : L7 =>
T #(#(Z ! Y)  #(Y ! X)) : L7 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(Z ! X) :LABEL L7 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(#(Z ! Y)  #(Y ! X)) :LABEL L7
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL L8 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L8 O L7) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Z ! Y) :LABEL L9 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y ! X) :LABEL (L7 <- L9)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L8 O L9) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L8 O L9) O (L7 <- L9))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L8 O L9) O (L7 <- L9))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L8 O L7) :LEXICON "")))
**** Proving right type-raising: X |- #(Y / #(X ! Y))
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 3 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(Y / #(X ! Y)) : L10 =>
T X : L10 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 3. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(Y / #(X ! Y)) :LABEL L10 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL L10 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X ! Y) :LABEL L11 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L10 O L11) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L10 O L11) :LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L10 O L11) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L10 O L11) :LEXICON "")))
**** Proving left type-raising: X |- #(#(Y / X) ! Y)
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 3 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(#(Y / X) ! Y) : L12 =>
T X : L12 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 3. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(#(Y / X) ! Y) :LABEL L12 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL L12 :LEXICON "")
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#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA
"")))

#(Y / X) :LABEL L13 :LEXICON "")
Y :LABEL (L13 O L12) :LEXICON "")
Y :LABEL (L13 O L12) :LEXICON ""))
Y :LABEL (L13 O L12) :LEXICON "")
Y :LABEL (L13 O L12) :LEXICON

**** Proving right division (main fun tor): #(X / Y) |- #(#(X / Z) / #(Y / Z))
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:13: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(#(X / Z) / #(Y / Z)) : L14 =>
T #(X / Y) : L14 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(#(X / Z) / #(Y / Z)) :LABEL L14
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X / Y) :LABEL L14 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y / Z) :LABEL L15 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL L16 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L14 O L15) O L16)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L15 O L16) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L14 O (L15 O L16))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L14 O (L15 O L16))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L14 O L15) O L16)
:LEXICON "")))
**** Proving left division (main fun tor): #(Y ! X) |- #(#(Z ! Y) ! #(Z ! X))
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(#(Z ! Y) ! #(Z ! X)) : L17 =>
T #(Y ! X) : L17 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(#(Z ! Y) ! #(Z ! X)) :LABEL L17
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y ! X) :LABEL L17 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Z ! Y) :LABEL L18 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL L19 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L19 O (L18 O L17))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL (L19 O L18) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L19 O L18) O L17)
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL ((L19 O L18) O L17)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA X :LABEL (L19 O (L18 O L17))
:LEXICON "")))
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**** Proving right division (sub-fun tor): #(X / Y) |- #(#(Z / X) ! #(Z / Y))
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(#(Z / X) ! #(Z / Y)) : L20 =>
T #(X / Y) : L20 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(#(Z / X) ! #(Z / Y)) :LABEL L20
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X / Y) :LABEL L20 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Z / X) :LABEL L21 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL L22 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Z :LABEL ((L21 O L20) O L22)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L20 O L22) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL (L21 O (L20 O L22))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL (L21 O (L20 O L22))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Z :LABEL ((L21 O L20) O L22)
:LEXICON "")))
**** Proving left division (sub-fun tor): #(Y ! X) |- #(#(Y ! Z) / #(X ! Z))
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: 5 starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(#(Y ! Z) / #(X ! Z)) : L23 =>
T #(Y ! X) : L23 =>
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 22 Jul 1997 19:32:14: Final tableau has no open bran hes at level 5. ***
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(#(Y ! Z) / #(X ! Z)) :LABEL L23
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(Y ! X) :LABEL L23 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(X ! Z) :LABEL L24 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Y :LABEL L25 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Z :LABEL (L25 O (L23 O L24))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA X :LABEL (L25 O L23) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL ((L25 O L23) O L24)
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA Z :LABEL ((L25 O L23) O L24)
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA Z :LABEL (L25 O (L23 O L24))
:LEXICON "")))
;
;
;
;
;
;
T

pu time (non-g ) 1,210 mse user, 40 mse system
pu time (g )
90 mse user, 70 mse system
pu time (total) 1,300 mse user, 110 mse system
real time 1,545 mse
spa e allo ation:
34,654 ons ells, 26 symbols, 139,624 other bytes
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A.2

Complex LLKE derivation with multiple bran hes

A derivation tree for (4.3) with no re-bra keting allowed at the synta ti al level:
F : S : l0
T : NP : l3
T : ((NP nS )=NP ) : l4
T : (((S=NP )n(S=NP ))=(S=NP )) : l5
T : NP : l6
T : ((NP nS )=NP ) : l7
T : NP : (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )
T : (NP nS ) : (l7 Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))
T : S : (l6 Æ (l7 Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )))
T : S : ((((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ) Æ (l7 Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )))

HHHHH


HHH


HHH


F : (S=NP ) : v8
T : NP : l9
F : S : (v8 Æ l9 )
T : (NP nS ) : (l4 Æ l9 )
T : (NP nS ) : (l7 Æ l9 )
T : S : (l9 Æ (l7 Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 )))
T : S : (l3 Æ (l4 Æ l9 ))
T : S : ((((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ) Æ (l4 Æ l9 ))
T : S : (l9 Æ (l4 Æ l9 ))
T : S : (l6 Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))
T : S : ((((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ) Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))
T : S : (l9 Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))



T : (S=NP ) : v8
T : S : (v8 Æ l3 )
T : S : (v8 Æ l6 )
T : S : (v8 Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))
T : ((S=NP )n(S=NP )) : (l5 Æ v8 )
T : (S=NP ) : (v8 Æ (l5 Æ v8))
T : S : ((v8 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ l6)
T : S : ((v8 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))

HHHH


HH


F : (S=NP ) : v10
T : NP : l11
F : S : (v10 Æ l11 )
T : NP nS : (l4 Æ l11 )
T : S : (l3 Æ (l4 Æ l11))

T : (S=NP ) : v10
T : (S=NP ) : (v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 ))
T : S : ((v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ
(((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))





The label onstraints (read o the tree in a depth- rst fashion) are as follows:
((v10 Æ (l5 Æ v8 )) Æ (((((l0 = l3 )= l4 )= l5 )= l6 )= l7 ))

v l

0

(A.1)
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((l3 Æ l4 ) Æ l11 )

v
v

(l6 Æ (l7 Æ l9 ))

(v10 Æ l11 )

(A.2)

(v8 Æ l9 )

(A.3)

They are satis ed with substitution mapping below plus asso iativity:

& =

A.3

fv 7! (l Æ l ); v 7! (l Æ l )g
8

6

Re overing a non-atomi

7

10

su

3

4

(A.4)

eedent

The derivation below shows an example of losure pair whi h re overs the synta ti stru ture
of a non-atomi type, a verb phrase. The entailent to be proved is as follows:

NP  (NP nS )=NP

` S=NP

(A.5)

Noti e that the labels introdu ed in the linear expansion of the su eedent (i.e. jS=NP j  )
must be removed from re overing formula's labelexp | in the example, L31 from the onstraint on :LEFTBR |. After the removal has been done, label variable (?L32) instantiated,
and an onst redu tion performed, the resulting label, (l30 Æ (l29 = l30 )), ontains the relevant
ingredients of the proof the target type.
LK> (parser '(john loves) '#(S / NP))
*** 23 Jul 1997 21:25:23: starting to build a proof tree for: ***
F #(S / NP) : L29 =>
T NP : L30 => JOHN
T #(#(NP ! S) / NP) : (L29 <- L30) => LOVES
*** Linear Expansion ended. Starting b-exp **
** Finished B-expansion with:
NP from #(NP ! S)
** Mat hing Satisfied in L
*** 23 Jul 1997 21:25:27: Final tableau has no open
bran hes at level 5:
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA #(S / NP) :LABEL L29 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA NP :LABEL L30 :LEXICON JOHN)
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(#(NP ! S) / NP) :LABEL (L29 <- L30)
:LEXICON LOVES)
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA NP :LABEL L31 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA S :LABEL (L29 O L31) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(NP ! S) :LABEL ((L29 <- L30) O L30)
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR
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#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA NP :LABEL ?L_32 :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA #(NP ! S)
:LABEL ((L29 <- L30) O ?L_32) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA S
:LABEL (?L_32 O ((L29 <- L30) O L30)) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA S
:LABEL (L30 O ((L29 <- L30) O ?L_32)) :LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA S
:LABEL (?L_32 O ((L29 <- L30) O ?L_32))
:LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT ( #S(SLF :SIGNAL T :FORMULA S
:LABEL (L30 O ((L29 <- L30) O L31))
:LEXICON "")
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F
:FORMULA S
:LABEL (L29 O L31)
:LEXICON "")
)
:RIGHTBR
#S(TABLEAU :ROOT
(#S(SLF :SIGNAL F :FORMULA NP :LABEL ?L_32 :LEXICON ""))
:LEFTBR NIL :RIGHTBR NIL
:CONSTRAINT (#S(SLF :SIGNAL T
:FORMULA NP
:LABEL L31 :LEXICON JOHN)
#S(SLF :SIGNAL F
:FORMULA NP
:LABEL ?L_32 :LEXICON ""))
:CONSTRAINT NIL)
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A.4

LLKE and proof redundan y

The L-theorem X=(Y=Z )  Y=W  W=Z ` X re eives 2 semanti ally equivalent derivations
in a non-normal form theorem prover based on sequents. In the system of (Hepple, 1990)
this redundan y is eliminated through proof normalisation. The LLKE-derivation (e.49)
below shows how reasoning by lemmas is used to produ e a short (and unique) proof for the
theorem.
0: F : X=(Y=Z )  Y=W  W=Z ` X : 1
1:
T : X=(Y=Z ) : a
:::
2:
T : Y=W : b
:::
3:
T : W=Z : (i==a)= b
:::
4:

F :X:i



(e.49)

HHHH


H


5:
F : Y=Z : x
6:
T :Z:
7:
F :Y :xÆ
8: T : W : ((i==a)= b) Æ
9: T : Y : b Æ (((i==a)= b) Æ )



1; 
:::
5; ii
3; 6; iv
2; 8; iv

1;

Appendix B

LLKE Time pro le
iii

HHH

Figure B.1 shows the typi al exe ution time pro le of an LLKE proof. All losure he ks were
for ed to fail so that a fully expanded tableau would be generated, illustrating a worst ase
situation.

H

10: T : Y=Z : x 1; 
11: T : X : a Æ x 1; 10; iv



The losing pairs are found in the following lines: 7 and 9, on the righ-hand bran h, and 4
and 11, on the bran h whi h re overs the stru ture of X . The substitution mapping whi h
guarantees losure is given by & = fx 7! b Æ ((i==a)= b)g, and the onstraints for both bran hes
are solved by straightforward asso iativity plus property (3.1).

Figure B.1: LLKE exe ution pro le
Input/output fun tions, as well as low-level fun tions whose ontribution is onsidered in-

LLKE Time pro le
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signi ant in the total pro le data sample1, details and nested alls have been omitted for the
sake of spa e. Noti e that label- he king, i.e. LK::DETECT-INCONSISTECY ontributes most of
the exe ution time in linear expansion, while sysnta ti expansion itself (LK::SIGMA12-LIST,
LK::SIGMA21-LIST, LK::COMBINE-SIGMA-1-2-LIST) takes a relatively small share of the
total pro le data sample.
The graph was reated using the Allegro Common Lisp pro ling tool.
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